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worrttet wor_th $2 00 for 
I White Veista 1 $1. e 5 for 
I Suite worth $7.50 reduced to. 
' Suits " $10.00 •• to 
II , Boy's and Children's Suite very cheap. A large lineseof Underwear, White
III Shirt., Ties, Collar, semi Cuff. at reduced price*/ We want all buyers of
' Clothing to give us a call as we keep the
1 .
1 FINEST FITTINC AND BEST MADE COODS r
known to the trade. We take measures for Suite made up in the style, guar-
-• antee fire or no sale Please come and see us; we are headquarters on (loth-] cheap as any city. We ['utak our friend. for their liberal patronage, etc.ing. Being connected with three large retail /mutes, we can buy and eel u1
111
WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, _KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, AUGUST 12, 1887. VOLUME XVIII. NO. 7
NinalkEVII 13.43k51E:t GrAtlik.INTIS
=ler
IVICC.>NITIVI101\Trr
.43.1NTSLIZ=7.7.7"
Correor "[Tirgirita sena 9th. Streets. 1--IcoNeixes'erillo, 3tr3l
JOB WORK
Neatly (4,.1 promptly ...tweets, s.
Timis 4C.17314eme,2
Grand Openin
DRY COODS, 
NOTIONS, 1
CLOAKS!
Saturday, Sept. 3d.
Cale, iEa.Ka.c11. 1ViCexa's
1015.1urxxisixiingig, Gracircis. I
All goods marked in plain figures, strictly one price. A handsome
souvenoir will be given you.'
New York Office:
56 Worth St. Room 3.
BASSEST & CO.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Great Tennessee fair
1,4e) X--Xelcl
rislOWNT.,
Commencing Monday. Sept. 26th. 1887.
_AND 1N7 TIN T.TIMkT Ge- SIX I:1 .01..YS.
1101.1.2.•111•1•11MMININIMM•11
$10,000 in Premiums. compoitim, owe. t %oriel Specie] Attractione EveryFtilkeit Premium ;Set Ever Getten Up. I) IV
3 Races Each Day. Finest Double Track in the United States.
Preparations for 40,000 People Kock Day. soiree& Cars Hun to tke Gr•undlii,
Tenne+,re and the !Slake Mistiesipni Valley Well Repreeenre I city or N weenie Will tie Illuminetel Three Nights Dur-
ing the Week. HALF-FARE RATEs on All the !Wheels ittel Sterniboate Runuing into Nashville.
The .1e_sseciatiesa. 1--Issere Bee-se-red
1=0IM:4-4:1M3S CCPMEME.NTATIONT,
cherrismc 0„, a miagsificent etab'e cf !Heflin Thoroughbred Running Horses, whirl. will give au Exhibition daily iluring the Fair Thesehome* be driven bare back to saddle, driven to warner( nnil with stand tog riders at a pace rarely equaled by the best horses in the worldTIM* Combinatoin udes ihe following well-known Artois. 11 A DAHL W ALL. tre World's( haaspionEqaestrieasue. MISR •LICE 110I•SEILthe Hist celebrated hare back Rieler of the W. rid. will giv• an aiteunedir n of M. 1.1 aid "killfnl Honemanship MINS A TTIE
reLal FR. the lireat .1, X( ueserlease, will ride spume the elebrated riders CISCAR WILDE •nd LILLY • AY, the Fa....est Tesm inA merien. will he driven In wagon and rublen bare-back and to saddle by these fearless. and daring riders. The itamaii Standing IL•es hetWeenARIZONA JI,E and TEllAs JOHli. of New Mexico. will be made .tanding on the hacks of four nf the Yttatest Sterols of the West. mak i ng t hetura of the track in less-than sixty lideOTAA. Imagine a rider a ith a tl) hople unoer cacti foot. Don't miss tins only opportunity to see thesefameue riders mid their perilous meagerly ruling.
Admission Only 50c. Including the Fair, Races and Exhibition.
o Foote
H STUReLEFI ELI),
JAMEs FRANKLIN,
ISAAC T. SHEA,
A II ROBINS() •,
DIRECTORS :
JOHN P WHITE,
JOHN P WILLIAMS,
W CHEATHAM,
T W KENN It,
DR IL liOUt.I.As,
ter Adolf:asp ail innuthicatieme
C M FOCC, President.
4: II GILL0(
X IISTAHLHAN.
GEORGE W WHITE.
JOHN HA RDIsu.
W DtINCAN
C H. CILLOCK, Secretary, Nashville.
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1 Great Sent•Annual Clearance Sale
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PYE & WALTON'S. 11
:I irI, , ii order to make room for our. large Fall Stock se e tt ill i.ili•r IIIi i Creat Bargains in Summer Coods Lt:d
-I1 1 Fine Fancy
1F .37'425
Clothing Cash Store,1 11 Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
11, Mr" Demrs from Bank of Ilopkinsville. I 1
ggi.6.71:ES: '77t7444----g.t-r;..47e4ED
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HARDWARE! HARDWARE! 41411 Egityky
GUNS, PISTOLS,
AND AMUNITION!
Tuesday, September 6, 1887.
Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors! A
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
CALL AND SEE US1
NNT4E5 Cliefagpo
And Cuarantee Satisfaction !
THOMPSON & ELIAS.
3Sth Ye•r Season Begins
FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTNIENTS•
The Course of Study Embraces
ART, SCIENCE, LETTERS, ENGI-
NEERING, NORMAL, COM-
MERCIAL and MUSIC
Both gem.. aamitt, .1 to the Study Hall anti
Recitation Hoopes. 'Eels is a school equal in all
7 re• wets to the lust. Young ladies Board with
the President in College Building Young gen-
tlemen in private families. Price of boarit,
moderate For further particulars, catalogues
Eta address JAMES R. teeroscv,
Presideat.Or Prof. M. L. Lie pacom R,
Wiee.Prealdent.
SIMMONS
„„ci.
I
,
REGULATOR
Unfailing Specific for Liver Disemee.
SYMPTOMS. Bitter or bad taste in the
• mouth: tongue coated
oi.ite.‘.r co, C71. With a 'woo n fur; pain in the
hack, soles or joints-often mistaken for Rheu-
matism. Sour stomach. Loss of Appetite; some-
times 111111sell waterbrash. or indigestion;
flatulency awl meidPruetations; howels alter-
nately coetive and la s; Ileadeche; loss of Mem-
ore with a painful sensation of having
failed to do something winch ought to have
been done; debility; hie spirits; a thick, yellow
appearance of the Ariel and eyes; a dry cough;
fever; restlesenees; the urine is wanly and high
colored. and, if allowed to standoleposita a
'sediment.
Simmons Liver Regulator
(PURELY V Et: ETA /ILE t
Is generally wet, in the South to arouee the
rune.' laver to a healthy action.
It acts with extrnordinary eflleav) on the
/IVERs
KIDNEYS
BOWELS.
AN EFFECTUAL SPECIFIC Foie
Malaria, Bowel c'emplaintia
Iliy spepsiii. Sick Plead:tette.
I ..n.tilintion. Biliousnesi
Kidney A ffeetions. Jaundice,
Mental Depreseion. Colic.
Endorsed by the use of 7 Millions ef Bottles WI
The Best Family Medicine
tw Children, for Adults, and for the Aged.
ONLY OENUINE
has oer Z stamp in red on trout it Wrapper
J. N. ZEMIN & CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.,
!IDLE rauralETolln!, Price $1.00
Thee rem' iiy Is utile-enmity act: woe
edged to he the best and Dual lVe
guiator of the Liver Dowels linowu
o man. Dyspepsia, Constipation, IAD
onsneae,Torpitlity,IfeadachaDiselneee
Bad Taste, Eructation., yerredik
Tongue. Offeneive Perspiration and bal-1
ow Complexion illoppear as If by'
magic when Man-a-lin Is used. It purifies
he blootkeorreeis all dertmeed funetIone
bringing back, halo body, rosy cheeks
and keen perception. cool etelowa th
patient with new life and vigor. It hapless
ant to Loke, end thoee who have triad
are supremely happy. 
 
Siva EY, OHIO, Oct. 12, ISM.
Dr. S. B. Hartman & Cm-Gentlemen:see
"God bless you for Man-e-lin; It has done!?
me more good fig Dy speteia than all the
palls I have ever taken. It has regulatuol
ty liver, built up my system, and re)
bowels work as regular as clock-work."
 J. W. C LA CBON.
In the year 18S0 I was so bait that I could
ecareely walk. I used Man-a-11n, and am
Liw as healthy its I ha's° ever been.
JOSEPH THOMAS, East Brady Pa.
geld by all drug:elate out dealer& $1.0%
,er bottle, 0 for SOM. Seed for Dr. Hart-
nan'a book, "The Ills of Life:" sent free
DR. S. B. HARTMAN it Cii.Colurranis,
•
-Sold at Whlesale and Retail by-
H: B. GARNER, Ileipkineville, Ky.
$25,000.00
IN GOLD!
WILL BE PAID l'OR
ARBUCKLES' COFFEE WRAPPER&
1 Premium, • - $1,000.00
2 Premiums, • $500.00 each
6 Premiums, $250 00
25 Premiums, $100.00 "
100 Premiums, $50.00 "
200 Premiums, $20.00 "
1,000 Premiums,. $10.00 "
For full particulars aud directions see Circu
ar lu every roieel ARsucEi.cs' COrrar..
CAPITAL PRIZE, SI50.000.
--
We hereby certify that we superyiee the
arrangements for •Il the Monthly and semi-
Annual Drawings of the samisiana State Lot•
tery Company, and in person manage and con-
trol the Drawiners themselves, and that the same
are eonducted with honest!, fairnesa, and in
good faith toward all parties. and we authorize
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-
similes of our signatures attachet, in its adver-
tisements."
..'r'zirsi
z
Conant issioners.
We the uniterstimml Banks and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the lonielana State
Isitteriee whirti niti finsented at our coun-
ters
J. OGLENHT,
Pres. Louisiana National Hank.
P LANAI X,
Pres. State National Hank.
A. 111411.0D IN,
Pres. New Orlean• National Hank.
AUL KOHN,
Pre*. I melon Nationai Hank.
--
UNPRECEDENTED ATTRACTION!
xo over Half a Million Distributed:
LOUISIANA S TA TE LOTTERY COMP?'
I neorp.,rate.1 in 156i4 for 25 vears .,v the Legis-
lature fur Eduent lentil and eliarita file purposes
with a capita.' of $1,000,000-to loch it reserve
fond of over 11551.01Ni hem .ince been a•hle.1.
Ity an overwhelming populsr vote its tram-
chiee was made a part of the preltent state Lon -
+Motion ielopteit Decenilier 2.I, A D. lent
The only Lottery ever vciteit on arid !endorsed
by the people of any State. .
If nerer mnales pwrtpraie.s.
Its Grand Single !lizattaber Draw.
Inks take place inontli4riend the grand Semi-
annual Dra wines reg rly every sit months
(311114. al1,1 Deee1114101.1
A splendid opportunity to win a fortune. eth
Grand Drawing, Class I'," in the Aemleiny of
Music. New Orleans. TUer4.111y. sErviy. 13
11017 -211,th Monthly Drawing
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.000.
ri It t. Ttrk..t.., are Ten Dollars. onlv.
Hal Ve6r $5. Fifths, $2. Tenths, $1.
I Capital Prize of $150,000
1 oran.1 iif
I " .• of 20.0tie
I Large Prizes of lauiss
of 0,000
21.1 Prizes of 1,000
" 500
100 .• 3110
2sse " 104.1
•
"
APPRoXIMATION PRIZES.
100 Approximation Prizes. of saou
do 200
log do 100.
11100 Terminel do 50
irm,000
511,000
20,000
20,000
20,0e0
20,000
20,000
3.000
40.000
50,000
$10.000
51.000
50.000
2,17:1 prizes amounting to soi.5.000
Application for rates to cluls should be made
only to the °Wee of the Company in New Or.
leans.
For fi rthey Information write clearly living
full whirrs.). Postai Notes, Exprees Money Ir-
.lemor New York xeliedige in ordinary letter.
Cerreficy by Express (at our expense) ad-
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washiegton, D. C
Registerml Letters to
NEW isitLICANS r.ATIo4A1. RANK,
New Orleans, La.
REIIEMBERT.',!°,ter.'1"; ilaUcr;;:f
and Early, who are in eharge of the (frau ings,
is a gearantee of absolute fairnese integril),
that the ellen., are all ...lied. and that no ene
can weedily divine what numbers will draw a
Prise.
REM ENINIER that the payment of Prizes
is GUARANTEED RV t'01 II SA.
TIONAII, HANKS iif New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the Prisident of an In-
*Mutton whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ml in the highest our's; therefore. beware of
any i itations or noon) 1110USrloehellleS.
SRIlli DAM &
Reepectfully invite the sha•Ing public to thei r
_Tonsorial Parlor!
II A IR. C UTTIN
SHAVING
CHAMpOOINU,
HAIR-DYKINti,
BOOTBLA C Kiefer and
Hair Dressing
Done in the very beet style. Assisted by IS
Jones and I. II. Jones. A II
Pollieand Skillful Mariam.
Don't forget the place.
710 street &Footing Express Office
JESS
11. RI DER liAGGARP,
Aare ot %la Ee:entestrl rs3 zhati,
The guards laid their hands upent the old
man's shoulders, and ho turned anul went se itb
them without n word. Seale watched him
go, through law creek in the sail, till the
dear olul bead ith its fringe of white haira
and tlei bent frame were no longer visible,
and then, at la.st, her faculties, bentinibed and
exhausted by the horrors she was teeing
through, gave out, and sbe fell forward in a
faint there upon the sada
Meanwhile Muller wag wilting the death
warrant on a sheet of 11 et book. silt the
foot he left a space his own signa-
ture, but he did not it for reasonie
his own. What ho did do was to pas it
round to be counte by all who had
formed the court in k trial, his ob-ject being to implicate
ent In the judicial mu
incontrovertible eviden
Now, Boers are simple
are not quite so simple as
move like this, and
instructive little sceue.
been willing enough
diet for the old
they- were by no means
black and white. As
derstood the object ed
sported cominandant a
tested itself to mako
and collectively scarce.
that they had
Dian there press
by the direst and
his sign manual.
folk, but they
to see through a
followed a very
y haul, to a man,
give their ver-
execution, but
to revord it in
ase ever they un-
tested and re.
rel desire inane
respectively
they found
something
like a general attempt at • bolt ensued. Sev-
eral of them had already tumbled off their
extemporized jury box, and, headed by the
redoubtable Ilatis, were approarhing the en-
trance to the wagon house, when Frank Mul-
ler perceived their design and roared out in a
voice of thunder:
"Stop! Not a man leaves this place till the
warrant is signed."
Instantly the men halted and began to look
inuocent and converse.
"Bans Coetsee, come here and sign," said
Muller again, whereupon that unfortunate
advanced with ae good *grace as he could
muster, murmuring to himself curses, not
loud but deep, upon the head of "that devil
of • man, Frank Muller."
However, there was no help for it, so, with
a sickly smile, he put his name to the fatal
docuthent in big, Flaky letters. Then Muller
called another man, who instantly tried to get
out of it on the ground that his education had
been neglected a.nil that he could not write,
an excuse that availed him little' fer Frank
Muller quietly wrote his nanie for him, leav-
ing a space for hie mark. After that there
was no more trouble, and in live minutes the
entire back of the warrant was covered with
the *crawling sigmitures of the various mem-
bers of the court.
One by one the men went, till at last Mul-
ler was left alone, seated th not on the saw
bench, Lis head suuk upon his breast, holding
the warrant in onehand, while with the other
he strokeel his golden bean.l. Presently he
stopped stroking las heard and sat for borne
minutes perfectly still, so still that lie
might have been carved in stone. By this
time the afternoon sun had got behind the
hill and the deep wagon house was full of
shalow that seemed to gather round
him and invest him with a somber,
mysterious grandeur. lie looked like a king
of evil, for evil has her princes as well as
good, awl stamps them with her imperial seal
of power, and crowns them with a diadem of
her melt; among these Frank 3Iuller was
surely great. A little smile of triumph played
upon his beautiful. cruel faee, a little light
danced within his cold eyes and ran ulown tho
yellow bean'. At that moment Le might
have sat for a portrait of Lis master, the
Presently he awoke front his reverie. "I
have Ler!' he said to himself ; have her in
a vise'. :the cermet escape me; she eannot
let the old man diet, Thu se Curs have served
my purpose well; fibey are Ms easy to play on
as a fiddles and I am a good player. Yes,
awl now we ore getting to the end of the
tune."
Cif APTElt XXX
"WE MUST PART,
Jew awl her rompanion stood in awed si-
lence and gazed at the blackening rind dee.
torte] corpses of the thunderblasted Boers.
Then tbey went past them to the tree which
1Prpetienr Tthheereotears
KNEW little difficulty In getting the le irses past
the corpses, but at last they Caine with a wheel
ling a *port of suspicion, and liens tied
up te the tree by John. Meanwhile Jess took
some of the hard boiled eggs out of the basket
and vanishel. She sat herself on a slab of
flat stone out of the glare of the sun, and ate
her breakfast of hard boiled eggs, reflecting
sseanwhile on the position In which she found
herself. For her heart was very sore and heavy,
snit she could filet it In her to e ish that she was
Iving somewhere beneath these rushing wa-
tent She hail ealculeted on death, and now
the was not (lend, and she and her ahanie and
her trouble might yet live for many a year.
She was like one who in her sleep hail seemed
to soar- on angers wings out into the airy
lepthe, and then awaken. ' with a start to
find that she had tumbled 1.• en her bed. A II
the heroic wale, all the mere than earthly
lepth of p.asoon, all the spiritealized desirts
that had strung' Into being beneath the
shadow of the approaching, end, hail mine
Iowa to the common level a an undesirable
1H-whims:it, along which she must now
drag her weary feet for many a year. Nor
was that all. She bad been false to Bessie,
and more, she bad broken Ilessie's lover's
troth. She had tempted hint awl he haul
fallen, and now he was as bad as she: Death
would have justified all this; she would never
have done it hail ithe thought she was going
to live; but now death hal cheated her, as he
has a Way of doing with people to %born his
presence is more or tem desirable, awl left her
to cope with the spirit she had invoked when
his sword was quivtwing over her.
What would be the end of it, supposing
they escaped! 11..110. could be the end ex-
cept misery I It slionlel go no further, far as
a had gone, that she swore; no, tert if it
broke her heart and his, too. The conditions
were altered a4ain, foul the memory of those
dreadful and wonderful hours when they two
swung upon the raging river anul exchanged
their untlying truth, with the grave for their
altar, nmet 110 a memory and nothine, mom.
She rose and %%alba! back to the 'pot where
the haul left John an hour before. Ile was
employed when she reached him in sakIling
up the second of the two grays with the sad-
iles and bridle. that he had retnoved from
the earetiree; of the horses which the light-
ning had destroyed.
-Hullo, Jen, you look quite smart. Have
Yon dried your chetht-st" bai(1. "I have
Ile lusiked at hos. "Why, dearest, you
have been crying. Come, things aro black
enough, but it is UN- crying. At any rate,
we have got off with our lives so far."
"John," maid Jess, sharply, "there must be
uo more of that. Things have changed. We
were derul last night; now we hare come to
life again. Bessiukt4,1' a.bied, with a ghoet
of a laugh, "perlialm you will see Bessie to-
morrow. I silent! think We ought te have
got to the end of our misfortunes."
John's face fell, as the recollection cif the
impossible mei most tragic poeition in which
they were plaissl, physically and morally,
swept into his
''Sly dearest Jess he said; "what is to be
done!"
She stamixel her , in the bitter engitish
of her heart. "I Id you," she said, -that
there must be no lore of that. tYliat tire
you, thinking /1611 Fr.,111. teeday we are
dead eaell Oille . I have (lone with yeu
awl you with nig t ie your own fault; you
should have kt. in ilia John, John,"
she wailed (Jilt. "tali did you hot, let me die!
%Vhy did we not le h (lief 1Ve have
been happy new, ore-asleep. NVe 'oust part,
ue must putt; fuel what ellen I do
without y-ouf a hat Shall I Go('
Iler distress§ svisO, very lioiguant, anti it
reiTtatell so 'ninth f.s. a moment he could
hot trust tA)lati,wer her.
"1Vould it wit be lest to make a clean breast
of it to Beater he maid at last. -I should feel
a blackguard for the rest of my life, but upon
my word I ha% a mind to do it."
"No, no:" she cried parsionately, "1 will not
have you do it I You shall swear to nee that
you will nes:er breathe a word to Iieessie.
win not _nave herbea! Versa debts-Avail. We
Imre 7inne-1, vic 1111.106 seller; nut Feasie, who
is iiiimeent and °illy takes her right. I prom-
ised my dear 'neither to kink after lksioe and
peeteet her, and I will wit he the one hi betray
her---never: ne%er'. • You must marry her and
I must go away. 'hien., Ls no other way out
of it."
John looked nt her, wit knowing what to
say or do. Ot shio pang of ileigiair went
thrbtigh him as lid watched the IKI.,%i1/1111te,
fitee awl the glent ej ea dim with tenni.
Hew %%as le• te part/ from her? Ile put out
his arms to take heti in them, but she pusliet
him away almost fleireely.
"Ilave you no hoTi,:rf" she cried. "Is it not
all hard enough to air uithout your tempt-
ing nwf I tell you It is all done with. Finish
wart:1,inl,hifigwet6h,at (1,iironsItio.na:1401.,;:tituws 0%Telrie,
unless the }hoer"; info.li us again and shoot 114,
for my own part I 11*.V011tlY hope they
may. You must make up yourpoinul to re-
j member that 1 ani welling but your rider in
I law. If you will led remember lt, then I
shall ride away awl leave you to go your
way and I will go mine."
John said 110 more. Her determination
was ae crushing as the cruel neeesiiity that
dictated it. What ebes more, libe own esseon
end geese of boner approved of it, whatever
be passion plight ,promet to the contrazi.
As he turned foseiriTyWilniat addling flis
horse he almost regretted with Jess that they
had not both been drowned and got it over.
Of course the only saddles that they had
were those belonging to tho de. ' Boers,
which wes very awkward for a lady. Luck-
ily for herself, however, Jess could, front
constant practiee, ride almost as well as
though she hail been trained, to the ring and
was even capable of balancing herself with-
out a pommel on a man's saddle, having
often and often ridden round the farm in
that way. So noon as the hones were ready
the astonished John by clambering into ta
saddle of the older and steadier animal, plac-
ing her foot in the stirrup strap and announc-
ing that she was ready to start.
'You had better ride some other way,*
said John. "It isn't usual, I know, but you
will tumble off."
"You shall sse," she said, with a little
laugh, putting the home into a canter as she
spoke. John followed her on the other horse,
and noted with amazement that she sat as
straight and steady on her slippery neat so
though :he were on a bunting saddle, keeping
herself from falling by an instinctive balanc-
ing of the bouly which was very curious to
notice. Wasp they got well on to the plain
they halted to consider their route, and as
they did so Jae pointed to the long line of
vultures descending to feast on their would-
be murderers. If they went down the river
it would lead them to Standerton, and there
Hwy would be safe if they could get into the
town, which was garrisoned by English. But
then, eue they gathered from the conversation
of their escort, Standerton was closely in-
vested by the Boers, and to try and pas
through their lines was more than they dared
to do. It was true that they still hail the
pase signed by the Boer general. but after
what had oiwurred they were not unnaturally
somewhat skeptical about the value of passes,
and certainly unwilling to put their efficacy
to the proof. So, after due consideration,
they determined to avoiul Standerton and
ride in the opposite direction till they found
a practicable ford of the I eat ortunately,
they both of them hail a very fair idea of the
lay of the lund ; and, in additian to this, John
possiessed a small compass fastened to his
watch chain, which would enable hint to steer
a pretty correct course acroes the veldt-a
fact that would reuder them independent of
the roads, On the math thby would run •
momentary risk, if not a certainty of detec-
tion. But un the wide veldt the chances were
tat they would meet no living creature ex.
eept the wild game. Should they come across
houses they would be able to avoid then, and
their male inhabitants would probably be far
away front home on business connected with
the war.
Accordingly they rode ten miles or more
along the bank without seeing a soul, when
they readied a space of bubbling, shallow
water that looked fordable. Indeed, an in-
vestigation of the bank, revealed the fact
that a loaded wagon had passed the river at
no distant date, perhaps it week before.
"That is good enou,gh," said John; "we will
try it" And without further ado they
pluhintgtelhe ieen.nte
r the etream the water was
strong anul deep, and for a few yards took
the horses off their legs, but they struck out
boldly till Hwy got their footiug await; and
after that there wits no more trouble. On
the farther side of the river John took coun-
sel with his eilinpass and steered a course
straight for Moodontein. At midulay they
offsaulilled tbo horses for an hour by some
water, and ate a small portion of their re.
°mining foceL Then they upeaddled and
went Olt across the lonely, desolate veldt. NO
learnan being did they see all that long day'.
The wide country was only tenanted by great
herds of tbunulering game that came rushing
pact like squadrons of cavalry, or hero and
there by coteries vf vultures, hissing and
fighting furiouely over some dead buck. And
so at last twilight crane on and found them
alone in the le ildernees.
. "Well, what is to be done now r said John,
pulling up his tired horse. "It will be dark
in half an hour.*
Jen; slid front her saddle as she answered,
"Get off and go tut sleep, I suppose."
She was quite right; there was abeolutely
nothing eise that they could do; so John set
to work and hoblikel the horse+, tying them
together for further see-urity, for it would be
is dreadful thing ie they were to stray. By
the time that this was done the twilight was
gathering intanight, and the two sat ilOWn to
contemplate their surroundings with feelings
akin to despair. So far as the eye could
mach there was nothing to be seen but a vast
Stretch of dreary plaiii, across which the
eight wind blew in dreary gusts, making the
green grass ripple like the se& There was
absolutely no shelter to be had, nor anything
tes break the monotony, tuilies it were a
couple of alit heaps about Ore paces apart.
John. sat dewn on one of ties ant heaps and
Jess took np her potation on the other, and
there they remained, like pelicans in the wil-
demises, %%fetching the daylight fade out of
the (lay.
"Doe't you think that we had better sit to-
gether!" suggested John, feebly. "It would
be warmer, you see."
"No, I don't," answered Jess, snappishly.
'I am very comfortable as I am."
Unfortunately, however, this was not the
exact truth, for poor Jesse teeth were already
chattering with eold. Soon, indeed. they
found that the only way to keep their bleat
moving was, scary as they were, to cotoin-
ually tramp up anul down. After an hour and
a half or tp. (4 this, the breezes dropped and
the temperature got more suitable to their
lightly clad, half starved and aimed ex-
hausted bodies. Then the moon came up, and
the hyenas, or wolves, or swimsuit animals,
came up also awl howled towel them-
though they could not see thozn. These hy-
enas proved more than Jos' nerves could
stand, and she at last condesoended to ask
John to share her ant heap; there they eat,
shivering in each other's arms, throughout
the livelong uight.
Another drawbaek to their romantic situa-
tion was that they were poeitively soaked by
the falling dew. Them they sat, or rather
cowered, for leen af tor hour without sleep-
ing, .for sleep u as iinposaible, and almost
without speaking; anti yet, notwithstanding
the misery of their circumstances, not alto-
gether unhappy, since 'they were united in
their misery. At last the eastern sky began
to turn gray, and John rose and shook the
dew from hie hat and clothes, and limped off
as well as his half frozen limbs would allow,
to catch the horses, which were standing to-
gether some yards away, looking huge and
ghostlike in the mist. By sunrise be had
managed to saddle them up, and they started
once more. This time, however, ho had to
lift Jess on to the saddle.
About ti o'clock they halted and ate their
little retnaining food, and then proceeded
slowly enough, for the horses were almost as
tired as they were, and it was necessary to
husband them if they were to reach Mooifon-
tein by dark. At midday they halted for an
hour and a half, anil then, feeling almost
worn out, went on once more, reckoning that
they could not he rnore than sixteen or seven-
teen miles front Mooifontein. It wits about
two hours after this that a oatastrophe
happened. The e(1111,40 they were following
rau down the shle of one land wave, then
across a little swampy sluit, and up on the
opposito slope. They enraged the swampy
ground, walked their horses up to tho crest of
the opposite riee, and found theme...lees face
to face witO a party of armed anut mounted
Boers.
,r
CHAFTEIt XXXI.
JEsS truces A FRIEND.
Tlic .woopel (1111111 011 Cleat with a
sletuolitg, honk on a sparrow. John pulled
uo ' ' •
, Teas-717-ner-Z7iily chanee
te Is. civil:" whereon, thinking better of the
matter, lie repined it, mei wished the lead-
ino Kier gool day.
-W lout are you duiiiig heref" asked the
IbiO•lition; whereon Jeae explain...1 that they:
hal it Neu,- wide!' John promptly produeed-
and tete II-weeding to llooifiintein.
"A 't I hii Ilona!" said the Beer air he wok
the pees cyoil are likely to meet a burying
Kart y them," fuel nt the tinte Jeri di I not
understand wlmt lie meant. Ile eyed the pan
smpiciously n11 I,vvr. tillti aSked IMIV 'it
caine tti I le stained with water.
Jios, lea .larite,‘ in tell the truth, sahl that
a liad into a pu.1.11e. The Boer
was &iota to toturn it, hen suildenly bis eye
foll uouun Jetts' vuldlle.
is it that the girl is ritling on a maii's
sodillef" he aNked. "1% by, I kw uw that %ad-
dle; let me heik at the other side. Yes, there
is a bolt, illroU,7,11 OW flap. That is
Swart Dirk's saddle. How did you get it r
"I bought it (leen him," answered Jost,
WIth011t a moment's haitation. "I could get
nothing to ride on."
The Boer shook 1.15 head. "There are
plenty of eatIlie in rreteria," he sai.1, "and
Ouse are not the de ys vrlien a man sells his
mettle to all English pl. Ali! and that other
ie Muer saddle, N'1 ElIZI1S111111111 hag 11
Sadrile 04411 like that. This' pass is not suf-
ficient," lie weht_on, a ueOul tone; "it sheuld
have been countrosignel by the local cone
initielaut. I must arreSt.
JeSS legan to make further exeutes, but lie
merely repented, "I Must unrest you," and
gave some resters to the men a ith I .
tWe are in for it'agatin," she said John;
"and there is nothing,. for it but te go."
"I shan't mind 110 h if only they will
give us serne grub," said John, philosophi-
cally. "I am half tam:red."
"Anil I ant half ^ dead," Kahl Jess, with a
little laugh. "I wkli they wee1.1 shoot us and
have done With it."
"(Thews cheer tip, Jew," he answered; "per-
loge the Mel; is going to i•liatige."
Sem shook her head with the air of one who
expects the worst, and then some gay young
spirit: among the boors came Up and etude
things pleasant by an exhibition of their pel-
ished wit, which they chiefly exercised at the
eirgense of pew Joie, whoop tipeearancegagteg
as may nell imaginen, eiceediagly
wretched and forlorn; so much se that it
would have moved the pity of inceit people.
But these 9ecimens of the golden youth of a
simple pastoral folk found in it a rich mine
of opportunities. They lucked her if she
would not like to ride straddle legged, and if
she had bought her dress from an old liotten-
ts it who had done with it, and if she had been
rolling about tipsy Di the veldt to get ell the
mud on it; and generally availed themselves
of this unparalleled occasion to be witty at
the expense of an English lady to sore as
trees ladeed, one gay young dog, called Ja-
ribus, was proceeding from jokes litapdstie
to jokes luraetical. Perceiving that
Jess only kept her seat on the
man's saddle by the exercise of si en-
nieus faculty of balmier, it occurred to him
that it would be a fine thing to upset it and
make her fall mxiii her taw. Aecordingly,
with a sudden twist of the rein he brought
his horse sharply &gained her wearied animal,
nearly throwing it down; but she was too
quick for him, and Raved herself by retthing
at the mane. Jeep Raid nothing; indeed, she
made no answer to her tottuentors, and fortu-
nately John understood very little of what
they were saying. Presently, however, the
young Boer made another attempt, putting
out his heuel to give her a sly push; and, as it
happened, John saw it, and the sight of the
indignity male the blood boil in his veins.
Before be could reflect on what he was doing
he was alongside of the man, and, eatching
him by the throat, hail hurled tam heckward
over his crupper n oh all the fore* he could
commanuL The man fell heavily' upon his
shoulders, and ittertantly there was a great
hubbub. Jelin drew his revolver, and the
other Boers raised their rites, and Jess
thought that there wee an end of it, and put
her hand before her fee, having that/tanked
John for avenging the insult with a swift
flade of her beautiful eyea. And, ineleeil, in
another second it would have been all over
hail not the elder man who lutil taken the pan
interposed; the fact being that he had wits
nested the nreceedino,s that led to his follow-
er's disconifiture, stud, being a decent man at
bottom, had dimapproved of them.
"Leave them alone and put down those
gum," he shouted. -It served Jacobus right;
he was trying to push the girl from the horse.
Almighty! it is not wonderful those English
call us brute beaxts when you boys do such
thinge Put down your guns, I Ray, and one
ef you help Jacoliu.s up. lie looks Its sick as
a beck with a bullet through it."
Accordingly the row passed over, and the
p:ayful Jacobus-whom Jew noted with sato
Sfacti,in was exceedingly sick and trembling'
ia every linite-was with diffieulty heieteel
bis horse, and proeeedsi on his journey
arlai not a single bit of fun left in him.
A little while after this Jess pointed out a
'song, loW hill that lay upon the fiat belt, a
dozen miles or SO away, like a stone on a
stretch of sand.
"Look," she said; "there is Mooifontein at
beet!"
"We are not there yet," remarkesl John,
sadly.
Another weary half hour passed, and then
they stuldenly, on passing over a crest, saw
Hems Coetzee's homestead lying down by the
water in the hellow. So that was where
they were being taken to.
Within a hundred yards of the home the
Boers halted and consulted, except Jacobus.
who went on, still looking very green. Finally
the ehler man came to them and addreseel
Jew:, at the same time banding her back the
pase "You can go on home," he said. °Thi
Englishman mus-t stay with us till we find out
more about hint."
-He says that I can go. What shall I dor
asked Jess. -I don't like leaving you with
these men."
"Do? why go, of counts I can look after
myself ; and if I can't, certainly you won't, be
able to help nie. Perhapa you will be able to
get some help at the farin. At any rate, you
must go,"
-Now, Englishman," Raid the Boer.
"Good by, Jess" arid John. °God blest you."
"Good by. John," she answered, looking
hint steadily in the eyes for a moment, and
then turning away to hide the tears which
woulul gather in her Own.
And thus thoy parted.
She knew her way now, even aerates the
open veldt, for she dared not go by the road.
There was, however, a bridle path that ran
over the hill at the kook of the house, and for
this die shaped her course. It was 5 o'clock
now. and both sl.e. and her horse were in •
condition of great exhaustion, which was en-
luineed in her ease IT want of feed and
trouble of ming But she was strong
woman and hail a will of iron, and she held
on where mons women would have died. Jew
meant te get to Moolfontein somehow, and
sbe knew that she would get there. If she
could only reach the place and get some bele
sent to her lover, sbe did not greatly care
what happened to her afterward. The pace
of tbe horse she was rtding got slower and
slower. From the ambling canter into whiob
at first she managed ocertsionally tr
force it, end which is the beet pace h.
travel in South Africa, it continually col-
biased into a rough, short trot, which was
ngeny to her, tiding as she was, and from
that into a walk. Indeed. just before %unmet,
or a little after o'cloek, the walk became
fatal. At lest they reached the rising ground
that stretched up the slope to the liouifontein
hill, and here the poor Least fell down, ut-
terly worn out *rem &tippet off and tried tc
drag it up, but failed. It had not a yard of
go left iu So she did n hat she eould, pull.
ing off the bridle anul unuloing the girth, sc
that the saddle would fall ofT if the le urse ever
managed te rise. Then she set to work to
walk over the hitt The poor home watched
lier go with melancholy eyes, knowing that it
was being rleaerted. First it neighed, then.
with a eleeperate effort, struggled to its feet
and ran ittger her a hundred yards or so, only
to fall down again at last. Jess turned and
saw it, nod, exhausted as she was, she pot,
itively rau to get away from the look in these
lag eyes. That night there was a cold rain,
in which the home perished, as -poor" horse.
are apt to do.
It was nearly dark %hen Jae at length
reached the top of the hill and looked down.
She knew the spot well. and from it she could
al ays see the light front the kitchen window
of the home. To-night there wee no light.
Wondering what it could mean, and. feeling •
fresh chill of doubt creep round her heart.
she scrambled molown the hilL 'When she was
about half way down a shower of sparks stub
denly shot up into the air Dena the spot
where the house should citueol by the fall
of a piece of wall Olt° the %mouldering embers
tieneath. Agent Jess; pawed, wondering aml
aohr.st. ViLat could have happeeed f De-
tertninol at all hazards ht discos er. she elept
on very cautiously. Before sho haul roue
another twenty yards, bovaiver, a hand wro
suddenly laid upon her arni. She turned
quickls-, too par:173'2ot with fear fo cry eut,
anti as she did sa voice that 'was familiar to
her whispered. "'Aliattio Jewo Jess, is it
your' Mei her ear. gI 11111 JILItje."
She gave a eigli of relief, and ber heart,
%Welt haul stood. still, began to move again.
Ilere was (t (Hetet ,at last.
"I beard you coming down the LEI, amulet]
you came so softly," lie said; "but I could
not tell wOo it ans. ileCaUSe you jumped feign
rock to rick, and di.1 not walk as usual. Eat
I thought it 11119 a woman se Oh hoots; I
could not See, because the light all falls dew.
against the lull, and de- stars are nut up.
I frit tO ieft of yoar path-for tne setae e.-
Llowing from Cie right-and waited till you
haul paosed, and winded you. -Then 1 knew
who you were for certain-either you or
Missio Bessie; but Missie Bessie is shut up, to
It could not be her."
“Itcode shut iip!" ejaculated Jess, not even
pausing to marvel at the doglike instinct that
enabled the Hottentot to identify her. "Whet
do you mean:"
"This way, tillage; eome this way and I Will
tell you.," and he led her to a fantastte pile
of rocks in whieh it was Lis wilul habit to
sleep. Jess knew the place well, and had
often peepeul into, but never entered, the
Ilottentot's kennel.
"Stop a bit, miesie. I will go and
light a sandle; I have some in there,
and they can't see the light from the
OUtSide," aecordingly lie vanished.
In a few seconds Le returned, and,
taking lier by tho sleeve. leel her along a
winding passeage between great bowlders, till
they came to a beebole in the rocks, through
which she could see the light shining. Going
down on his hands and knees Jantje crept
through and Jem followed him. She found
JANTJK CREPT TWROCUii AND JESli TOL.
LOWED IIIM.]herself in a small apartment about six feetsquare by eight high, igincipally formed by•the at-cidental falling together of several bigbowlulers anil roofed in by one great natural
slab. Discarding a three legged stool that
Jantje offered her Jess sank down upon a pile
of skins in the corner.
"Stop before you begin," she raid. "Have
you anything to eat here! I am nearly
starving."
Japtje grineed knowingly, and, grubbing
in a bap fif rubbish in the corner', fished out
a seine with • piece of flat sheet iron whicb
had once formed the back plate of • stove,
pit eel on the top. It contained "nsees.,* or
rdled buttermilk, which a woman had
I naught him down that very morning from a
ieiglilsiring kraal, and was destined for
Imajg. wen supper. Hungry as be was
himeeif. for he hail bad no food aa day, be
gave it to Jer3 without a moment's besita-
Lion, together with a wooden spoon, and,
squatting on the rock before her, watched her
eat it with guttural exelamations ot nausfae-
tior_ Not knowing that she was robbing •
liwigry wan. Jews ate the loses to the last
al, anil win grateful to feel the sonne-
t es of gnawing sickness leave her.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
€0prespo9ale9ce.
Abaat the Realm!.
NA Era:
Does "F." forget that a line of road
from here to Dekoven, passes through
the finest tobacco belt in Kentucky ?
Embracing every shade of the shipping
and stemming leaf? Does be forget
that Hendenson is only a strip market?
It boasts of being Lhe largest market In
the world, whilst Hopkineville is a mar-
ket where all grades mil be sold? Does
be forget that It takes many years to
build up a market where the best prices
for tobacco can be 
-obtained; that the
only tobacco ever sought for in Hender-
son Lbe steunulu I • - that she has
solissip erMair
we have, but also the
has never attempted, and never will to
build up a commission market in tobse-
co. If she did the planter would get more
money for his produee, the factories
would consequently make lea and
they do not want our commiesion bust-
netw.
Does "F." forget that the same water
which washes the fort ol Dekoven gen-
tly murmurs along the chafe banks of
Columbus? But it builds no city be-
tween the rivers. That we would have
every water facility at the former
which we would enjoy at the latter,
without laying even the corner-stone
of that widely advertised mythical city
Grand Rivers. Does lie forget that the
S t. L. •. & T. R. railroad rune:from SL
Louis to ElDorade, Ill., that a abort
line which Is now being projected from
that point to Dekoven will almost give
UP an air line from this place to St.
Louis. No Mr."F."eince you have resid-
ed so long away from your native home
sou seem to have forgotten ite geograph-
ical position. I have worked for years for
another route and if I can not grind my
own axe, I will turn the atone whilst all
my neigbors grind theirs. This is not
my ideal route, but it is a grand route, a
competition route, and if it is a horse-
shoe, by crossing water at the toe you
have the great Northwest So if you
can not succeed as a "constructionier
please do not try to play the part of
"destructionista." T.
Casty Fisk-bar Joints.
CASEY, Ky., Aug. 10, '87.
Editor New Era.
Mrs. Winston Henry and Miss Kate
Pendleton spent Sunday with Pembroke
friends.
MISS Edna Whitaker is entertaining
Miss Sallie Cheatham this week.
Miss Sallie Darnell is the guest of
Fairview friends this week.
Mime Ilelen ilurt is spending the week
with Mies Katie Bradshaw.
R. F. Rives spent Friday last in Nash-
ville on a businees trip.
Miss Mary Henry is at home on ketia-
it trout Hadensville, Ky.
Chu. Casky is confined to his room
with severe Illness.
Coley Slaughter of Nashville visited
friends in the Casky neighborhood laot
week.
Mrs. Whippile who has heen visiting
her brother, D. 1.1. Whitaker, reeirned
to Union City Monday.
Mrs. Bacon and Miss Metcalfe, of Gar-
rettsburg, were the gueste of Mrs. Jno.
G. Kendall Sunday.
It is "town talk" that W. H. Whit-
low has sold his Belton saw mill to Steve
and Late Bennett.
Some citizen had a spring wagon load
of girls wrecked on the Nashville road
Monday night. A wheel "busted."
Mr. Giles and family from Woodlawn,
III., will move here thia week and occu-
py one of Dr. Anderson', cottages on
Gunn Avenue.
Prof. Robert Lander has resumed
teaching in the Green 11111 Academy
with a goodly number of pupils.
The Baptist fleeting closed last week
and the eouverts were baptised in Little
River by the pastor, Dr. Kendall, Thum-
day alternoon.
Several items were stuck under Old
Hennessey's front door this week which
accounts for the newer "pertwinals." The
old man Is duly grateful. Now let the
good work continue. Dont be afraid of
the dog; he Is chained all the time-
nearly. OLD Mk:Milliken'.
CROFTON.
CnorroN, KY., Aug. 6, 1887.
Editor New Ira:
A meadow belonging to Dr. J. W
and J. S. Long, near Matinington,
caught fire last week, and the dames
sweeping over the stubble rapidly, teet
fire to the hay-stacks that had heel' taken
from the ground, and coneumed several
tens of liele bay.
Master Sam Jameson, w lio has been
epending tunneetime in Louisville, re-
turned home to-day.
W. B. Martin, a lifefe SOH 1Villie was
lodged in jail last week, sti le that his
son tendered the officers money for the
line but that lie is In- pH/Jotted tor the
coot of the prosecution. lie threatens a
damage sun.
Mrs. Henry Johereons leen White
Plains, ie opending a few day with her
brother, Walter Sestets, near here.
In noting the death of Wesley IV.
Brasher in your last, your types made
the natne Barker.
Cyrtid M. Brown, the popular Circuit
Clerk ot this county, was here yester-
day.
Mrs. N. C. Protege has bought a town
lot here from Win. G. Hancock, near
1'. M. Long and will erect a dwelling
!muse on it.
Mrs. John II. Kelly has been quite
sick for several days with congestion of
the Mottled'.
Alex Woodeon, who has been epend-
Big a tew weeks at Daweeti, returned
It  s esterday.
Jeese W. Candler, who had a eow kill-
ed here a few weeks ago, bought another
one and brought her home only for her
to meet the same late this morning.
Sheriff john Boyd Was here to-day
writing tax receipts for his constituente.
Finis Hamby, live miles west of here,
in digging a well, about li feet from the
suriace, found a rock that looked damp
and upon smelling it lie !Mind it etronly
ecented witb coal oil. lie says the rocks
seem to be eaturated with tide oily sub-
stance, and he thitiks it is evidently coal
oil. lie may have struck a bonanza.
Ceorroe, KY., Aug., 9th, 1887.-
Editor Nee Era:
Several years ago a soil of Dr. W. K.
McCord, now a young Milli, had his
hearing impaired by a severe cold,
which reniained es) until a few days ago,
when lie felt or seemed to hear bells
ringing and a perfect medley of sounds
accompanied by what 'teemed to him
a report of a gun in his head. lie soon
began to hear better and II0Vi finds his
hearing restored.
Jno. B. VVilliams, from Illinoie, is
@pending a few days with his brother,
Mat Williams at Mannington.
tDa •id I,. Barnes, who has been spend-
ing s veral weeks %title relatives in III-
inois , eturned home yesterday.
'Squire Joe Clark, of Belleview, stop-
ped off here yesterday, returnitig from
I m woof] .
Mr. Young Boyd, of the Hamby pre-
cinct died last Friday evening of con-
suniption. Ile Wait a brother of George
and Drury 1141Yil and an uncle of Sheriff
Boyd. Ile who. a member of the Bap-
tist church mid esteemed for theihoneety
and morality practieeel in his daily
%silts Of life. HO leavee a wife and sev-
eral children to mourn their loss.
C. A. B.
The virtues eit are PO great
that it W011111 take a page of thls paper
to enumerate them.
A 10ICE FROM RICINAN.
The followiog communication has
been received from a worthy citizen, of
Columbus. We can assure him that he
has misconstrued the intentions of our
people. We do not wish to blast the
"Ideal," in fact, so commanding are the
excellenciee of this route thee the O. V.
has ooncluded to build it. It is partly
on these terms that we will vote the 0).
V. tax It matters not whether the 0.
V. or any other company builds the
road, the point is we want it and as mat-
ters now stand we believe the 0. V.
will more quickly complete the enter-
ern* than any other agency. Surely
"Hickman" outset thasent from tbese
views. The following is letter :
HICKMAN, Kr., Ang. :ird, 1887.
Editor New Era:-
We in Hickman county are afraid that
the proposition ot the 0. V., if socepted
by your peopie, will smatter to the winds
all the very /lettering hopes we lately
had of a railroad from Hopkireaville
Columbus. The time selected, whether
intentional or not, by the 0. V. to in-
troduce her propoaition was the most
propitious, at what other time, or in
what other form could an enemy of the
"Ideal" road have hoped oubomateily to
divert tbe momentarj Md.( ilorldasvIlle
ahaolutely required to essetroot
"Ideal," tato tbe pocksta of
Caesar's friend."
the sincerity of the 0. V. In encouraging
such an idea. We may be wrong, we
hope we are, still it looks to us that its
none other than an enemy who has
mown these "tares in our field."
We have very lately received letters
from prominent men In Calloway and
Marshall counties, inviting us of Hick-
man to send men into those counties to
talk about the HopkinsvWe and Colum-
bus railroad. The project is rapidly
gaining favor in both these countia.
Why, sir, it seemed that the "Ideal"
road was working ita way into the favor
of the people beautifully, but alas,
when we see those who criginated it.,
and must be its chiefest beneficiaries so
easily induced to endanger and cripple
it, and so impatient to own a newstoy
that they will trade it off for, what It
looks to UP, compared with the "Ideal"
as a miserable mess of pottage. We are
discouraged.
"F." ea The 0. 1. Again.
Editor New Era:
In the several communications from
"F." in regard to the proposition for
Hopkineville and Hopkinsville precinct
to vote $100,000 to the 0. V. railroad,
"L." says "no reasons have been given
why they should not vote for it."
What was intended for arguments and
reasons have been construed by him as
"mere assumptions" "begging of the
question &c." Let us see.
In them effort has been made to show
that Henderson, being a terminal, the
0. V. road would naturally work to
build up that city; that the 0. V. when
built, would not give us any connect
lions with any railroad or river that we
have not already, and much more direct ;
that, acting in its own interest, it ought
to and would probably haul to 'lender-
derson every pound of tobacco and bush-
el of wheat, produced in tbe rich sec-
tion of Christian, now naturally tribu-
tary to Hopkinsville, that it would
traverse; that this would tend, inevita-
bly, to establish a market there for these
products at the expense of Hopkinsvil le ;
that when completed, it would be noth-
ing but a competing line, developing tio
territory or trade to which we have not
mress already ; that following the ids=
tory of ell such merely competing lines
it would within a short time harmonize
with the L. A N. and agree upon high
rates of freight and retire thenceforth to
be even a eompetitor ; that it was pro-
jected and would be built any how
whether it got the aid asked for or not,
and that the people of Uilistian and
Trigg could not &ford tbus to exhaust
their reasourees upon a road of doubt-
fill utility at the sacrifice of the Hop-
kinsville and Columbese road which
would be of more benefit than any other
that could possibiy be built.
It has been attempted to prove some
of these by arguments aod mesons baud
upon what would appear to be the actu-
al interest of the 0. V. or any other road
built and operated under similar circum-
stances.
In arriving at what ought to be and
would be the interest of the 0. V. the .
• vhistory of other roads and practice.)
common sense has been consulted.
Would "L" prefer to have every
statement or proposition set forth syl-
logistic:ally ? For instance : All rail-
roads work to their best interest. The
0. V. Is a railroad. Therefore the O.
V. will work to its own best interest.
All railroads best interest lay in the
longest haul it can get. The 0. V. is a
railroad. Therefore the 0. V.'s best in-
terest lay in the longest haul it can get.
You may apply this method Mr. "L"
to what ham been said concerning Hen-
derson as a terminal and nearly all oth-
er statements or "assumptions" if you
please, and you will find the premises
being indisputable, the conclusions are
necessarily correct. The premisea are
based upon what is well known of the
practical workings of railroads and com-
mon sense.
The organization of the Hopkinevilie
& Columbus road will be completed in
good time Mr. "L" and the road will be
built too if you and others will aid,
which you will do, I am sure when you
become thoroughly convinced that you
can not build two route, and that the
Hopkinsville and Colturebus will be ten
Oruro more valuable to you than the
0. V.
As to the syrelicate or backing asked
for by "L." unlike Caetagnao when he
asked M. Laur to give the names of the
General of the army who had promieed
to sustain Boulanger in a cOup d'etat,
he will not be challenged to fight
a duel for seeming want of
contilence in the statement, but the
nallieS of the parties are given him in
letter of this date and he is asked to state
publicly whether or not he considers
them good, financially, for what tlwy
might undertake.
No strenuous efforts have been made
in these communications to show the
many advantages that would accrue to
the people of Hopkinsville, Christian
county and all other towns and counties
on the proposed route because tbey are
too patent and already admitted by
every body.
If the good people of Christian and
Trigg counties want, merely' a railroad
from llopkinsville toCadis, I am willing
to modify niy proposition for it is notes
long nor as difficult a route. A line to
Cadiz, and that, probably, not very di-
rect, is all one could expect under the
I V. propoeition. Under an independ-
ent management, however, this neight
be considereel a start to the Missisaippi.
Under the management and control of
any north and south road it will never
go there. F.
The Ounce of Frei cull ou.
- -
The eatistaction of feeling sale from
catching any disease from drinking wa-
ter. from impure air, from a sick person,
from contact with foul clothing, infec-
tion or contagion from any @entree, is
complete and all anxiety allayed by the
use of Darbys Prophylatic Fluid. A
bottle will give more safety, comfort and
confidence than all the doctoring in the
world.
For weeks past a hot, scorching sun
has blazed down day after day on an
agricultural area embracing 75,000
square miles in the Northwest, burning
the life out of all vegetation, drawing
moisture from the earth and drying up
streams. Cattle are starving to death
by hundreds, and famine stares the un-
fortunate farmers in the face. The
drolith is the worst ever known in the
section.
A Terrible Fire
arousee the apprehenalons of a w hole
city. And yet the es ild havoc of disease
etartles no one. Sail to relate, women
suffer front year to year with chronic dis-
eases and weakneseea peculiar to their
sex, knowing that they are growing
worse with every day, and still take no
measures for their own relief. Dr.
Pieree's "Favorite Prescription" is the
reoult of life-long and learned study of
feniale coniplaints. It is guaranteed to
cure.
When the Inter-State Commerce Com-
mieeion geta through with the "long
and short haul" they will be ready to be
hauled oft
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T H E N ENV ERA I FATAL BOILER EXPLOSION.
Negro Engineer Blows to Piecea at I
Hendon. 4-PUBL1sHED BY-
wir OFFICE NEW KRA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
LENTLCILY.
ADVERTstsING
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Rome by the mouth, quarter or Tsar. can be
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charges for yearly advertisements will be col-
lected quarterly.
advertisement, Inserted without specified
tirlaw will be charged for until orderftl Out.
Aneouncemente of Marriages and Deaths not ex-
...wen( eve lines, and notice. of preaching pub-
„ i gratis.
rhltuary Notices, Resolutions of Respect and
oiner rimilar notices mote Per lbse
__.____
If somebody don't give Louisville a
park she'll bust.
The Cadiz Telephone is the "railroad-
ineet" paper In the State.
The State Central Committee has been
accorded the eap and bells.
A decision is soon to be given out in
the Chicago Anarchists' nee.
_
Souse say the Democratic ticks t was
suffering with "Charley-horse."
The worst count that Wan ever made
was the recent count of the election re-
turns.
We notice ansong our exchanges that
the election "rooster" is occupying a
variety of attitudes.
The newspaper discussion of the late
Dr. Standiford'a domestic affairs is out
of place and disgusting.
If the Louisville Commercial is not a
Republican sheet, it is doing just what
a Republican paper would do.
And now they say it w ill be "Sherman
and Bradley" tor 'Ss. That is a choice
combination of bloody shirt and bombast.
The excessive neat is& fore runner of
the terrible things that would have hap-
pened had the Republicans carried Ken-
tucky.
An Ohio girl refused to kiss a grass
widower anti he shot her five times. A
common witiower would have only shot
three times.
A Republican was ousted from the
Pension °dice in Clatinnati for using in-
decent language about Mr. Cleveland.
Sherman ean make this a campaign
A New Orleans newspaper man dis-
unites the "Heavenly situation." No
one who has been in that city will be-
lieve that the writer knew what he was
talking about.
Shoo Logan county distinguished
herself by giving Buckner 27 majority,
it is rumored thatsthat prince of Demo-
crats, Wilbur Browder, has fallen into
the boeom of "sweet °gen."
The Georgia Legislature passed a bill
prohibiting tlie co-education of the
races. The Georgia salons merely in-
corporated the existing sentiment of
both whites and blacks into a statute.
The railroad vote ineadiz to-day will
be watched with interest by our people.
Tbe G. V. tax will have to contend with
a gratuitous offer form the L. & N., and
if the Cadiz folks vote for the Ohio Val-
ley they will do themselves proud.
The inauguration of Simon Bolivar
Buckner • as Governor of Kentucky,
will take Islam in this city on Tuesday,
August 30th, this being the fifth Tues-
day succeeding the day of the general
election, as provided by the constitution.
-Frankfort Capital.
Cleveland polled '2,001 votes in this
county, giving the county a convention-
al vote of 10. On the same basis of cal-
culation the county wilt only • have 8
conventional voted on the Buckner vote
of 108. The Republicans of this county
will only have 2e'conventional votes
instead of le 118 under the Blaine vote.
The "Democrats who stayed at home
and didn't vote" can reflect upon the
fact that to them alone is due the
decrease in the Democratic majority.
If this election will shake up the indif-
ferent voters to a realization of their re-
sponsibility to their party, then we can
afford to run on decreaeed majority
for four years.
Williamsburg comes to the front with
the prize election fight-six men killed
and a number wounded. The tights
last Monday were nut up to the stand-
ard. We generally have three or four
columns of bloody read i ng after each
election, but tots year it took but a few
specials to recount the gory story. The
anguish of the Northern press over this
state of stairs will be lamentable.
The great issue now before the people
of Canada is commercial union with the
United :States. Partiee have divided
upon it, the chief oppositiou coming
from the Conservatives, who constitute
the party of protection. The fermers
are in favor of union, ate all classes seem
to be, except those manufacturers who
are kept alive by the tariff sebeidy. It
has been only recently that ths matter
bee been brought before the public
mind, but the propoeition seems to have
met with inatart favor, and there 18
every indication that it will win.
There are really few things to be said
about the pending railroad propoeltion.
The advantages of chef). V. are so man-
ifest and the reasons urged against the
tax are go transparent, that beyond a
cordial endoroement of the route and a
call upon our voters te declare for the
tax, we feel that theie is nothing' left
for us to say. This one point hae oc-
curred to us. Those partiea who are
''stuck on" the Columbus road should
redect on the fact that there la now no
charter In existence tinder which this
road could be built. The Ohio Valley
has the most II radii. charter and can go
anywhere in the State. Under its char-
ter the Columbus rood can be built;
hence, It would be well for partial Inter-
ested la this line to confer with the 0. V.
and avoid the aggravetIng delay of
waiting for legislative privileges,
The pre•tersapore editor of the Madi-
sonville Thai* uonamenting on the iota
lamented *material race In thls district
arys: "The away la over, "We have
Mel ate enemy and we are theirs, Zino
Young, so far as his perennal efforts are
minuet tied, made *grand light. Ifs was
beaten by the. stay-at-home Democrats
of Hopkins oounty. The apathy la the
Dernocratic ranks and t sett vi ties of the
About hall past one o'clock Monday
afternoon a 13-horae-power boiler run-
ning the saw-mill of Peace & Vaughan,
at Herndon, this county, exploded,
frightfully mutilating and instantly kid-
lug John Crimes, colored, completely
wrecking the boiler anti doing damage
to property amounting to about $.4i10.
The cause of the accident Is not definite-
ly known. Mr. Vaughato who is an ex-
perienced and careful engine malt, says
that a moment before the explosion he
had walked away front the engine, hay
ing just looked at the water; and that
the glass guage showed Sully two inchre
of water In the boiler. 'Ille engine was
carrying 125 pounds of steam, was tot
old one that had been weed to rim wheat
threshers for several years and had been
used at this saw-mill only about two
weeks. He thinks the natural pressure
of the Steam Was greater than the boiler
could stand and that the explosion was,
therefore, inevitable. On the other heed
it is a fact that, while the water was
supplied by both a pump mei an inepir-
ator, neither/ hail ever worked eatielac-
tally and keeping the boiler filled had
been rather a diffisult job.
Beside.) killing the negro, who was at
the engine, dying portions of the boiler
struck Mr. Vaughan and two hands who
were at the aaw a few feet away. They,
however, were only slightly bruised,
but had a miraculous eecape. Some
negro women washing a short distance
off also barely escaped, a laege piece of
the boiler having gone directly over
them only a few inches above their
heads.
The negro killed was a very worthy
industrious young fellow, only about
nineteen years old and had eet In to run
the engine on the maturday before. Ilia
horrible death te univeraelly eeplored in
the neighborhood.
One Dodge, the etatiatician of the Ag-
ricultural Bureau, whose ditty it is to
keep up with the c audition of the crops,
has made himeelf notorioul by overesti-
mating the tobacco crop as much as 100
per cent. The tobacco men all over the
country have promptly condemned Mr.
Dodge for his action, and the opinion
has been freely expressed that he was
either bought or is so big a fool that his
discharge will prove higidy acceptable.
Diable connectiou it is a strange fact
that the Agrieultural Depertment has
never been entirely fres front abuses of
one kind or another. Several years
since, when the Republicans were in
power, $52,000 worth of Stote seed were
purchased by the Commiesioner frau a
firm that could find no other market for
them. These seed were subeequently
distributed among the fartnera of the
country. Jobbery of this kind has been
frequently discovered in the Depart-
ment. Surely if the Bureau is to serve
any purpose at all it should be true to
the Interests of our planters. If it is to
be a weapon of defense ler speculators
and capitalists then the sooner it is abol-
ished the better it will be for the coun-
try.
The drst of a series of very pleasant
entertainments occured at Flemmitig's
save Monday evening. The natural
surroundings are superb, and the young
gentlemen of the city deserve great
7retlit for the admirable manner in
which the affair was conducted. Meesrs.
James Ware, Walker Wood and John
Burnett, assisted by kir.Richard Glenn,
of Clarksville, deserve especial thanke
for affording our young people we agree-
able an entertainment. The dance was so
well conducted that the society people
of our city have concluded to make these
"events" a permanency. The party was
chaperoned by Mrs. Hunter Wood,
Mrs. Win. Withers and Mr. and Mrs.
G. E. Gaither, and abundant thanks are
accorded to Mr. Samuel Fleming, Sr.,
fur his courtesy in extending the use of
the cave. The following were some of
[huge attendence: Mis&es Bessie
Burnett, Bertie Willie, Louisville; Lat-
he Winfree, Susie Stratton, Nashville;
Ida Mitchel, Bettlait Ware, Sadie Wool-
cork, Owensboro; Mattie Detinie, Ring-
:old, Liozie W it hers, J infree and
L ife, Dr. and Mrs. Dennis and many
-The time for selling tobacco at the
ilitTerent warehotiaee next week wili be
as follows:
Abernathy & Co _SI: Onto 9 :00 a. ni.
W.. Mills & Co 9:00 to 10:20 a. tn.
Gant & GsLither  10:20 to 12 :1k) a. no
ilantory & Shryer......2 :GO to 2:30 p. tn.
H., F. & Regulate ...... 2:30 to 4: 30p. tn.
Abernathy & Co., aold this week 17
hogeheade ea tebacco nA follows:
good leaf, -9 00 to 7 00.
can. leaf, 7 UO to 5 00.
lugs, 5 00 to 3 00.
Market eaeier.
A. & Co.
Wheeler, Mills & Cu., sold this week
40 lilitIA. of tobacco ast follows:
5 Hide. good to medium $9 00 to 7 50.
12 iihtle. common leaf, $7 00 to 4 75 .
23 tads. lugenatiel (rusted $5 00 to 2 5o
Market dull and lower on lugs and
common grades-fruated leaf and lugs
are at least 1 cent lower. We think the
decline only temporary ate] expect to
gee pricee go higher than they have
been.
W. 11.1 Co.
Hanbery & Siiryer sold this week 25
l'hils. of tobacco as follows:
10 libels. good leaf $9 00 to 7 50.
7 " eommon leaf 7.00 to 5 5IS.
" lugs 5 00 to 2 00.
Market easier and irregular on all
grades.
H. & S.
Gant & Gaither Co. sold this week
63 blots. of tobacco as follows:
IS hiele. good leaf $11 50 to 9 00.
21 " itiedium " $9 00 to 7 00.
12 " common " $7 00 to 5_50.
17 " lugs $5 60 to 2 25
Market steady on good anti medium
leaf, 'ewer on frosted and logs.
G..t G. Co.
Thia monster show-the largest in the
world-will exhibit at Hopkinsville,
Ky., Thursday, August 25. The Phila-
delphia item thus speaks of it :
"One of the principal of these id the
Wild West exhibition, which surpasses
in its attractiveness and detail anything
anti everything of the kind that Ilse yet
been in Philadelphia. It incitidee all
the realistic virctonstanees of Custerni
last rally at the battle of the Little Big
Hore, with Its feroclotta Indiana and a
(impede repreeentation of the bloody
climax of that III-starred contest; the
robbery of the Overlaed M all ; the Plitt-
pent train enrolling the prairies; Vir-
ginia reel on lieraebauk ; tribea ei pall-
iest Indians; !mirth) hunts; scouts;
Mealcan Varpitiros flogarilior awl Ido
sons, the greatest wieg shots Hot
world; along with klexl*, the famous
female crack rifle shot; and other speci-
mens of life in the West ; interesting, in-
striictive end sensational.
"Iii additional to all lids, wide+ is in
itself worth the pries.. of there
is young Adam Forepatigh with ids
lighting. denting and elowli elepliatina ;
eliamplon rider of the world lit three
tilatinet Haps all lentils of indeed ant-
male; the Partahoi hippielrome, with
itseharlot drivers anti riders, atel all
the great attractiotia for wideli Adam
Forepaugh is noted the country over."
ilse author of "Romantic Love &c."
colored troops were too mileti for him. claims that love Is exclusively a modern
Kr. Young takes hie defeat stoically sentimeot. The writer he unlettered.
and with the utmost good humor. Ile
declares that he quit the canvas wit')
kind lettings for all men, of whatever
party, and that he only asks the privi-
lege of laboring111 the future, as in the
past, foe the Democratic party, snit for
the best interests of the whole people of
Hopkins county. Tide is a magnanis
snous and proper spirit, and ought to
.endear Mr. Young to the whole people.
pe is greater in defeat (ban many men
are in triumph."
We confetti+ that every boy at first thinks
he le the only fellow that ever sank clear
down to the bottom of the 111111440 heart,
but whittle become of Platonic affection
anti that world of sweet ancient romanee
that perfumes all the literature of Pales-
tine, Greece anti Rome? Ali! boys,
there !lave 134,11 10VPIA and lovers from
the ulnae of the patriarchs down and
there will be home and lovers till Ga-
briel catches the last mail right on the
verge of matrimony.
An Accurate Map of ite Connections
and Projection'.
Above will be found an accurate map,
prepared especially for the NEW ER•, of
the Ohio Valley Railway, showing
graphically the real and proposed ex-
tensions of the road.
The road will be in
between Henderaon anti Prineeton by
September let. It touches the Ohio
river. at liendereon, Uniontown and
DeKovemj where the St. Louis exten-
sion comes in giiing us the shortest and
most direct communication with the-
latter point. The heavy lines south of
Princeton show what points can get the
road if they offer the necessary aid, and
Hie dotted lines show• the ultimate ex-
tensions of the system. It will be seen
that the Hopkineville and Cadiz branch
ia to be extended to Columbus. The
map explains itself and further expla-
nation is unneceesary. A review of the
Ohio Valley system will convince any
man that it is a valuable road and when
built will occupy a commanding posi-
tion in Southern trade.
Out citizens now have before them a
pictorial argument which can not be an-
swered. We desire to impress Ode
point: Let no voter fail ts be at the
polls on electioe day and express his
preference. Apathy is the deadliest of
foes and the Ohio Valley should have
the active support of our people.
Doubtlees before the election the oppo-
sition will manifest itself in the most
alluring and aggressive shape, and citi-
zens should take a decides, stand now
with all the information before them.
We are glad to inform our readers that
the people of the Cadiz district are be-
coining more and more in favor of the
0. V. offer. Prominent and influential
citizens, who at first opposed the tax,
have now changed their opinions and
are solidly at work for the 0. V.
Aa this question is the absorbing topic
it would be well for our readers to cut
out the above map for Preservation.
• • em.
More About the Western-llawks Moot-
ing.
The shooting ielfray on J. IS. Caudie's
farm last Thursday, an aceouet of which
appeared in Saturday '14 N Ego,
proved more serious than at first sup-
posed. Lea ie Western, the tight the
day before the shooting, used his autag-
onist roughly by dealing the latter a
powerful and effective blow upon
the aim alit' an axe handle.
By standers who witnessed the trouble
interfered and seperated the combatants.
The following day, Thursday, Hata ko
observed Western comieg through the
field ostensibly to report for duty. The
former was armed and when he saw
Western approaching reached for his
pistol anti edition felted Weetern to ad-
vance 110 further. l'ile letter beetled the
order At the sante time drawing his
revolver, uot tinwever before Hawks
hail fired the nest shot. Then began a
regular fusilaule on both sides. Each
tired at the other three times anti grad-
ually approached each other while
shooting. Hawks' aim proved inaccur-
ate, but Western's last elicit passed
[brought Hawks' left hip, ieflicting a
serious, if not dangermis wound. They
theta clinched in a derperate hand to
hand struggle. Western used his pis-
tol iffectively on the head and face of
Hawks, tenting ugly Incielons. In the
ossle.e 1Vesterii•e piscol wax discharged
accidentally,one bullet entering the fore
finger of ids right hazel going OR into
the palm. Weetern was soon after aes
rested and tried oaturday morning be-
fore squire J. 11 . McGaughey and
fined $25 and cost for carrying a weapon
anti $o for breach of the peace. 1 pon the
cherge of shooting with intent to kill the
Commonwealth elismieeed the prisoner.
Hawks was ceptaired at Henry 1Vallace's
place, cluirged with ehooting with in-
teet to kIll, hot he lettig disabled, Con-
ata Lie Ellie 11' !drat k, rot., repaired to the
*table near by for a buggy and hum.
In his absent.. Hooka klekeil thb dust
from his heels Ithil e111.0114.11 hap neigh-
boa Ing petition Ile ell', however, be
apprehended, sr his wounds are of
a !Were dint lie esthete Meg remain In
cotivealment.
Pia 'leeks has the reputation of be-
Ing is ileapernte end iletageroue charac-
ter, having figured conspicuously in ins
ntimereble bltssly tights. Louis West.
ere Is a quiet, peaceful, but determined
mod eourageotim man. According
tr the evidence adduced lit the examIn•
lug trial, he Was Justifiable In acting
upon the defense,
Attorney D. L. Johnoon ably repre-
3ented the f '-osinnaonwealth end the de-
fendant had no attorney.
Perhaps it will help us through the
log-days to read that the Hartford Post
predicts an early fall, arid for these
reasons: The locust sang a week earlier
than hats been noticed for years ; the crick-
et.) were abnormally soon in their corn-
iest ;the daSiLa, which is an August plant,
bloat-tome in July; the golden-rod adds
Its willowy stet k, with innumereble pods
of Liaison', to the artily that is beacon',
log to autumn.
The virttiem of Man-a-lin are so great
that it would take a page of this paper
to enumerate them.
. Columbia 1.ton DoYiterd
Sheffield
; SV.,
\
berdesoi
jIttrlabajha
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Hoplilutiville to Have a Republican
Paper.
A reporter of the New ERA niter-
viewed a prominent Republican city of-
ficial Monday, touching a quietly ru-
mored subject that had 1101 heretofore
gained much circelatIon,. tow It, the or-
ganization of a company for the publics-
Lion of a Republican newspaper here.
Being one of the prime movers himself,
the gentleman stated that the matter had
been freely olecuseed by the interested
parties but nothing definite had yet neen
done. Less than a fortnight ago, sefrer-
al leading Republican& met in secret
conclave and the question was thorough-
ly debated and digested. In all probabil-
ity,therefore, those capitalists %till incor-
porate and be prepared in the near fu-
ture to launch before the public a red-
hot Republican sheet The New ERA'S
informant stated that the capital to be
invested will be $5,000. The time to
begin publication has not OH yet been
settled upon, but it is the intention of
the principals to have everything in
shape by fall.
In connection with the above it may
be of interest to remind our readere of a
bit of journalistic hietory which occurred
in this city lees titan ten years ago. It
will be remembered that Geo. M. Cote
and S. Fergusote-eoculled exreri-
enced journaliets--came to Kentucky
from Pitteburg, Pa., and atarted a Re-
publican paper in this city. As is gen-
erally the case, the concern developed
into a dnaecial failure, and Was a de-
funct establialiment in less than two
years, notwithatanding the fact that
Christian county is a Republican coun-
ty by a large majority. Theee two
oweet-sceeted raw buds, after contract-
ing debts to the amount of a thousand
dollars or more, diasapeared under toy-
er of darknees leaving three well-known
and reputable Republican gentlemen to
"hold the bag" so to speak. They re-
turned to Pittsburg, whence they came,
and caused to be published all explana-
tory article in the Pitteburg paper, giv-
hag as a reason for their sudden reap-
pearance there, "that it was cuetoniary
in Hopkinsville when a newspaper cor-
rection is iealred, for the petitioner to
enforce his deniami by pointing a seven
ehooter at the editer'S head. And that
tinder these inteleetieg circiametances,
they were thoroughly satisfied with the
impracticability of running a Republi-
can paper In the South."
The papers lucre promptly denounced
Cote and Fergueon as scoundrels and
swindlers. They were not journalists
but illiterate printers, evidently re-raped
up front the scidn of Pittsburg. Cote
had not Leen hero too weeks until he
proved conclualvely that he was desti-
tute of every principle of a gentleman.
The truth IA that the sheet committed
suicide by making uncalled-for war on
Jeffersoo Davis in the county of his
birth-and many other such brilliant
feta in journalism.
We really would like to see here that
phenominal article, a decent Republi-
can paper, and if our friends of the G.
O. I'. do start one, we hope they will
put good men in maiiagement and come
to stay. Will promise to make It lively
for tam.
ses
An Enterprire 1Verthy of Attention.
Mr. S. II. Turner, as briefly announc-
ed in Thurgau's isitlie, was granted a
franchise to build and operate a tele-
phone exchange in this city a ith the
exclusive right for a term of fifteen
years. Mr. Turner will proceed at once
to organize a stock company with a cap-
I ital investment of 445,000, divided into
shares of $25.00. The defeatist East
Tennessee Company was, about • month
ago, ordesed by the Council to move
their telephone 'toles fluid wires from the
public highway, as they had been de-
, clared nulaanee by that body. A
strenoue effort was made by the Clarks-
ville Company to keep the poles and
telephone parapheridia thie city un-
tnolested mall further time to reconalti-
er the adviaatellity of rekindline the lit- 1
tercet formerly menifested by our cal-
Zeno. The former vontract, however,
was rescinded by,thet ao the tom-
patty hail been 11'111410 tIllle 10 re-
view the metier
It la Mr. Turner's idea and intention
to construct and extend the telephone
lines to every poot-olline in I lirlatian
county. Thia we understend clot be
allowed wine/lit forfeiting the franchise '
and privilege' granted In the petition.
He also 'Intends, anti so lasted to the
Critinell, that conalderation of tiertilli
privileges not set forth HI hie greet he
would connect a wire at the Chiel of
Police headquarter& connerting with
every point -throughout the county.
The value of a properly managed tele-
phone company cannot be over estima-
ted. It le invaluable to those who live
at a dietanse, and profitable to business
men. We hope the citizens will give
Mr. Turner their hearty eorperation.
Such enterprise@ build up a city and in-
sure praperity to all classes of busi-
ness.
Some of the papers of the State, even
some Democratic papers, are renewing
the old quarrel aboet Gen. Buckner
being the wrong candidate. This Is not
only idle talk but it Is uninteresting.
For goodness sake, boys, let up!
- -- -
Oar 011 Outlook.
Kv., Aug. 9, •S'i.
Rilitor New Era:
Since learning the "lay'' of the rocks
at the quarry in your vicinity, my Inter-
est in the oil awl gas preject 01 your
citizens has been growing, until I etiliat-
ed to try to give teesons fer believing
you can find oil and natural gas. My
purpoer giviog the reason* for my
faith ite to induce your enterpriaing eit-
teems to make a bold and liberal attempt
to find the treasure; to make auch
attempt as will satisfy than that there
is no oil, nor gas, o lien they fail to find
it.
At the outset, I disclaim anything but
a "emattering" knowledge of Geology.
I will say, however, that I have had
otme little experience le the study of
Geology in the field,,where I found how
big aonecount must be put on mere
text-book Geology. In the summer of
078 I was with the Kentucky State
Geological Corps. Previously, I had
studied with the then Assistant State
Geologist, Mr. C. J. Norwood, handling
many of, • Isis large collection of foasils
and minerals. l'his training availed me
much in my work on the Survey, be-
sides cultivating a habit of observation
in a direction that has given me solid
satisfaction. shall nave occasion to
refer to my experience on this Survey.
Hopkineville and visinity is upon the
Sub-Carixmlferous formation. How do
I know thin? There is a locality about
eix tales east front Hopkinsville where
I have frequently gathered Crinottl fos-
sils in ouch profosion and diversity as to
leave no doubt in iny mind as to the for-
mation. Apropos, I quote from Dana's
Manual of Geology, this "The period
might well Declined theCrinoitial period
in geological history. Among the kinds
(of Crincede), the Pentrernitee are per-
haps the most sharacteristic." The
Pentremites strike the most unobservant
observer as "petrified hickory-nuts."
I have rent tonubere of theee to different
parties. There is no need to attention
other lees clearecterlatic foetid* that I
have found at this place.
I will mention &nuttier thing to help
fix in the 111111.1 the relative pooltion
the Sub-Carboniterous to the Cartxmiler-
ous in the region around and north of
Hopkinsville. This has an important
part in atitileg to the cleernesa of the
discuseion. The Pilot Rock rests upou
a thin layer of Conglomenete or "pud-
tileg-stone," as if tIte Almighty had
spread one trowel full of Coegionierate
with which to fix the great rts k in its
place. !nut this Conglomerate marks the
beginningsof the Corboniftroua period
which embraces the Coal measures.
The Cat boniferous, in its historical or-
der, lies above and upon the Sub-l'arboto
iferoua, the ,Congloinerates making the
separating line. The Sub-Carboniferous
practitially 'attains sio workable etratae
of' coal" Thin coat gentile are bur
they afe called !aloe soul measures Re-
niember that the Carboniferous is repre-
sented in the eon' measures not far away
from Hopkinsville, but keep in mind,
at the mame time that olirt(siper-
kinsville is in the
of the formation, below the coal 'neater
ures. To this fact I add the statement
that, in ilopkineville, one is nearer to
the oil and gas rocks titan he would be
on the coal measures. Beenuee • rock
oll"-petroleuni-refined, roof
oil, people generally aasociate the pro-
duction of the etude oil in the earth's
crust with -the coal measures. 'floe Is
not true, so dissociate the ideal:.
With reference to the otibilivisioes. of
the suiscarboniferotie they are said to be
uot so elletlectly marked en Kentucky as
eleeva here. However it seems pertinent
to indicate tLat of five gremps into which
the lormstion ie divided, Hopkinoville
is mi the St. Louis group, the next to
the latest of the period. These are its
characteristics, namely : "Evenly bed-
ded limestone," "oolitic limestone,"
"blue calcareous shales and aremeeeotis
limettont ''
So much for the surface formation
which must be !mired through in order
tO Rini oil and gait. 1 now take lip the
oil rocks undettleatin
Next helow the Sub-Carboenerous are
the Devonian rocks. These are the oil-
bearing and gee-producing reckon The
American Devonisn is divided into lour
groups. l'he group right next to the
Sub-Cat bonifertaa is called the L'utskiin
iieXt tO that I* C'h,ntuny, next, the
Thesiiiton, and last is the Carotirc rims.
I mention these divisions to make clear
what follows. The Hamilton group
comaine the alsylelding rocks. Of this
group the Black, or Lotileeee Shale, Is
the oil-bearing rock. After speaking of
the extent of this forination ennoue
other directions, Dana says, "Following
this limestone in Ohio, Indiana and !In-
nate there le what is called the Black
Shale (or Black elate), corresponding
apparently to the Genesee Shale; it oc-
curs *leo ha Kentaky and Tennersee,
but, tithe:ugh so wideopread, does not
exceed 34/ trig hi thickness, and Isittpill•
ally about 100 feet." I quote Dana fur-
dia. on the Black Steele: "ill
alien. It is 350 lest thlek, It contains
tell per cent. of empitoistitile mutter, anti
la therefore equivalent toil coal sewn 40
feet thiek." Note this carefully : " nits
ull, ebtained Iran the roek, la not pre..
ent in It its oil, lor no solvents will sets.
ante it It le protlionitl ny the hoot or
distillation out of the earbonaceolis solo
stanceo present." Apollo 'File same
roek often contains nitwit pyrite. • •
• it he II source also p( iiiipprropa sul-
phur sprier."
A very important feature now pre-
sents Itself, lismely, the position of these
underlying rialto. The whole merles
of the Devonian rucks with those ot Ilia
atilt lower Inrionititool 1141'11 been uplifted
"front Lake. Erie, over the Clischinati
region Into Tenneasee." l'his is known
In geology as the Cincinnati geanticli-
nal, or the "Cincinnati %AM," takIng
its name from the higheit part of the
arch showing 'teen at Clischoottl. It is
stated that the "uplift"' in Kentucky
was tint so great as in Olilo. These are
significant (acts to one studying the nat-
ural gas problem of Liar region.
When in geological history did this
upheaval occur? Evidently before the
Sub-Carboniferotie beds were formed,
because. In Ohio, Kentucky and Ten-
neseee the Devonian rocks are tilted,
while Sub-Cartxmifereas, "evenlY
bedded," rest tiorizoiadly upon them.
I can Illustrate by Wang, say, a hall
dozen booke of varying thicknese, and
potting them together, 1 stand them on
a table and make an angle of 10 or 20
degreoe with she table. On the top
iit these lit po.it ma I lay hi bthe
horizontally, this bed reprettelos the
s esrtsthitermis as it !e.t.a on I lie oll
mocks,
How does the question oats I now ?
;ill. sosi oe, ay, we %Mild find the
rhea if the Sub-enttemiltrous rocks were
Liti. tl Ins ens of the bearing rocks ex-
wool ! But the nevehly twilded" lime-
'gate hes Agit the tilted layers from
eyeporsileg their al, and exhaling
their ges into the at moettnele I
'fake a bit of my experience. lu one
of the toper counties of the State,
where 'he'll:Hack Shale is expoeed, the
sin vsy cerpeliati tr. (vela invitations to
go ser coal beds. We knew there
o ft. coal in the Devonian formation.
knit rude bare back" behind a ferni-
er wo miles to ere tila Coal field. My
histriteotnis were to observe what lay
above the ',hale, aini, if poitteible, what
below it. It noel-lock, or sandy eoll
Wimit above it, then boring tor oil in this
oil yielding shale would be vain, be-
e/note the 401141 allowed the oil to escape
into the stir. But if bard limestone lay
above it then the condition@ were favor-
able for boring, because there wee no
chance for the oil to escape. le the
light of these instructions the conditions
about liopkineville are favorable.
I have seen this statentent made on
the authority of sonic Geological Sur-
vey : "it is almost impossible to put
down the drill anywhere in the State of
Ohio without finding !littoral gas in
greater or less quantittes."
Now, In geographical distribution,
the Sub-Carboniferous of this part of
Kentucky belongs to the Ohio region.
There is this difference, however, In the
underly ing layers, they are more tilted,
tot already remarked, in Oelo titan in
Kentucky. 'flag greater tilt of the
'orates in Ohio explains the opinion that
the Trenton limeatotie is a pretty good
guarantee tor gas. limestone be-
longs to the Silurian formation next
below the Devonian. 1 he greater up-
heaval in Ohio set the whole series of
tormatiotis more nearly perpendicular
to their original potation than in Ken-
tucky, hence Trenton limeetone in some
parts would be brought tiearer the sur-
face. Prof. Leslie says "w benever rock
oil has been found there and in the sur-
rounding region rock gas in sure to ex-
ist."
The next queetion is where shall vou
put down your drill?" Revert to the
Llustration of the pueition of the under-
lying Armes made with books. One of
the books will represeht the oil layer of
rocks rising up to the surface formation.
Shoehloott bore through the surface at
may point along the line that the Black
Shale touches the Sub-Carboniterotia
underneath, you 'result' get oil at the
least depth. Take your town its a centre
and with a rotate of one mile or more,
deecribe a circle, too...sing this circle In
sonic direction will be the line of least
depth to the oil. On either side of this,
according to the dietance Iran it, the
boring would need to be deeper. Thia
i8 all on the suppoeition that the. rake
being less tilted than in Ohio are there-
fore more uniformity Inclined in their
'lee mean! the ourface. 'flue book il-
lustration will aid in settling this point.
The ludieationa are that the quarry is
about in the line of the least depth. I
can find no estimate ot thickness of the
Sub-Carboniferow. formation in this
region. But I am persuaded that it is
ode to say that the least desalt to the oil
and gas is through the whole Sub-Car-
boniferous Monads'''. While admitting
that peculiar illeturbeinees of the under-
lying rocky may set et Haugh!. all theso
hope that the vete-rpm Ise of
your people May verify ii•t I believe
aft 10 this matter. Veto
THE TOBACCO MEN'S MEETING.
A Contention to Take Action la the
Dodge Case t ailed for Next
Saturday.
J. S. Phelps, Wm. P. Johnson, II. q.
Griuter and Janie.. E. Gait', the com-
tnittee appointed by the tobaeco men to
conelder action on Statistician Dodge's
misleadieg report, met Monday after-
noon. After diesel/400n they determin-
ed mewed an itivitation to Clarksville,
ilopkieav We, Paducah, Mitt field.
Evitierille, Nashville and' Chicaned to
send conanitteee. here to a meeting next
Satii Hay. At this meeting a formal
protest is to be drawn tip, and a com-
mittee appointed to carry it to Preeident
Cleveholii and to ask a torrection (.1
Ult of the report Pent out by
theA:rarorress
Commissioner Coletnan there ties been a
decided decline in the markets. That
report as supplemetited by recently-
pubilebed etatemente ot contpiler,
Statietician Dodge, broadly euggests
that compilers of facts regarding the
acreage and condition of tobacco who
make the proepective crop about forty
per cent. of au average are bulls on the
market, and their fioures are manipu-
lated accordiugly. 'fide has put an un-
just suetticion upon warehouse mon
whose hIgheet claim to the patronage oi
(*rulers is holiest dealing. At the came
time it Ilan made matintacturers abroad
and the foreign goverunseats nelieve
that prices are refining onreaeonably
MO and they withdrew their sailers.
In consequence the maaket Iles become
sluggiele and prices have fallen. While
quotations were two weeks ago from $5
to $25 per hundred, they have now fallen
to $3 to 20. 'Daewoo is on the inserket,
and continues to be Auld at prices bid.
Ae a consequence farmers are injured
exactly to tite extent of the decline.
If the Commissioner's figures are not
corrected farmers will cotainue to be in-
jured by the use of than to hold prices
down.
l'omparison of melee for other days
than thase from which the decline noted
above WaP taken, chow that the deciloe
was to a considerable extent recovered;
also that other causes operated to force
prieea 'Men. 'flue litirtfulneeie of the
erroneotta report is neverthelese *builds
antly apparent.
The warehousemen at their meeting
yesterday agreed to pay $10 eat•li toward
defrnying 'shy neceseary expenses -
L tuisvide Ti:tets.
The Clarkaville Board have held a
meeting and appointed a delegation to
the Louieville meeting and it is likely
that our Board will take similar action.
At the elate of the sales, last Thurs-
day, at the Tobacco Exchange, on tno-
lion of Dr. W. G. Wheeler, J. D. Ware,
George V. Green and S. C. Mercer were
appoliited a committee to exprette the
@sale of the Hopkineville Tobacco Board
of Trade in regard.to the July report of
the Agricultural Department at Wash-
ington on the condition of the growing
tobaeco crop.
Dr. Wheeler RAM Una every intelli-
gent dealer and farmer knew that the
report was outrageously false and lit's-
leading, and it anpuld be brand. d as
such. It was the result either of gross
ignornmo, or corruption. In pursuance
of the instructioes of the Board of Trade,
the committee presented the following
statement : •
"The Tobacco Woad of Trade, of Hop,
kioeville, Ky., adulated in Christian
county, the largeat derk tobacco-grow-
ing vaulty in the Union, enter their
earitest protest againet the report of the
Department of Agriculture at 1Vashing-
ton, tor .1111y, 1887, in which the acreage
and condition Id the growing tobacco
crop iire googly overestimated, to the
injury of the tobaeco growers and detri-
ment of trainees.° trade at large through-
out the Union. The Depertment report
is in flagrant contradiction to carefully
prepared reports of the memo trustworthy
character from all the tobaeco-growing
districts. It le a damaging blow at a
fartnieg Interest Involving many mil-
lion'. of dollars!. Tido stupendous all-
ele! misstatement overestimates the
growing crop at least 100 per vent. ill
rempect tea the important dark Mimeos)
district commonly vaned the Clarksville
dirtrlett, of whist' llopkitievillit end
Chriatian county lire the center, WO NA.
sent Irmo persolial obserVation Ills
formittlonoil undoubted rellebIlity, diet
the liepartment report exaggersted the
growing loop mere titan 100 per Pent.
under the newt itiviireble reffilltiona,
with a probability that the tool) will not
tea Ile per cent. We leylte en ex-
'treelike; or the yiewe frail other tobacco
Witold or troth:. J. If. Ws 81,
WWI. allICKk,
C. Micatdat,
Committee,"
Tills Means You
If you owe the New Era fur stibacrip.
Lion. The date; after your name printed
on the tnargin of your paper shows
whether or not YOU OWE I'S. We hereby
respectfully ask you to come forward
and pay area we mean business strictly
when we ask. We want you to Psi.
Now . you wait till alter September
5th you lose your chance at our premi-
ums. This chance is worth from 75 etc
to $210.00 to one hundred and tifty of
our eubscribers. You may be ale of
toonber Come and try it.
A valuable cow, the property of Mr.
Jno. Colhoon, was kilted by a freight
engine last Friday night.
This is TI1K t of tilt tn ti
g nu-, r
Hopkinville, Thursday, Ani. 25th
In all its vast united entirety. after performing
One Week ia Chicago and
One Week in Philadelphia,
Hearing the hrund andl guarantee of It. I ropolt-
spprovsi
Forppouglits Ild Heat,
Tor ..... Hippodrome,
airepaueate Menageries,
orepaugh0a Circuses,
Porepaughes Spectacles,
Fierepangls Jr.is seinastietsa.
Qilantity the Greatest,
Quality Unexcelled,
Variety Unparalleled.
Ilea Races4-Paw's Hippoarome
M en ager lc;
4fPdwls"..-.1...7::::',FS:aag*". Circuses
Sigclacl&s
4-PAW JR,'S SPECIALTIES!
The Performing Elephant, Biondi!) Horse, Rein-
ing n1141 Riding 31 Morten.
All arrivqie here in THREE sPECI A Trains.
.X Regiment of Performer.. and Auxiliaries. A
Itst t al ion of II irser. .% bout 10 4t'ilnek each day
The Grandest Gorgeous Public Parade
ever it ittiereed It rept...mt. a 11111.1.1i iN of
Monev- It's a right I heap at till, but it thies'nt
cost kiv Cents- it is &dam Forepaugh's
Vrey- ill Offering to tile paii.le.
The performau,er oil be JUST THE SAWA
here as In New York, Philadelphia and Chicago-
not an act °nutted. not • rtar tem but it mots
45,0o) a. day IAD ill) It. an.1 It {Jaya. xrurrions
on all liner of travei Get part icularr of your
station agent. Prices as %Milli. Performances
•ftertmou awl night. D.,ors open •1 and 7;
begin. one hour later. 1' eget.* and reserved
nem LA for the see modal ion of the politic placed
on sale •t the Alight advance at Manor's
drug store. 7 MAIO St. Forepaugh's is the only
large show ruining this year Will exhibit at
Clarks, ille Aug 14. and Ileielersou Aug 16.
To TNS COUNTY Coeur' OF CHRISTIAN
COUNTX„ KENTUCKY :
'fIle Ohio Valley Railway Company,
formerly tile South Kentucky. Railroad
Compaily, cliart.tred by an aet of the
General Assembly of the f oniosoo.
e dal of Kentucky, approved Ifula day
of March 1871, mid the eevetral amend-
ineiitri thereto, bytoder of its Board of Di-
reor ore, respectfully mg es ue your boil
onside Court to submit. to the qualltio
ett voters of what is known AS the
Magisterial Dietriet of Chris-
tian County, Kentucky, or Civil Dis-
trict No. 1 at an election to be held wi-
der and in acoordance with the act of
Hs I tivorporation, WI a day to Ise thoig-
Slated to this Court, mit mole than six
ty 010) days nor lees than thirty (3U)
days from the deeps that said election is
ordered, the iitiesstion whether or not the
said District oath video:rite- one thou-
end (1.000) erhares of one bemired
(8100; dollars each, to the capital stock
of the Olito Valley R tilway Company,
on die follow leg toe ins and condition,
Condition first: That no part of the
Amount for said stock shall be due or
payable until a contanuotie hue of rail-
way, of &Standard gorge, shall be °on-
structed by said Ohio Valley Railway
Compeny, from the town of Princeton,
Kentucky, to the Inane of the city a
Hopkinsville, Kentucky, nor. until a
train of care shall be run over ssia
railway, nor unless said -railway
tanistructed on or before the
let. day of January 1489, provided, how-
ever, that if the Otilb Valley Railway
Company shall, in good faith, and with-
in a reasonable tittle atter a favorable
vote on this proposition, begin the con-
atruction of he road and Issi prevented
by stress of weather or any extraortlitia-
ry happenhig, from emistructing the
road %Rhin the time aforesaid, then the
subscription shall not be, therefore, on
that aceount void, but a reasonable
time Phan be extended in such an event
beyond the date named, for the con-
struction of said road as aforesaid.
Condition secoud: That the Ohio
Valley Beltway Company shall under-
[eke and bind itself, on the payment of
the money tor raid Stock, or on the
delivery of the bowie as herein after re-
cited, to refund to the Hopkinsville Dia.
the amount so paid, on !or: the face val-
ue of the bonds delivered in payment of
its subscription, in the event the Louis-
ville & Nashville 1411re:seed Co. or any
successor thereof shall obtain the pat-
session and ownership of said Ohio Val-
ley Relive's, Company, within twenty
years from this date, provided, how-
ever, that if the @task of the Hopkins-
vine Dietriet shall be voted or weed for
the purpose ol enabling said Louisville
& Nashville Railroad Compel's! to ob-
tain the pooLeseion and ownership of
said Ohio Valley Railway Compacy,
then this obligation on the part of the
said Ohio Valley Railway Company
shall cease and determine.
Condition third : In the event a favor-
able vote le had on this preposition, the
stock is eubscribed and paid for, the
Ohio Valley Railway Company hereby
agrees and binds Itself to give as favor-
able rates, in proportion to the distance,
to the people and eiiippera of the Hop-
kinaville District as it may give to any
other polio on its line between its ter-
mini and not to make or permit to be
made any unnist discrimination In the
matter of freielsts or paissage against the
peoistprliecto.r shippers of said Hopkinsville
Condition loath : That In payment
of the stock 'subset Wed by *aid district,
it shall lesue and depoell with three
trustees, to be named the order sub-
mitting this proposition, battle of said
district for the sum of one hundred
thousand ($100,000 00) dollars, with
attacned for the interest, to be
ni• ade payable to said Ohio Valley Rail-
way Conipany or bearer. du- and paya-
ble twenty years after the date of their
'geoid, with the option on the part of
the district to redeem the same at any
time atter five sears from their date,
bearing intereatt at the rate of Aix per
cent per annum, payable send-annually,
both principal and interest payable at
the beating house of Lathan). Alexan-
der & Co., in the City of New York.
Said bona. to be in denomination@ of
not more than one thoueand dollars,
nor less than one hundred dollars each,
which said bonds shall be held by the
trustees, to be hereafter named in the
order of the Court, in treat to tie deliv-
ered and shall be by them delivered to
the said Ohio Valley Railway Company.
when said railway shall have beep con-
structed as mentioned in condition one
of this proposition, and a train of ears
run thereon. and within the time there-
in provided, provided, however, that
any coupons falling due for interest on
said bonds before the construction of
said road to HopkInsville as aforesaid,
shall be by said trustees detached,
marked cancelled and returned to the
'minty Court of t•bristian county.
Condition fifth: In lieu of the deliv-
ery of the bonds as aforesaid to the Ohio
I alley Railway Company, the Hop-
kinsville district, through the trustees
aforeeald may @ell the bonda at not lees
than their face value, and deposit with
llie trustees aforesaid one hundred thou-
eastel dollars which the treaters shall
deliver to the Ohio Valley Railway
Ccmpany as provided lor the delivery
of the bonda. The ontect of title condi
tion being to give to said district the
benefit of any premium that may be re-
ceived on ta +id bonds; and it is under-
stood that any premium received ellen
Ile used for the purpose of retiring and
cancelling tile bond' to the extra of
said premium.
• (*mention sixth: If arty subscription
is made under thia proposition, the Ohlo
Valley Railway Company undertakes to
eecure the releaee by the llopkineville
& Cadiz Railroad Company of a sub-
scription made to said Hopitineville &
Cadiz Railroad Company, by the city of
Hopkinsville for the sum of seventy-five
thousand dollars. under the vote of the
people of said city on the 19th day of
June 18.46, and slue motley shall not be
paid nor the bonds delivered under th's
subscription until said release is obtain
Condition seventh : When the bond@
• aaid Hopkitisville district are lesued
and delivered to the Ohio Valley Hal-
way Company as provided, or when
said company shall have in lieu thereof
received the one hundred thousand dol-
lars as provided. the said Ohio Valley
Railway Company ellen deliver to the
trustees mimed in the order of the
Court, a certificate or certificates of stock
for one thousaud shares of one hundred
dollars each of Its capital stock to be
delivered to the ilopkineville district.
V•LLEY RS1LW•Y Co.,
by P. G. Kates's',
President
Combined With Great Refracting POMO"
TH61 A KC As TitANAt'AMIsT •ND luLolt-
Lass A, 1.11.11T ITsrLY.
.And for softnive of endiarence to Ow eye cannot
be excelled, enabling the . rarer to read fur
nie re without fatigue In fact, Hier are
PEISFECT SIGHT rmesecuvelag.
T,..tum.nials from the lending ployairisur in
sight improved h‘ their tier.
the I' nite4 states can be given who hail their
A LI. EY ES F I TI-ED,
And the Tit HGuaBro.utGeeAtIRli.Nv
ER,
Hopkinssille, Ky.
Tie' se gl 111.1.6 Lrc not supplied to peddlers at
MIIV .r.,.. A. m• HAWKS.
Viiholesale Pe Qtril '"014,V.`tia -
,
Wooly ass peoroptis executed St
nrIall C70121.434. 2
$20 Q()
$12.60 ;',;:crgcr.11',`,"",1 -`tehae"To;:-Leigealn.;
New lsra.
$12.5n one Tobaccc Screw, made by theNJ Metcalfe Manufacturing o
$12.511 110C TONIC(*) Ss•revr. made by theN., Metcalfe Manufacturing Co
$12.00 webster's U n abri lged Diction-ary, latest edition. folly illus-
trated, leather-bound.
$10.50 "De "N° "" Oilier chilledrlow.
$10.00 A One Hand-made autleman'sor lady's Saddle.
$10.00 a nice ,Cuttage , sylvanteed a Good 1:me Keeper.
$10.00 Five premiums, each 1 boa 604igars, if a box
$10,00 Two premiums. each nee oilhromo, worth P.M.$8.00 One "Davis" Swung Churn
The only brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a first class medal at the
New Orleans Exposition. Guaran-
teed aheolutely pure, and for general
household purpuees Ls the very best s
Every cash subscriber, to either the Weer I y,
at $1.00 a year, or tee Tn. Week ly, at $2 BO. and
every sulecriber now ois the list who pays al:
arrearages to date and for one year in advance,
to saber paper, gets a
UK thoDrang
which gives hiss a chancy secure. • itliout
cost, a ••luable premium The lisi enibrscos
lbOarticles, the aggregate casid %slue of which
is 81.000 00
THE DRAWING
$210.00 A Handsome Organ. Octaves,
s stops, 4 sets of Heeds oft.,
Octaves each. 'old aod fully
guaranteed by O. H. Baldwts
& Loutallle, Ky.
Eight One steel edigraviaga-
haodsome frames, Ile sae*. e
',rem] 1111111.
One Staadardi-Horee Wagon,
made of thoroughly seaaoned
timber, soaked in oil.
$60.00 onuethSeertotariistir Certalice:itele la
$46.00
$30.00
Louisville, Ky., good for a ffatnil
course of Practical Book-keep-
ing and Commercial Arithme-
tic
$ 50 eacthaadaannt tot eart
111.00 each, which is the cheapest
retail price.
An elegattt Wheeler & Wilson
Sewing Machine with ail and
latest improved attacementa,
sold and fully warranted by C
K. West, and os exhibition at
his office in Hopkinsville
tine latest improved "New
Horne" sewing machine. with all
attachmerta, fully warranted
A floe Wire-Tvitat, side-skap,
breach-loading. shot-gun. war-
ranted and-class.
$30.00 A,2::::60,,.7.1.),.:NrY asi
Three Tuition Certileates is Ost
Hiranseille Comnsercial Goiters.
n
id !Deface •alue in tuition.
andi y_pe-W Ming Institute.
$20.00 :1;',htelgILT l'rk;irEngen iT."ve7-
then for wood or mai. sold #hil
warolintld by Caldwell a (tamales
A Ape tot of Clothes to be @f-
leeted by the purchaser.
$20.0() mitatiteSaanvsr wWatcahn, stead...eV
dam in every Tess-est-
A handsome decorated ;Mune,
get of Chips.
$7.60
$7.60
$7.60
$5.00
Ten premiums, each One C alien
1Jrees Pattern. ten yards.
rive peomiums, each One set
books-tS in a • 4.
rive premiums, each one year's
subscription to tbe Weekly New
Era.
A Tine Stereoscope, with Si Elegant
Photographs
$5.00 Worth of advertising Tri- Week-ly New Kra
orth advertising in Weekly
New Era.
Worth of Job Printing at New Kra
oftlee
$6.00
$5.00
$5.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6 00
WOO
$4.00
$5 00
$5.00
$5.00 Worth albard ware$5.00 Worth of Domestic.
orth of Calico.
Worth of Dry (loods
Worth of gueensware
Worth of Groceries.
A handeome heavy plate
bottle castor
Worth of 111 dimity from Mrs It
seetleld. Clarksville, Tenn.
A Pair of Fine Boom.
One "No A I" Oliver chilled plow
A nice sover
dish.
$3 (H) Sct floe triple-plate.1 Stagers n it es
$2.5n A beautiful little nickel clock, w•r-Y-1 ranted • good time keeper
SS Two dollars' worth of Tube Paints.
SS Two doll a. P. worth of • rtirt'r materials
an:, kind .1e•ired.
32.00 1 byline' lacce Pin, heavy-plate roiia
geld.
IIR•00 1 pair One Plated Sleeve Buttons
112.00 1 pair tine Venetian Yams.
112.00 Ilandsonie Toilet get
et Two dollars' worth of Tune Stationery.$1.50 A hea•y gold plated watch chain.
1111.113 pair ladies kid gloves-best make.
g 11.CK1 One Years Subscription to Weekly
louri,r-lourtml
• Silver-plated Butter-Knife
II I Pour large 1.inen Tooth'.
SI Six Snel.inen Handkerchiefs, gentlemen's'.
II Six Ladies' Hatidkeiehiete
II Tour pairs gentlemem's British hoer,
SI Pour paler !attire' Hose
Si One ilollar's worth ot Sheet Music.
II One Music Tolio-vocal.
SI ose Music Tullo-instromootal
$11 One no. (sentimentalist -stand.
7K A ha solid silver thinible.
• aie
THOROUGH IlISINESS EDUCATION.
Bryant I 171114,
Straiion.IBUSINESS COLLEGE,
lone! Third and Jefferson Streets, Louisville, Ky.
EN1 It \ Nt ft NO, 406 THIRD STREET
Bool-Keepini, Bata, Penmanship, Short-lland, Tele filphy
AND ENGLISH TRAINING.
-For Catalog-ae .4,..d.elsees College as Afts.loove.
•TEVITMIAIMEL,
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
—•
• -;
4
•
•-.T 11 E NEW ER A ihettrit gocuotatae.
—PUBLISIIRD BY—
na Printing and Pub/Irking Co.
• $1A YEAR.
AGENTS
11( tits are aottiorized to eollect 'Mb-
ocriptiotts.to the SSW ESL&
Lee Thacker—l.afayette, Ky.
An. ii W. Hives-- Williams P. 0.
C. A ..Brasher---4. ratou
liiiiniiit & Keetineity—Balobridge.
If .11 A renunirig--Cerulean Springs.
W. W. A J. P. Gertieta—Peusbroke.
.i. W. Richer-them—Fruit kith.
B. Bret. er—FeievIew.
J leo M iteeelia w —Era.
.• •
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Dick Wilkinson is at springiield, Tenn
J it. Letudord. Sesator-eleet was in town
Menegy
3Itirs. A Wilson is slanting at P. mbro'.e
Ibis west.
7: Mole Bora Ellis. of Nashville, is visiting Mrs
N. Shyer.
-• .ant Can't's hot. is in town shaking hands
7 with out friends.
Mr. W iso,. n r au.1 ate Are .prO,11111rtile
week at Dawsou.
•5 .
Chas. Mitchel spires Thursday at Dawes* and
Stlutlisy.at Sebrioi.
N. G. Gray is at Lei ulean inhaling the cool
atmorptiere thei eabout.
'MM. Mary Green has returned from a pleas-
ant visit to Madisonville
?Ibis Mary D. Noble, of Bl.surniegtoe la en til-
ing MIAS Katie MeDaatei.
Mrs. vlarence Anderson left for Harrodsburg
Monday to swat relative,.
beriff S J. Shacke for!. of
was the city Monday.
Mee Birdie Wilson. of Louis% die, is visiting
the family of V &plain Beard.
'Mr. R. H. Short, of New Orleans, spent a few
days with Mr. J. C. Wooldridge.
T. M. Milmunson made a gyms bustivess trip
to "Bock L tit) Tneeday evening.
Mr. Milton Lunt, Jr left Wednesday for
Owensboro to be gone several days.
Min hama Landsberger, of a aahville, Teen..
is the guest of Mrs. Louis Solomae.
Miss Jennie Means is home front a visit of
several weeks to relative.' in Nashville, 111.
Mile Linnie Lander left Saturday to spend
several weeks with relatives at Harrodsburg.
Mrs Thompson and Ur. Phil. Thompson
of Clarksville, are visiting Mr. J. D. itusseit.
wr.s. H. Baker, of Louisville, father-is-law
of W. II. °Ivey, visited los daughter here las:
week
Mrs. Dr. Bogie and little son, Tommie, of
Whiteeboro, Texas, are visiting Mrs. N. H.
Gramm
Mr. Msydel and family, of Louisville, will
become permanent residents of llopkineville
next month
Miss Mary Hester and brother, of Louisville.
us a visit to Mrs Jas. itagela'e. left for their
home sunday
Miss Bettie Breathitt, who has been on a Vis-
it to relative* at Igussellside reternett home
antitiday
Mrs. a. H. Misr. of New Albany. arrived in
Inv city Tuesday night the guest of her father
Dr J. Gish
T. P. Sullivan, I alt. sit man of Tall t
wee atom' eur streets lad Tweelay evened a
tionteited
Me* Milton limit left for Owensboro Mom.
Jsy alter an •stonde.1 visit to her father. Mr.
heis a laipbetl
Meows Henry Klanbe and George Sehon, of
Louisville, will meet their friends temporarily
at Mr. N. B. Shyers,
LW. A. N. Gilbert. who clotted a successful
meeting at Trenton. spent Wednesday in the
city, guest of Prot Scubey.
Mrs. Joseph Heagerte sad Mrs. E. A. Pike, of
N Winne, came over Thursday and are the
guests of Mrs. 1V.: Ileagerty.
Mr. C. /1 hastier. representing Simmons'
Hardware Company of St. Louis, Mo , spent
Monday and Toeeday in the City.
Mrs. Jeo. Feland and daughter. Mary, are
on a visit to relatives at Stanford. Ky., duo.
Ireland, Jr., went with them AA far as Louis-
dle
Mrs. M. E. Grissam, of Hot Springa, Ark.
who has been visiting her stater, etre. Geo.
Merritt, went to the neighborhood of Johnson'.
Mill sunilay to visit relative..
Mrs Dunn and Mumee Lucy and Jcssey
White, after a brief sojourn with the family of
Mr Burka. of this city, returned Is their homes
JO 4 attis, Trigg county, Taursday evening
Mrs. %altar McComb.; and two daughters,
who have been entertained for the past week
b, Mrs. C. F. Jarrett. left the city Tuesday.
Mrs. McCombs returned to her home, while the
daughters went over to Clarksville
MeElreee Wine of Cartioi is for sale
by the following merchants in Christian
County.
H. B. Garner, Hopkinsville, y.
Q. x. Gaither,
Hopper 4 Son,
J. 4. Armispesol,
Clifton Coal Co, Mannington, Ky.
W. H. Nolen, Bainbridge, Ky.
W. II. Martin, Crofton, Ky.
M. B. Miller, Pembroke, Ky.
1.4
.4
Our Republican l'eateasperary.
The New ERA has been informed by
a prominent Republican that $1,500 has
already been subscribed to the stock
couipany that is to publish the Republi-
can paper here and that Mr. A. L. Rod-
gers, who will be a stockholder, has
been offered the I roil editorship of the
paper. Mr. Rodgers' geoersi qualities-
Lions and recent experience on the NEW
Eat will enable him to till such a posi-
tion with credit to himaelf and the paper.
It is rumored also that Mr. Allan Waffle,
who had contemplated starting a job of-
lice here, will put his plant into Use
new venture an I run the mechanical
Dena/ of Mrs. J110. H Minikes.
Mrs. Fannie M. *illiken, formerly
4andulpli, died at the residence of her
step-father, Capt. B. T. Underwood, in
tide city, shout 6 o'clock Monday morn-
ing. titre had teen sadly aigicted with
iatiaturnation of the brain for a long
time slid the best medical attention prov-
ed inadequate for her relief. Mrs. Mil-
liken was born and reared iu Olio city
met was married in 1679 to 31r. John
H. Milliken, then of Franklin, Ky., now
paesenger agent of the L. it N. railroad,
with headauarters at Louisville. She
Wilt4 a brilliant and popular member of
society and in all respects a moat esti-
mable lady. She leaves one child, a
bright little daughter. The funeral
iservicew were hi I Twat:lay, from
Capt. Underwood's resident* and were
conducted by Rev. J. W. Lewis, of the
Methodist Church, of which Mrs. Mil-
liken was a faithful member.
The t'tisIld" Lawn Party.
The lawn party for the benefit of the
Ladies Guild of the Episcopal church,
gt Mrs. yirqinia Latham'e Thursday
evening, was largely attended and
proved a most suceessful and enjoyable
affair. The large lawn, with its grand
old trees, was most brilliantly illuruinat-
ed and, notwithetandieg the bright
moon-light, the Japaneze lanterns pro-
duced a beautiful effect, howrmingling
with the moonlight and shadows among
• the trees. Indoors elegant evergreens
and flowers gave the spacious hallways
the applarance and sweet perfumes of a
tusitimer girder,. i;oon cosy tete o-fete
tables on the lawn the guests in couplee
were served with refreshments and also
at a large central table, loaded with sub-
stantial', anti delicacies, the hungry vie-
. hers thronged wild feasted. 4 notebly
uharming feature of the ocvasion was
The charming waitresses who--'imaid
and matron tweet and fair"—performed
their duties in a manner quite irresista-
hie and altogether lovely.
The receipts of the evening amounted
to aboOt $10, for which the ergs re-
ceived many times the amount in good
things and pleasure.
Syrup ef Figs
Manufactured only by the California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture's Own true Laxative. It is the
moot mealy taken and the most pleas-
antly effeetive remedy known to cleanse
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel headaches, colds asel fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, Indigestion,
etc. For male in 60 cents and $1.00 bot-
• 
Hes by H. B. Garver, Hopkinsville, Ky.
For list of lands for skle by John W.
Payne, see tonne page. •
Crofton is to have a oicitie next Satur-
day *nit pleety of music and cold
urinks.
Quarterly meeting will be held next
Satuttley and Sunchiy at the Methodist
eh ire!' at Sititoli.
acklItiN ledge fyyript Ot all layitit-
tiO/1 to tie Ulittna County Flair, on the
16;11 and 20 ilielttelVe.
The colored public school on Second
street e. ill alLtoll IlliVe is twat and sub-
sterols' $200 iron truce nruiluil the prem-
I 
love.
Lest Saturday ti1ght, SlIt•Verte(tll pc-
ne *MA j u iii hear t..;reeovitle bridge.
A Jovial!, good-mimic-1 cooed wits ill at-
tendance. -
An inrant eon of Mr. aud Mrs. A. S.
Hays died last "Friday night. The re-
mains were taken to Nashville, Tenn.,
for interment. •
Pike Umphrey was "jugged" last
Saturday tor indulging his tistic procliv-
ities and using braes .iiituckg upon Tony
Buck two colored.
Elder Broadhurst will begin a protrac-
ted meeting at Dawson on the 13th inst,
at which time the new Christian church
wiil be dedicated.
A moonlight picnic was held Seturday
hight, last, at Pool's Mill neer Bain-
bridge. A large and orderly crowd par-
ticipated in the festivities.
J. W. Raseoe, of thla COUllIK... Will
have charge of the %Yellville Ins-Mute,
in Trigg county, next session. Prof.
itneCOC is an experienced educator.
'1'he heavy rain here last Friday &p-
lacard to have been purely local. With
few exceptions, the summit Iiiig districts
did not have enough to settle the dust.
Mr. S. S. Merritt, an ehi and respect
et1 citizen, hi confined to Iris room at
Bennettstow it. with typhoid liver. His
physicians say that be cannot recover.
A pleasant and enjoyable social, corn
plimentary to 311se Sadie Woolfork, was
given at the residence of Mrs. Dr. Al-
exander, on the Como') road, Thurs-
day night.
An excursion party composed of $O
"Knights of Labor" (col'd.) of Kansas
City, Mo., passed through the city Sat
ordev afternoon, going to Mobile, Ala.
to an Expoiltion.
"Hotel de Long ' is ,lob g a land office
business. Eleven imitate* and are now
comfortably (?) ensconed within the
well-veiallated, but gloomy dungeons
Feather beds have been dispensed with
Mr. A. D. Rodgers, on account of his
otheir business 'illicit claims ` his whole
attention, has severed his connection
with the New ERA and Mr. Jesse L.
Edniiiiiilgon has been emplot ed as local
reporter.
Ches. yalties a Re preeelltell ht fore
Jedge Wlefree, lest Si tturtley, as a tit
subJetit for the poly him- A Jerry eiljoils-
ad hint tit mistiond hartnisrt
lunatic. The State e Ill care for LIM 1111.
Continue.
Miss Clare May liatwe, of Nesh-
vIlle entertehittl quite a number of
friends Thursday night, at the reridente
of her uncle, Jas. M. Howe. The
young folks enjoyed themselves to their
hearts' content.
In Hopkins county Buckner received
1569 votes; Bradley,1367: Young 1591;
Lunstord, 1527; Carden 152 and Fox,
I4S. Youpg'e majority. 64, taken from
Lumford's majority in this county, 933,
leaves Lunsfool net majority 869.
Pig Green, a notorious gambler and
conspicuous local character, was arrest-
ed last Saturday, upon the charge of
petit laremiy. He had just been released
from prison at Evansville, Ind , for op-
erating a gambling establieliment.
Esq. W. E. Wartield, one of the lead-
log chess manipulators of this State,
played Col. Kelly a close and interest-
ing game one day teat week. 'Squire
Warfield is a ecientLlic chews player and
can defeat all comers blind-folded.
A large delegation of colored people
(tom this city joined the Bowling Green
excursion for St. L01118 Sunday morn-
ing. Russellville, Clarkeyille and Hens
derson a ere largely represented. The
round trip was at the reasonaide sum of
13-N-
Mr. Saul J. W alker has been employed
to Canvass for the Naw Eat and is now
at Work the South end of the county.
Parties who owe us subscriptions are re-
quested to "hold him up" on sight and
demand their tickets in our big Septem-
ber drawing.
Rev. Baxter Barbee, of Madisonville,
dolled a successful revival at the Goeb-
el' church, near Fairview, Friday night,
Mr. Barbee is a frank, earneet arid
praetleal advocate of Christ's Book. The
number of professions were 21, with 16
additions for the last week of the meet-
ing.
Sheriff S. J. Shackelford, of Hopkins,
arid Sheriff John W. Boyd met in this
city Monday to compare the Senatotial
vote of the two wonders. The returns
were all Mended in and the following is
the official result: Hopkins county—
Young, 1,591; Lungford 1,525. Chris-
tiro county—Young, 1,744; Lungford.
2,1182, Luneford's majority, 574.
_On our 4th page this ieeue will be
found the ecellent speech of Mr. John
0. Rust before the County Teacher',
institute, which we publish at the for-
mal request of the institute. We commend
the address to our readers as worthy of
careful ci nsideration and— barring the
'slight touch of "Blair Bill" heterodoxy
In it—heartily eudorse it.
The "Ladies' Guild", in congratulat-
ing themselves on the remarked suet:eve
which attended their Lawn party, of-
fer the moot earnest and sincere thanks
to all w hoe* efforts and contributions
made this success possible. For the
generous patrottege which enabled them
to ..,id $35.75 to their Tresaury, they
Ire especially grateful. Total receipts
$43.90.
Excursion trains on the f it 0. and
L. dr. N., of this division raft specials to
Sebree Springs last Sunda', for the ben-
efit of those desirous to attend the camp
-Thecae& at that point. A spectal traih
from Henderson unloaded a lowory bur-
den of humanity at the popular almoner
resort. Fully 3,04) people attended the
open air ateeting which will continue
throughout this week.
En route to IlopkInaville from the
moon light party at *r. C. if 4arrett's,
last week, Mr. lieury Stites,
accompanied by Miss Thane Hickman,
had his buggy upset by another vehicle
coming up from the rear. Mr. Stites
sustained a few ugiy stretches about the
face, while Miss Hickman received a
badly sprained wrist. it was very fort-
onate that the iniehap did not prove
wore serious than it did.
ifaizabeth LehIsty, mothee of
Mr. T. B. Bellamy, died at the regitience
oilier son, in this city, Thursday 14th
afternoon, oi emigeetion O tilt' boon.
Although bed-riddeu fur a number of
years, her death moue unexpectedly.
This venerable lady was in her 70th.
year. Her remains were shipped to
Evansville, Ind., Thursday night, for
Interment. The funeral ceremonies
will be from irinity Church there, and
the remains will be deposited In the
Oakland Cemetery.
Mr. C. H. Penick, Daysville, relates
a peculiar happening. A few months
since a negro on the premises caught a
turtle and cut his head off. Four hours
later the turtle head had hold of a chick-
en in the yard and so tight did he
clinch it that nothing short of a butcher
knife would separate them. Moral tur-
tle* hitt even when dead.—Todd Coun-
ty Progress. It is quite gratifying to
know the turtle was moral, as otherwise
this yarn would be sadly lacking in
that desirable characteristic.
-
lay your subscription and get your
ticket before Sept. 5.
Mr. Jno. Burnett, salesman ith Dab- The exami"i"g trial of Parker Mc-
Combo, the negro deaf-mute also billed
Bob Cary, also colored, on the 31 st. ult.
Wits held before Police Jtidge
Friday. Aoorneys C., ii. Bush,
Breathitt it Stites, R. W. Henry and
"Dummy's" Trial.
'file leading jeweler and most relleble
watchonaker is M. 4). Kelly.
A pleasant entertainment was eft). l) rt.!
at. the home of Mr. J43. Cobb, iti the
oounty, Tueedey night.
Mr. F. H Renshaw, County SCiltail
Superinteutlent, is quite ill WWI flux
and confined to his room.
A moonlight picnic occurred Montley
night at the home of Mr. W. H. Everitt.
The gathering was unusually large.
W•NT111)--TO sell a cogy cottage on
cor. 14th St., and Coleman ave.
H. I.. Bow Lan.
1 he Kirkmansville neighborlexel In
Todd county has had no rain since
March and crops are ehnost a total
failure.
Geo. Quireittaerry horpitable home,
near Sinking Fork, will be the scene
next Saturday of a pleasant nioonlIgh
plc-nie.
P. A. Porter, formerly night operator
at the L. & N. depot at this point, has
gone to Mobile, Ala., to accept a more
lucrative pogitioo.
Col. Joe Wong is the latest addition
to the Celestial colony in this city. He
came direct from the "Kingdom" and
got here last week.
A sample bottle of San ford's Premium
Writing Fluid, preaenteel by E. 11. Hop-
per it Son showe the ink to be of supe-
rior quality. he gentleman have our
thanks.
J. 0. Ferrill has let to Forbes
Broe, a contract for a magnificent two
story frame residence on South main
The house will be ready for occupancy
in about three months.
It Is generally remarked that our turn-
pikes are getting on very slowly and no-
body seems to know much about the sit-
uation. It has been impossible for the
New Era to get any information from
headquarters lately.
Can you not afford to give $1.00 for
the WiteeLY New Ext for twelve
months and In addition get a chance to
draw a valuable premium, say a four-
horse wagon worth $75.00? Come in
before the first Monday In Sept.
The city is full of vagrant dogs and on
9th street near tie river the animals
have been copgregating nightly for •
week to the great dieturbance of the
citizens. let the dog law be enforce
he 
d—
or t eltizens resort to the shot-gun.
It was rumortel Urn our streets,
Wedfiesday, that /11rali Sisk, colored, a
well-known expresainan, formerly of
this city, was shot and killed In St. Louis
Vi'eilliestlay 11101111'1g. colored vie-
[Dela be11 10 11t'01 10111eW eat'llVti over the
runtor.
There are, we underetanil, but seven
mete so far as heard front, iti the city
who do not favor the Ohio Valley prop-
petition. These gentlemen are taking
but little interest in the matter and the
question now bids fair to carry with a
whoop.
A well-known compoeitor %bile out
with a serenade party the other night,
fell asleep on the door-steps of a certain
residence on Virginia street. Much
merriment was had at his expense when
he turned up for breakfast the next
morning.
Everybody interested will please take
notice that after our drawing (1st Mon-
day in September,) every subscriber
who is in arrears will be dropped from
the list without further notice and pa-
pers will thereafter be promptly stop-
ped wheu the time is out.
Madam Rumor has it that there are
several weddings on deck for the month
of September. We know of otae couple,
well known in high life, who are to con-
summate their hopes before the circus
comes.Cards of annotincement will
lioat upon the hreeoe soon.
Mr. N. Tobin, merchant tailor, has
just returned from the East where he
purchased the largest and handsomest
line of Fall ate! Winter suitinge ever
displayed in this city. When the new
goods all get in, which will be in a very
few days, it will be worth any man's
time just to call in and look through the
stock.
How is tide for a Molhattanism?
Tueeday morning a goodly size water-
melon was purchased from it country
wagon, loaded with that pulpy fruit.
The melon was cut into two equal parts,
and after the meat was eaten therefrom
the purchaser filled the rinds with a
bushel of bran and fed hie mulee from
the unique trough.
A certain young gentleman en route
from this county into Lyon, in a vehicle
kindly allowed his lad'y companion to
use the reins. While burled in undis-
turbed reverie the lady's dark eye-lashes
closed in peaceful repose and the tired
steed stood immovable in the road. In
the meanwhile the get.tleinan was
counting the stars overhead.
"No tickee no waishee" is Jou Moi's
motto and octasionally when a custom-
er bete lost the artistic bit of manilla
which reprettenta the washing lie has
left at the Chinese laundry, said custom-
er has a tough time ;getting hie clothes.
Jou gays "Melican man dam shwindlee,
bling no tickee, getee washee, nodder
man bling tIckee, washee glone, raise
hellee."
The young ladies at the regillence of
Mr. T. M. Edinund@on were treated to a
delightful gerenaile, Tuesday niglio A
few hours later, a quartette of iniestrels,
of another party stood under the window
pf the New Era's local representative,
and rendered tiocturnal music, for
which a flask of the clarified "mountain
juice" was lowered, suspended to the
end of a cord.
The city Council has ordered property
owners on the north side of west lth
street, between *len street and Jesup
Avenue, to put in curbing and cinder
walks. In title connection we call at-
tention of the Council to the bad condi-
tion of Elm gsreet near the loidge,
where after heavy rains the water kande
several inches deep over the side-walk.
The proposed sidewalks along itli street
will make this matter worse arel indees
a culvert is made to drain this point into
the creek, serious damage will soon be
done.
J. C. Tate, pastor of the Presby-
terian church, here, will move to Clarks-
ville abotit the first of next month.
This step will neevissitate the severiug
his pa.atoral re,latknie eitli his church
here. 'Phis arrangement will be as a
personal sorrow to our Jo:topic. Ur.
Tete is one of oup most lovable of 'nee,
held lo most affee,tionate osteem by ev-
ery one who knows hint ands most ahle,
brainy minister. There will be the sin-
cerest regret at the removal of himself
and hls estimable family from among
us.—Glasgow News. Mr. Tate was
pastor of a church here for a number of
years and has many friends in this city.
The True Method
Of curing habitual constipation, and liv-
er and kidney Ills is to avoid the use of
the bitter drastic liver medicines and ca-
thartics, and to take only the pleasant
liquid fruit retnedy, Syrup of Figs. It
cleanses as well as strengthens the sys-
tem, and does not leave the bowels cos-
tive, so that regular habits may be form-
ed and the invalid permanently restored
to health. It seta promptly and etteot-
ively ; It Is easily taken, and perfectly
hartfileso For sale in 50 cents and $1.00
bottles by H. R. Garner, llopkinsville,
Ky.
ney it Bush, ii. sick this week.
Beverly, itt this county, is to 1 ave a
wedding in high life within the to xt
ten days.
The Keene Society en&ertisluuiiuntat
I 1.J. 1.. otiiitid011 conducted the defense
Mrs. ut. twee "cies lay night was
and County A wintry Payne represented
quite a success.
the COtu mon wealth. A summary of the
' • •
The Ohl. Valley goes at Cadiz.
The vote on the question of stibecrib-
big $10,000 to the Ohio Valley railroad
was carried in Cadiz Saturday by a vote
of 103 to 7. Hereafter a proposition Is
to be submitted to the district to vote
$30,000 Oil, anti the result last Saturday
fore eliadows is fiat We may expect in
the future. We commend the citizens
of l'ediz for their wise to..1 prompt ae-
1lie latholit church IS bring ret110.1e1- i testimony is as follows: Dr. Newland don.
ed and also Additions constructed on the ,.,„„ tolled e„„thiy
interior of the building. 
morning to see Cary ,
examiir d first on street near Maj.
Crunibaugh's and afterward In the
Ceurt House, when he Intl been laid
out 011 a table: hound four balls in his
back, three in small of beck near back-
bone, one higher up, one ball in left
arm. It wee the doctor's professional
opinion that the three balls in the back
had been tired while deceased was lu
a stooping or reclining position.
Mettle Jarrett colored Was treated to
tialt in Caldwell's tent by Cary, at 5
o'clock Saturday afternoon; raw Mc-
Combs at Ilowe'e jewelry store just af-
ter supper mei at 4 o'clock Sunday morn-
ing when lie weet to her house, where
tie was arrested. Site halt had one child
by McCombs; it died about a week be-
fore the killing.
Belle Catlett, mother of *attie Jar-
rett, was in the tent when the fieli was
eaten; Cary and MeContbs were both
there after supper, C try asleep on a
bench when 31cCouttre caine lit. Some-
body called "Duannys" 1111111e, hearing
which, Cary gat up, looked at McCottibe,
got up and walked out of tent, came
back and went out again. This was
about ten o'clock. When Carey
sat up on bench he put both hamlet in
In his pockets. McCombs was in a
good humor.
George illyclen, colored, was in the
tent with Cary, staying all night.
About 2 o'ciock in the morning McCombs
came in, lit a match an I held it in
Cary's Iat*, ligil a pistol in one hand.
The match went out and McCombs
struck another, holding it and the pis-
tol in Cary's face and moving them back
and forth as Cary moved on the bench.
'fire second mnus.chu went out and Mc-
Combs felt in his vest pocket as if for
another. McCombs then left and Cary
said he was "afraid that man would 'ac-
cidently shoot him. Witness said "no
he ia deaf and dutub and was only fool-
ing. Cary then went out of tent and
witness then heard some otie curse and a
rock thrown, towards Court-house;
pretty Sp011 heard parties running about
and tit ce rocks thrown at Intervals.
W Rites was sober. Cross-examined, wit-
ness sai a hen "Dutton)," was holdingt
pistol aibd match in Cary's face, Cary
kept moving up and down on the bench
saying "Don't, don't." After Cary
left tent witness heard hitn say "G—ii
d—n you, why are you following me
up!" Alter first rock fell both men
ran toward Court-house; later two men
ran back by tent, turned corner at V Ir-
glide street, ran South, croggell street
awl ran back to Sixth itreet, then to-
wards Episcupel elitirelt, Witness
heard flothlug more till *hooting;
couldn't tell who was itt trout.
'the pletul used was a "British Bull
Dog" 7 shooter and had blood marks on
the to-limier arid barrel.
1Vrti. Dowling, colored, .it to the tett
about 1 o'clock ; Cary was there
and said be was going tio stay
all night. Witn-se stated substan-
tially the same as -Bly the except
that when the seeMal match was lit
"Dummy " pointed the pistol at Cary,
who jumped up and ran out of the tent,
"Dummy" folloa lug. Vittiese heard
running but no rocks thrown. Cross-
examined, witness said lie,did not hear
"Dummy" feeling in his pocket after
second match went out, heard no con-
versation between Blythe and Cary,
heard no swearing, :parties did not run
towards Couroliopse but towards rail-
road, did not know what became of
Blythe after parties lett, went at once
to sleep.
Ben U. Campbell was at home asleep
on the porch at time of kiln_....tig, Jeerd
pistol shot and heard a man '•itoller"
and gay "don't ehoot any tuore, you
have already killed me;" heard run-
ning; first shot between Maj. Crum-
baugh's and 'low Jones'; second, oppo-
site 7th street gate of witness'. residence;
got up dressed, went out and found
deceased on pavement.
Maj. Crumbaugh beard the pistol shots
and his testimony corroborated that of
Mr. Campbell.
Dr. Fairleigh stated materially the
same that Campbell and Cruintaugh
Clem Wright, colored, corning down
7th street, heard and gaw the shooting,
1st shot fired near corner of Crum-
baugh's yard, others, between there and
railroad; saw bath parties, recognized
"Dummy," heard Cary "holler," Cary
was running from "Dummy ;" five
shots; passed both men doge enough to
gee the last shot ;*got into the street; the
men were on the pavement.
John Torian, colored, its watchman at
Crescent Mills; standing at corner of
mill on railroad between 2 and 3 o'clock,
heard shots, saw fliteh and heard "hol-
lering." Cary ran around corner of
mill and said "Dummy" had shot 111111.
Witness went around corner, met
"Dummy" who gave Wittieen his 08[01,
whie11 Was warm, and afterwards took
it back. "Dummy" remained a little
while. Witness went into office and lit
lamp and when he came hack "Dum-
my" was gone.
C. 0. Biggerstaff, policeman, found
Cary after shooting and arrested Mc-
Combs.
Tolliver Chappel, colored, saw "Dum-
my" draw hie pistol anti kick his foot
while talking to Belle Jarrett, about
11 o,clock on night of killing.
Testimony for the prosecution here
closed.
Belle Jarrett re-introduced by defense
denied statement by Chappel.
Mr.J.e:c•leibortie was then sworn and
as interpreter for MeCombe, made the
following statement :
"Dummy" says Cary cut him before
then about a girl. but alterwarde made
friends; that when he went into the
tent be was not looking for Cary; that
Cary followed him front the tent, caught
!inn from behind and lie t"Intintny '•
tired two shots In the air. Cary then
tried to cot him and he began to shoot
at Cary; that Cary hail tried to hit him
with a club before he shot; that he did
not draw his pletol until he lit the sec-
ond match and that between the :first
and second match Cary cut bine
No other witless was introduced for
the defense and the case was ettionitted
without ergunient. The Judge without
hesitation held the prisoner over to Cir-
cuit Court without bond.
A Case of Deafness Cured.
Office of Shaw klialdw in's Wholesalei
Notion House, Toledo, O., Dec. 11, '79
F. J. Cheney it Co., Toledo, 0., Dear
Sirs: About three months ago noticing
a letter addressed to you in the Bee from
Gen. Selvin, in reference to the cure of
his son by the tole of Hall's .2atarrit Cure,
we were induced to commence the Hee
of it for our daughter Nellie now four-
teen yeate old, who has been euffering
from caterrii for about eight years. Jure
Ing which dine she hies been treated by
one of the best physicians In the city.
We have also tried the use of &Immo all
the known remediee for catarrh, with no
more emcees* than temporary relief.
Many nights have we laid awake to
hold her mouth open to keep her front
strangling. Her hearing had also becotne
effecter]. We were afraid that she
would never recover. We have now
used six bottles of HALL'S CAT•Rtill
Cuero and we believe Nellie to be en-
tirely cured. In a few days after com-
mencing the use of it we noticed a de-
cided change for the better, and from
that right along she has improved, un-
til now she breathes as easily as any
one. She sleeps well and her hearing is
perfectly good. We feel that tile dis-
ease is entirely removed. We write
this unsolicited letter, feeling that it is
due you, and with the hope that others
may be benefited in like manner. We
can hardly realize that such a change,
could be effected in so short a Vine after
battling with the disease so long. We
are still using the remedy at intervals,
as it seems to build up her system. You
are at liberty to use this In any manner
you see proper. We are yours truly,
Me. and Mate S. liAtowis,
220 Franklin Avenue.gto-Sold by Druggists, Vic.
....'e••••••••
PREFERRED LOCALS.
AH ! THERE!
M y 1, III, 11, I
My 2, 4, 3 is a satchel'.
My 3, S, 9, 13, III. a blood-giacker.
My 6, 7, 12, 10 is an unmannerly child.
My 14. 8, 4, 7 denotes excessive cost.
lee Cream and Cake;coupled with glory,
for first correct solution.
Fondonts, Nougatines,
Pralines, Love Cuts,
Mush Rooms
 I I
J. B. Galbreath & Co.
109 SOUTH MAIN.
420r• R.(5117.1.t.
2 front corner rooms suitable for oftleee
ith front Mein Street entrance, and
good ventilation and every convenience,
up stalls. N. B. SHYER,
' Cor. Main it 9th sta.
Strayed or Stolen.
arpets! Carpets!
Velvets, Body Brussels, Tapestry Brussels—with borders to match. A good Brussels Carpet at 50 cts. • Full
stock of best Extra Super Carpets, Cotton Chains. etc. We have the best stock of Carpets and Oil-cloths ever spread
out in this city, with the lowest prices.
1
DIIMSS C÷OODS-
We have all the fabrics and colorings in the new and stylish goods for Spring and Summer wear. We can get
up a handsome dress of any, kind at the smallest possible cost. In LACE DRESS GOODS,. especially, we have
something new, unique and very stylish.
Hamburg _Edgings, Flouncings, Etc.,
all new pretty and cheap. A bran new line of Table Linens, Napkins Doilies, &c. Our SHOE DEPARTMENT is
full of good shoes of latest styles, and best makes at lowest prices.
Our business motto is "Good Goods at Lowest Prices." Call and see us.
J. D. RUSSELL.
Here We Are Again!
CONCM IVICORM TC1 THE 1P9ELCONT !
WITH OUR GRAND MID-SUMMER
onion his
From my place on Saturday night
last, a 3 year-old sorrel colt, 
' CASH
'leek; also a 5-year-old bay colt, marked
from the harness. A liberal reward
will be paid for information leading to
their recovery or their return.
IV. G. WHEELER.
Gold Watches For 39c.
Who ever heard of a man
buying a Gold Watch for 39c.
And yet a firm down East
had the audacity to head one
of their advertising sheets
in this way, and did it sim-
ply to catch the eye of the
public. Now we do not be-
lieve in deception of any sort
still we have such anxiety for
a sight of the eye of the
Great Public, that I have
been making all this talk
simply to get you to LOOK-
ING OUR WAY, and shall
be willing to take your pun-
ishment, PRoY11)E1) wi
fail tGehow you bargains al-
Most EQUAL to gold watches
for :39c. To begin with, we
have 250 Misses and Chit-
dred's Sailors at 25c. New
style dress Lawn at 3c. The
handsomest line of MILLIN-
ERY in Hopkinsville at the
very lowest PRICES. Dry
Goods and Clothing in end-
:est variety. Give us an ear-
ly call.
N. B.)SHYER,
UQRNER MAIN &NINTH
For Sale. A great
bargain. A splendid
farm of 2(30 acres on a
good pike, 3 miles from
Hopkinsville, Ky.; good
land. Must be sold at
once. Price $30 per
acre; terms to suit pur-
chaser. The cheapest
farm in Christian Co.
A farm of 130 acres
good land 20 acres in
timber. Within two
miles of Gracy Sta. on
the I., A. & T. R. R. Im-
provements; Dwelling
with 3 rooms, stable al-
so if desired, 60 acres of
timbered land detach-
ed. Low price, and
long time on both.
No. 78.
THE FOX PLACE.
On South Main street
with 2 acres of land.
Dwelling with 11 rooms
large stable. All nec-
essary out buildings.
In splendid repair.
Terms easy.
No. 76.
140 acres of land.
Half well set in clover.
All under good fence,
plenty of good timber,
6 room house, cistern,
spring in every field,
will De at the terminus
of the pike on Lafay-
ette road. Price $20 per
acre. All cash.
?3
87 acres . of land, 72
cleared, 15 in timber,
well set in clover, 1 and
a half miles from the
city, on the Cadiz road.
Price -.S•50 per acre, one-
third cash, balance
with interest.
312 acres of land on
Little River between
Cox Mill and Palmyra
roads, a good dwelling
6 rooms, hall, pantry.
Barn to hold 26 acres
tobacco, stable with
capacity for 25 head of
stock & cows, 4 tene-
ment houses, 2 cisterns
never failing well, good
orchard, ice house and
86 acres of timber.
Price $9,000, one-third
cash balance 1 & 2
years with interest.
We have Dwelling,
Vacant Lots and some
Business Property for
Sale, well located in
this city.
Fire and Tornado Insurance written le
first-class Conipaniee, and prompt at-
tention in case of loss.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
Us.
We rent houses and collect rents, and
par taxes for non-residents. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
CALLIS & CO.
Main street. rostsoflice building.
CL EA IN I.c  ALE
Lower Prices Than Ever Before Offered
To Reduce Our Immense Stock..
NV= TI--I=S= 1.107.77 PMIC=S
3,000 yard, of Good Lawns at 
 
 2tec
1 Case (1,500 yds.) of hope Bleached Cotton at. itec
I Case (1,000 yds.; of good Bleached Cotton equal to Hope at   7 c
1 case, 3,000 yards each, Lonsciale, Fruit of the Loom and Masonville at  8 c
3,000 yards of Best Standard Prints at 
  415c
A large stock of the best brands of Tickings at less than regular prices.
White Goods consisting of
LINEN LAWNS, INDIA LINENS, MULLS, &C.,
AT-
1.41. 11.4), 121
Reduced from 10, 12, 13, IS and 20. 2 bales of Plaid Stripe and Check Cotton at
7'0c. Table 'lotus, Napkin'', Towels and Crashes, at leas than Eastern cost.
In oor Woolen Dress Goods we are offering some extraordinary bargains and
a terrible cut has been made In the price to make them move.
Clothing, Clothing, Clothing. Clothing.
In onlyr to make room for our Immense stock of Fall and Winter Goods, we
are offering our stock of Spring and Summer goods at ruinous prices, as they must
go regaellese of value. Don't delay If you are needing any, but call at once and
set:Life thtnie low prices.
cfiz BOWS-
MAMMOTH DOUBLE STORE ROOMS, BEARD'S CORNER. "Old Reliable."We always Lead, Never Follow.
Look at Lipstine's
Before you buy anything in the way
of Dry Goods, Notions, Clothing,
Boots and Shoes or Millinery. The
time has come for the Summer clear-
ing and all goods now on our shelves
MUST GO REGARDLESS OF PRICE.
Room must be made for the Fall
stock; times are too hard and mon-
ey is too scarce to have silver dol-
lars tied up in goods lying sleeping
in stock. They must go, and now is
the poor man's chance and the rich
man's opportunity to secure bar-
gains. Don't let it get away. Go to
see "poor old Lip" with money and
he will let you have goods at your
own prices. MRS. HART has lots of
SPECIAL BARGAINS for the ladies.'
Don't fail to
Look at Lipstine's.
Garner's-:-City -:- Pharmacy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
—One of the largest and most elegant edifices hi the city,
New and Complete in All Its Departments
II. B. Harnett. of the old flrm °flash & Horner, who for many years Id the leading tire' trade iv
Western li•ntucky, having purchased Or. interest, is lams sae proprietor of the new house. Hs
will use all his siperionce and Iii,iiity Witieretwe, If possible, the high reptitaitiolt of the old arm for faitdealing, conipetency and rellabllity, by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And stock of the best quality In all departments of the trade, at the lowest prices. Drugs. Points and
oils of every klad.lucluding s H ERWIN & W I I.I. I A M s CELEliktATED PAINTS, Patent kledlt foes,
Li,, best and most popular In stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment,
Manufactured to order is any quantity. A cure Will safe remedy. Br Brae, Novelties aid Holiday
shemls .1.e, ially.
Proscriptiolls Cgroftiy Compoilll[led
-----
cto, ir th.. I s f. Night hy 
1.../r. C. C. Pantile
H. B. GARNER,
Successor to Gish it Garner
N. TOBIN & CO.,
Merchint 1 or:,
•
Opera Bujiding, No. 108.
General Founders and Machinists,
— Manufacturers of—
Saw Mills KA 1E11 liackincry,
Palley Shafting, Hangers
And Make a Specialty of Bepairlsg En-
gines and MW Machinery.
We have recently added to our faetory •
General Repair Department,
where we wii to rep4rins of
WAGONS, PLOWS,
SHOEINC
and such r smiths and wood-
workmen ere
mock Ice et Experience.
Our Iron Cistern Top
is the most convenient. durable and cheap-
est top Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS
and use the hest of materials.
might Iron Fencing
Is all designs.,
WROUGHT IRON TOBACCO SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
We are maaatamon of Hie Smarter
GombillatioR FORGO
For Christian, Todd andrTrtgirdioustiss.
It tithe beet ands
CHEAPEST
Fence manufactured. Call aro° amiss
ine It.
We manufacture all goods we Jell as.
Guarantee Them Fully.
Shall be glad to quote pricer or rotate
estimates on all work la our Una.
Very Truly,
MolutioMailiNtillEomplit
BETHEL COLLEGE,
RIIIIMILLVILLE, KIJITUCE.Y.
THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SWOON BEGINS SEPTEMBER I, ISE% AND CONTINUES
FORTY WEEKS
AN ENDOWED PERMANENT INSTITUTION.
Ample Faculty. SEVEN SCHOOLS of Instruction, Accessible, Healthful. the annual death-
rate, in a populatioe of ESOO, being less than half that of our large cities. Prolottitiou Town. in
Prohibition ( onntv. Moral, intelligent and relined community. Board and Tuition, per term
of twenty weeks, $77.50.
77 INT FREE
to Sons of active Ministers and students of the 11 Misty . Licentiates of Baptist ciourehes have$40.00 each, per scission. from the "Billow Filed," if needed Bev. J H Peay, Li D., is super-
intendent of the N. Long Boarding Hall, a "Student's Home
For Catalogues or information addreisa REV. W. S. RYLAND
hairman of Faculty.ir A. F. WILL4t118, A. IL Representative in the Ftelil.
El gant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit- STATE COLLEGE of KENTUCKY
ings Lower prices this season than ever. EIGHTEEN PROFESSOR/0 AND INSTRUCT•1111.
Agricultural and Meehan', al, Scientific, Engineering, Classical, Normal School, Military
Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect fits Tactic., t ommercial and Preparatory Coarse* of 8tody.
guarantoed,
tamely Appoitatees Received Free or Tunisia. Yell Tenn begins SEPT 14,
11887. For Catalogue and other information address
Lanza IL rATTsgsoN, P. D., La atiagsam, ay
. tit
-oett '
,
•
 Minnellnell=11111111111111101111•111111P•  etetethisismessessegli. 
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CHESAPEAKE, CHIO
N D--
SouthwesterilR.R.Go.
The Southern Trunk Line through tbe
VIRCINIAs
-TO-
Washington,
Baltimore and
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
All Petals la-
Arkansas and
Texas
Through Tickets are now on Sale. Didlelloir
address
B. F. MITCHELL,
den' Paso. sad Siete., A g't, Louhrville, K T.
•
TIME TABLE
-Of THE-
Maim & Nashville R R. Co.
Nail. Mixed
papazt_peoue Owensboro.. 2:30p m 8:40 a in
Arrofe-Owensburo  10:45 a m 0 : lo p in
Depart-Central City 
- "   
14 :50 a in 2:30 p m
4:11 p m I :ii0 p in
  
4:13 p in 1Y:15 p m
  6:50 a m I MO p rn
Depart-Rusaellville  CU a m 5:15 a in
0:1) p m
Arrive- " ' - - .. II:10 p m 41n p m
" " • S AK a m..
Depart-Atlaireffie 5:3p a in
5 15 p m
610
•m ye- "
Arrive- AdairviDa 
WILLS,Gen'l Man'g'r. Louisville, Ky.
W. M. NEWBOLD. Suut . Owensboro
GUS YOUNG
--I iE A R I N---
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CFTLERY !
Pistils, Fishing Tacile,
Hunting Outfits !
iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND ROPES !
comet fieeese, opp. Planters Bank.
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
1!1
1"47A
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
ree 1._ MKS
rtjallea. i Stesehea.
:.Anthage. Syrtr•ls
Itheseettanit. !trains.
ELM.
(UHL: et , ;
Paekast.
ARS, GAL z.
Breit," revs,
2anieee barer
Crarks.
Contrsetta
'Engles,
Ere/dans,
:Sant Ad,
Egew
Worms,
Eainney,
Saddle dale&
THIS GOOD OLD STAND-SY
infe-v-on,thiiss for eyoryrodyerartly what
r .r it.. Irs, of Vat rms. oat fug the .at
alus nostang Lialmeut Is !Maud to Its walveres.
analleatility. etnybody tar“1•,..ich r.irt:' -toe
The 1.notiverenno needs It iii.nee of accident.
The I f estreerlfe Pell% It for getter:al famly nse.
f 'n on le• weeds It for hie teams:ad :14 nrfl
The Aleciturie need. It sivrays on Me work
lawn. 
-
it,r littler needs tt barge rewreeney.
I-temper rict...1 it ,•nn'i cei Monir W.Z7.1•• •
Tbe Vannes muds 4 In 4'. 1.onse, his o
aod his stock yard
The Steamboat etas or the 17.nr ref.. m eels
tt In liberal supply &coat e,,.1 ashore.
The Ileree-faileirr needs it-A Ls LI 1410
friend awl Wert reir.riere.
The rideek•srewar needs ft-It w1:1 save eat
Milli of dollar" And a world of troutds.„•
'floe kat tread loam needs It and wt11 toed
long as Ids life is a FOUR.' aeoldeests anti d... scot.
The Ilueltweedinsian needs It. There letima
Ete It as an anti tote for the ilatezers to US
thnb and comfort which surround Pi.. ;don.
The Merchant seeds It seen 1.;ia store
egigispees. Acieldenta will havoc... r
these come the Mustang Llnino-nt Gwen:
Keels Nettle In the [louse. 71, -
e-ononi7
Keep a Doti le In the Factory. -
ame in rase of archIrtit saves pain asd
Yee, a Illoole i• the •
isee when sweated.
Hu es' Toni
SOTS AND 74•6111 KKK r DT Fon
'BABY HUMORS
And all Skin wad Scalp
Diseases Speedily
Cured by Cuti-
cum.
Hiiir little son will he four 3 ears et age tin the
Nth iast. In May. nob, he we etteeard a It h a
very painful breaking out of "the skin. We
et11,..1 in a phy ignite Who treated him tor shout
tour weeks The child rt•eeiveil little or no
good front the treatn es the breaking out.
stints's:trilby the phy Siciani to he ;live* in au air-
erevatel firm. eecame larger in blotches, mei
iiidre aid more distressing. We were liequent-
ly MiStoil .get up the night and eub him
a ith ands in a filer, stning Iiiiiitierte, rtr, Fi-
nally. we called otter ph v -iciati-, hold to, less
nom six had attempt.el to cure him, all alike
falling, and the child steadily gsttleg %revise
at wore. until about the nitla of ha 31,11),
w n we began to give ben cut leer& itesolt -
eat internally, and the Cut wile:. Soap e‘ 'cruel-
ly, and by the last of August lie tt
well that wo gat, him only line 111,4e Of the Re-
solvent about every slei./111li any for about ten
days 1 uger, sant lie line nev.r been troubled
store with the horrible mit'iloy. In all we used
kele them oast-halt of a bottle of Cut letira
vont, a little less thee one box of tinkers. ausl
ciao ime calor of I, talcum Soap.
II. E RN Cay tiga, Livingston Co., Ill.
Subsieribed and sworn to before me this I. loth
day ef January, P:87. C. N. CDC.). P,
Scrofulous Humors.
Last spring I was very sick, being covered
a 0 k Ind of erofula. ht• ,loclors could
nq telp me Wait advised to try the Lunett-
e,/ eoilvent I slid in, and in a day I grew bet-
ter and better. ustil I am as well as ever I
you for it very intieh, sad ould like to
vele told t s the t
tiortiatiN, North Attleboro, Mass.
Cunene*, the great thin care, and l'utiedra
Soap prrparrd from it, externally, and t kitten-
ra ltestilrent the new blood purifier. internallY•
see • positive cure foe every form of skin and
blood disease from pimple to scrofula
11301.1 everywhere. Price: Cuticurn. 50 cent*:
ura Soap. Vicerts: Concur* Resolvent,
RAS. Prepaired Potter Drug mei hemeW
DO., Devi°.
Sena for 'How to Car* Skin Diseases.'
pisgssEs. Black heads, Sk in Itlennehee,1 •11Ba by Humors. wait titieura Soap
IN ONE MINUTE.
t
Rheumat sill. Neuralsoe. sciatic, tiud-
,t,m,Sharp and Nem true Pains and
Vs eekneesea relieved lea one wet n.
nte by theCtsticnra Ahti.Pain
Piaster. At druggiste. 25 eso- ts.
Potter Drug and t hetuieal to., Me-
tes'.
r.a
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sti old be used a few months before confinement
Seed for book "To Morns/is," mailed free.
tiasuertin Tienext-wt Seunts. ,s
STEEL, STEEL, STEEL.
"1-1z.se Cele'briated
Deorillg Stool Binder,
The Strongeer,
The Simplest,
The Lighteat Draft,
The Simplest Knotter,
The Most Dundee.
More of tbem wed than any other Binder in
the State of Keatucky.
'f 11 E r'F.I.F.BRA'rED
DEERING MOWERS
Have no Equals.
EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
We have a full stock on hand of all sizes. We
warrant every warin to give perfect satiefac-
tion or refund the money. Buy your wagons
at home where the warrantee is good.
Fine Carriages and Buggies.
We now have the most complete stock of
Buggies, Carnage, Spring Wagons., de., in
etoek. We sell the COLA MIMICS EUGGY
and fine Carriage,.. They are to _he relied on
as first-claws goods
Belting of all Sizes.
We can supply- all tereeher Merl at low
isrices. We a lrh to call epeeist attention to
the fact that we keep the largest stock on this
market.
Separators & Engines.
We represent a fall line of the leading sep-
arator. tool •Engmes. Strewesteckers and all
other Threshing Goods.
We now have in our employ as foreman of
our wagon an-1 retwnine .1e par: men t. Mr. . W.
Gardiner, of liarrodeburg. Ky. He thoroughly
umlerstanee repairing ail ktn,ls of maehieery
and wagers. &c. We Wish to call attention
thatour faeilities are such that we can repair
separat-rs better awl for less money than
any body else. Sind them in early so wei can
.10 the wore before harvest.
Homestead Tobacco Grover.
Barbed Wire,
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
Plaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
Our stork is complete in all departments.
Priers ran be relied as is inZ
OrtN En.
DESKS
OFFICE ic RIITURE FINTI LIS.
Ask for Inustratod Pamphlet
CI MIRY SHOW CASE CO., ilashville,Tene.
Mils AND FMr
Invalualite I !lc South.
It WM Cure the Most Obstinate
Cases.
iren MAL1111 -W-111
PSSP/IIIIID BY
R. A. ROBINSON I CO.,
LOUISVILLE, KY.
WM. F. BLUM,
Lotirill1Stii:(11:01orko
Manufacturer of Fltaineo and Enameled
4:31- IA A. ES SS
for churches, memorials, and other eleirseh win-
dow., lie rich design. Embattled a P-1 Etched
Glass tor halls, dwellings, etc.
211 W. Crean St., nom. Seeono „
Louisville. Kr.
Livery and Feea 133131wirlIECIUX-1
y
a-STABLE,- I Female College
T. L. Smith, Prop'r, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Hopkinsville, - - By. The Fall Term will open on MONDAY, AU-' GUST rs '57. An experieneed faculty, thee-
! ough.iiistriirties and terms as heretofore. For
Esaglin sad room/ slam* and ample acconl mod* I other i a formetion call on or addressinseam iscseclal attentioo giveo to furnish i J. D. RUST.tig =lessidl vehicles to an livery mosso .eossecuon retry w bent. Hopkinsvills
"EDUCATION ION 111/LNh1111'.";tittered reel invItileble, ler tiell 11111 Id
Clio following „wry., was deii,orpd Ariel nee idrii be reinteloneil by
helot(' the County Timelier* Itieltute at
Its riven! meeting by Mr. John te Suet,
of this city, and by a vote of the I esti-
Lute it wail requested tor publication
the tiopkinsvIlle papers:1
Few people, even few intelligetit,
thinking people, realize the magnitude et
riur country. 'riiiiik of it a minute.
Our reptibiie Van be divided liito IS
etatee, teeli as large ail Spain, 32 lid
large as Rely, and 60 as huge Ms Eng-
land. If route great comineror @bottle!
weld England, Itrance, Genitally, Atis-
tree, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Switzer-
land, Deuniark and °reeve into one vast
eltIlitle and transport it to the United
etates, lie could lay down his poriseseions
three tittles on our tree soil and not oc-
cur': one rood of ground east of the
thelamosliere we have 2,970,0U0 square
Wilts til territory N at the preeent
rate ol production, would accomutodete
a population of a thausand maim,' and
leave abundant aurplage to etipply the
talance of trade. In 1580 We were
worth about $-14,000,000,000. Enough to
buy Hureia, Turkey, Norway, Denmark
and Seeder', South Airier', South Amer-
ica and Australia. We could pur-
chare them all, leck stock and barrel,
cities, !mots, palates, thrones, diamonds,
jewels :a we, 50,000,000 free Americana,
could abeolutely buy the poeseeeiwis of
177,000,000 people. In ISM we only
cultivated 165,000 of our 1,500,000 equate
mile- of arable land& yet that year we
furnieheil the outside world 300,000,000
bushels of grain over and above the
home con@uniption. Then our mineral
wealth. In 1B80 the output was over
$1,000,000,000. And out manufactures.
The same year we lead mother Englatid
by $600,01,0,000, France by $250,000,000,
aed Germany by $450,000,000. Yet
with •all three resources, it is stated
that latvereeiglittis of our areble landa
have never beet' tvuelied by plough or
shovel, eleven-twelftlia of our
rettoureee remain uninoleeted, while our
manufactures and commerce are 3a in
their latency. Since 1670 our hatititial
ealrli has increaeed itt the astonishing
rate of $260,000 an hour. And with
these facts betore us, our marvelous mid
rapid growth, eur paseion for hiveirtion,
our all eompiering industry. our mire-
straillee freedom, our equality of 111211
ith man, what a prophecy stretches
out over the coining 3 ears !
I say we do not appreciate tile magni-
tude of our (ternary. Take the great
Weer, for inetance, (and here I am on
delicate ground, tor they say it takes a
dozen Elatern intei to believe one West-
ern story), but take the great Wee
There are '22 States and Territories out
there on the other tide of the aliseiseippi
only three ot which are smaller than all
of New England. Montana would reach
from Boston to Richmond, Idaho from
Toronto to Raleigh, California frotn
31aitie to Florida, atid l'exas from Chi-
cago to New Orleans. We could put all
our 50,000,000 people iti Texae and they
cellist live comfortably, even luxurious-
ly, produce as much grain its now, raise
the world's 'supply of cotton, mid there
would be enough remaieing ot the Lone
Star to make a pleateire earden larger
then the State of New York.
This country of ours with its illustri-
(ma pest, with its blood-bought freedom,
with its popelotra citire, with its great
latent wealth, with its dazziing future
apire glorious than a piers dream or V
prophet's vieion, with ite splendid dee-
tiny ot feeding and saving the world,
with its threatening crises burdening ev-
ery hour, this grand, patriotic, Ged-
built coontry of ours, with all ite wealth
ot memory and aplendor of hope, is ab-
eolutely dependent for the working out
of its highest mission upon a man, one
nian, the individual citizen in vstioni
concentered all there is of power and
glory in American citizership. God
bar: budded this great land tor 114.
Old miles of luxuriant meadows lie be-
tween thetr tressled mountain guards
whoee gannente of greet! aud glitter
trail down to the sea and are fringed
with the foam Of the Arctic wave and
the rippling-gold of summer seas. Mag-
nificent home is this, with its meadows
and [floe:Icahn+, with its insjeetic stretch
of sky-a mansion with tower, and
dome, and minaret complete, are we,
the people, vtorthy of occupanev ?
the American man fully panoplied to be
so richly domiciled? Is lie equipped
with the powers of manhood to sustain
and honor such a lord-ship? 'flask the
great vital question of the day. It Is
far more profoui d than tarifl' or eurren-
cy-ieis the very corner stone of ques-
tions. Take whatever view of it we
will, our highest duty KA a nation ie to
edueate this one man, this individual
citizen, this potential unit of American
civilization for the grave and responsi-
ble duties of citizenship.
I am told that less than 45% of our adult
population is engaged In "gainful occu-
pations." Until this ratio is increased
to over 50%, until the builders are
more numerous than the destroyers, we
have no sure guaranty of permanent
prooperity. Education for citizenship
proposes to solve tide problem, it pro-
poses to give the "American child the
.American chance to become an Aneeri-
can citizen." That islea of the Anteri-
ean citizen is tile very bask! principle
of our Government. We are not ear-
jecte, we are citizens; and whenever a
man forgete that he is a subject, a citi-
zen, arid refuees to exercise his rights
are retch, when he forgets that he is to
play as important a part in our civiliza-
tion as any other man theta he betrays
hie birthright and is no longer emitted
to the name American. t'olucation tor
citizenship proposes to establish etern-
ally tido very ides, and, if from any
cause, we !Should ever lose sight of tams
doctrine then our Government will be
wrecked on the terrors of despothen, or
sunk in a tenipeet of connnuiiiion.
Whatever Is to this "one men"
idea is hostile to our government and at
war with the basic principlee of elide-
tienity.
Do any ouch dangers threaten tie? I
will mention a tew. •
Firet, our coglomerate
Here we have the French with a tickle
notion of a republic, the liberty-loving
German with no Idea at all of popular
self government, the tax ridden Italian
with a false notion of pleutitulness, the
scourge-driven Russian with a wild
conception of liberty, the down-trodden
Iriele the heathen Chiller, RIIII every
nation eends its delegation all of them
warped by oppreasiong at home and
none of then' prepared to put on Ameri-
can citizenehip, yet the °tie supreme re-
quirement is that these peopleshall throw
aside allegiance to every other vow and
love and take into their hearts the con-
ception that they, too, are American's
and isovereigns. There ie a popular
faith that God takes care of "children,
took anti the Uilited States," but a bet-
ter niaxim is that "God takes care of
those who help thenetelves," and surely
our highest duty as a nation is to teach
these foreigners ad we tearalt our • chit-
dren the American idea of the individual
responsibilities and power of the citizen.
We have DO room in our political fabric
for the Irish voie, the German vote,
the Seidler vote, the Catholic vote, the
Protestant vote; these may all he well
in their fraternal relations, but as politi-
cal units they are deepicable and substi-
tute loyalty to creed, custom, or tradi-
tion for loyalty to citizenship and coun-
try. Eiliwation for citizereship must
wipe out all sects and retablish our peo-
ple on the broad platform of universal
equality, individual responsibility, and
abeolute and supreme devotion to coun-
try.
Another danger which threaters the
reign of the individual eitiren in our
country, Is a tendency towards i•entrali-
zatioti. Thoughtful men must have
noticed this drift of affairs. The states
are loosing their power mid importance.
Local self-government, which the in-
dividual has full sway, is Wordy going
out before the growing power and
splendor of national relahlorie, interests
and authority. 'I'lie petite*. are begirt-
ing to lean ou the 'strong eon of centre-
Ezed power, and Purely the glory, pride
and manhood of the American idea are
witherieg in the iron grasp of national
protection. A strike, a riot, a local
broil caused the abdication of state au-
tonomy anel an appeal for federal inter-
ference. Secession is as dead Hs an
Egyptian mummy but the statea are as
important as ever. Education for citi-
zenship means the re-Instatement of our
people Into the position of eoverigtio and
the destruction of all influences that
would rob the Individual man of his
rights and ditties as a citizen. Under
the sway of this idea patriotism becomee
perfect, our officers become servants,
and our people becomes Kings.
Another danger more imminent, per-
haps, at this time, is the dispoaition to
over-ride the organic law. The pre-
sumption by consolidated power of the
privilege to stretch the conatitution far
peculiar and wide-reaching benetits,and
the pretext of enlarging upon our vitia-
tor of rights to subserve at; idea of ex-
pedieney, while based en the argument.)
of grow Os MO flexibility, are funda-
mentally take mid wilt reeult practical-
ly in the disorganization of our society.
There is no such thing as political infalli-
bility, and when any power claims ell-
p.riority to the constitution a precend-
eet Is Net for the reign of hy peretenio-
(Teti'. theories, the law loses its majesty
mid authority, the people misjudge tin-
licreseed ireedoe. for liberty, the mob
has a pretext tor the most lie-
•Hillto upon tise general welfare, the
piddle beccdnes the prey of dientigogues,
ittarage rum) mad end the coutitry is
turned over to Oita worst of deopotiern,
the hydra-headed monster of commu-
nism. The organic law must be hell
'the 111,1 1110
InW lir (buy soh the veriest leremera
Kiltivellou tor eltleeneltip means' the
permaneot establirliniset of the eunati-
tuition In itai let lobite town thee§ giving
s teethe' to American citizenship end
Attire leen cit
Another danger which threatens the
Attterfunu idea, and (hie Is ethical rath-
er than political, it la the motieyonak-
hog (raze of tills age. These times are
hoeileeiy inatet tailgate The great mas-
ter inspulse of the slay is to accumulate,
to accumulate at all hazards. 1 know
eouie people achieve a kind of higher
life and go about proclaiming that cul-
ture, and edutation, and religion are the
emending forces of the times, but
w here nre your centers of lefluence?
Look you to your Wall streets and broe
ker's offices. Do you say they are to be
in our legialative lialls; what are these
doing but talking money ? ) ou say
they are to be found in our retie-ow as-
itembliea ? Why, my friends, the day
was when minietera gathered from all
parts of the hied mud greeted eschother
with the quer-Lion, "My brother, how
ninny SOWS have t ou raved ; ?" now it
is, "My brother. how many dollars Intel.
3ou raked?" Anil I am inclined to
take an optimlatic view of these tendert-
ciee, materialistic though they be. I
know Oita the conceittration of our
wealth into the hands of a few means
the niter extinction of the American
citizen and the subetitution of the
A mericen subject. But once let our ed-
ucational at strUls imioctrivate our peo-
ple with the American idea and the
man, who in thia day dares to abuse the
privileges greeted hint by this soil and
toe Ida riches to the oppreesion of the
weak or to inalse his soul a feetering,
eenetious sore, N ill feel the liot bream
of public sentiment blow upon him that
will melt his golden into a liquid flame
to singe and strati' atel burn eternally
his very Foul. Money to-day hat) a
power, a granduer and a 'libation never
before granted It. It is the mightiest
engine ever wielded mgainet ignorance,
oppreasion or slavery of any
Yonder in the Treasury at Washington
are otored away millions of forces unite
that have hotted up in them betent ener-
gy sufficient to tree Hod enlighten the
ignorant of this broad domain. Able
wen are pleading wIt't the teoloquiptetiicethcitef
herocs tor the government
doors and wetter these golden blessings
over the land. Titere may be objections
to tise detaila of this bill or that, but the
idea in the abstract is so graiith in its
elute, so gtoirrolis in Its ititelitioise, go
IneRnilicetit in its eeope, thiat it emirate
to the highest inquilises or every petriot
nett pfillanthropist. But men cry cen-
tral izetion. Cen t relizatimi ! W hy, es
Wt II hail the rills and the rivers wry out
centralization to old Ocaan, who give
them back their waters, and cease their
flow, as well had the donde ehout cen-
tralization to mother Earth who gives
back to them their dews and float 'off
into timokt iliest--as for the people to
bide behind a legal pretext awl refuse
this gratelest bleseing of the nation.
Willi this view of the matter arid N ith
my mind kindted a vision of a com-
ing age of spleatsliii rettilzationa, I say
let destruction fall upon the men, e hat-
soever be the banner tinder which he
stands, eho deliberately a hi paasion,
whether impelled by 'native or revenge,
timers to raise his hand to tear down the
riches, the property or the righteit pose
rteeeion of those vslio have accumulated
;come% hat of this world'e geode(
Communist, Nihilist, Atiarchiet,
or he hatever hie name, damned be he
who would throttle this master impulae
of our age, who would choke up this
fountain eource of our prosperity. I
have tittered not one word against the
honeat laborers. In some respect they
are our most valuable capitaliets. Ev-
ery day the sweat front their faces drops
off in diamonds. Their bone and 'sinew
and murcle are the very vital principle@
of our notional wealth, and 1 glorify
with them because 1 am one of them,
because they are the nation and they are
to receive the blessing. But these
skulking vagabonde, these idle marau-
ders end worthless cut-throats w Ito
would burn a city for pillage or scuttle
a nation for their own gain-why, they
ought to be fed to the nettles of Tarte-
ru'lhere is danger in our vaat wealth,
only as the American idea ir lore eight
of, only as the supreme equality of Illit11
with plan is forgotten. The cap-
italist and the tramp, thoee wonderful
complementary quantities of our social
life, can neither osse work OUt the evil
of his class so long as the great emn-
moiler, of the land chng to the inaljen-
able rights and the universal dialed of
A merlean citismeship.
In this day we ehould not despise our
materialietic civilization. Let us not
ignore this master impulse for gold as a
gross and sordid appetite, but rather let
ea value it as one of the conditioes of
progress. 1- can alnueit itnagine that
these money-getters are the master ma-
sons laying the golden brick into a
foundation, material though It be, upon
which is to rest the pure and poliehed
shaft of our future civilization. Standing
there with its base resting in pure gold
and its capital gleaming towards God,
it will mark the age which it shall honor
as a 'lay w lien the "culture of lifetimes"
shall consist in universal elucation and
the soundeet Chrklian philosophy.
Thus, Ladiee and Gentlemen, I have
tried to show you what eduention fur
citizenship meausi by pointing out some
of the dengera which threaten our coun-
try, and whicli ate to be averted, if
averted at all, by each man comprehend-
ing his e hole duty as a citizen and act-
ing it out. Need I say there is no dan-
ger our conglomerate citizenallip if it
is bound up in the munipetence of the
Amerivan idea, for here we have the
etrehgth and power of ail the nations
channelled into one mighty motive, arid
that, motive to build a nation greater
than all the nations. Nor Is there dan-
ger in centralization or anarchy so long
as we carry high above the accidente of
greed and passion the eutireme idea o(
the sovereignty of the American eitizen
sanctioned by time organic leer. Nor is
there (lawyer isi our moneved material-
ism if we faithfully preserve the divine
doctrine that each WW1 hue an equal
aliare in the pleasures of life, liberty and
happiness and that to each individual
is assigned the lot of becoming an inte-
gral fakeer in developing the grand des-
tiny of the Ishii. Education for citizen-
ship may comprehend, besides the ordi-
nary branches, instructioo in sociology
and politica, the ditties of jurore and mu-
nicipal officent, the structure of govern-
ment, an insight into questions of tax-
ation and currency, the etutly of the
right's of liberty and the rights of prop
erty-but high above ell and nobler
than all it compreheue the idea that our
boys should be taught the underlying
principles of Justice, Equality and Fra-
ternity which blend and are incarnate
in the American citizen. Ile should be
taught that if a gathering of boy princes
from every reigning family on earth
could be brought into one circle of roy-
alty that the American boy, wearing the
sovereignty of equality, could step into
their midst and sterol the greatest ot
them all.
This idea is the essence ot- our govern-
ment. (tor witest inen tell us tliat the
closing years of the nineteenth century
are going to be years of crisis in Ameri-
can history. The influences and energlee
of otir national life are converging
towards the focal point of the tenth de-
cade of this century, there to be refract-
ed into greater glories or consumed in
darkneee. The American eltizen Is the
refracting medium. All the lines otamir
national life must converge, in him, and
either be sent gloriously on from him,
or lost in him. Ile is to confront and
settle the great race question, he ie
battle with and pacify the labor problem,
he is to crush out every eyniptom of ec-
clesiastical deepothen, he is to strike the
death blow to anarchism and its kindred
evils, he le to throttle tleniiigOgileS and
tyrant', lie is to rise in his might and
blot (but the shame of Mormonism. he is
to assert the bigheat prerogative of hu-
man lite and human happieees ea3
to the liquor trathe go, mei will go, he-
ll.% to etaild as the exienient teevereal
equality, univerital libetty and iniivereal
law, he is to laced chriettaility its grand-
eet opportunity mei 
  its  St.
worthy expounder. Meeting these ques-
tions as they come he will stand on the
verge of the century and cast hie ahadow
acrues the comlug years ad a pillar of
light forever malting luniinous the
grardeur of this age ' while lighting the
world to glories' that are to evilie.
Decay of fhe Bones,
with some thirty other eytilptottia, mark
the progress ot that terrible dierite
known MS catarrh. It advances front
stage to stage of fearful annoyaneea,
rind if neglected, is certai i to end in
generalelebillty, and possibly in con-
stimpoun or insanity. Dr. Sige'a Ca-
tarrh Remedy will cure It at any stage.
This medicine ines been long before the
public, and thourialills liaise been re-
stored ta health by loll never-failing vir-
tues.
A eingle highwayman stopped a
robbed two mail stages between Austin
anti Frederickeburg, Texan, recently.
Ile boiled a gairgedione of the drivers,
and when the other stage came up per-
formed it like rake for its driver and
then lekurely robbed the mall poneties
earrieil by each, after which he mounted
tie horse and gallop -el away without
havlog received an itijury.
C. E. Dupler, of Equality, Ill., lost
smell, taste and hearing by Catarrh, but
got them baek by La-cu-pl-a.
XEWS.
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lien, Wm, Piestiiii Is reported to be
Tote at White Slillilldir Spri.ige, W.
S a.
•
Cholera appears te be opreailleg
Slimly, Case. have been reported at
Palvi trio, Messina aiid Res• nit
CharleNton, S. 0., mid Harrisburg,
Pa., are the latest titled to express a
desire our a visit from the Preeillent.
It la reporhal from Washington that
Mr. Catriiele contemplates a trip to
Europe for the bens-tit 111. jell. ailed
health.
Eugene Fitzeraltl, of Scott county,
lams been heel withotit haii to MIS wer fur
the murder oi Tice Hall at Georgetown
last week.
M. Maquet, editor of a Paris [leper,
bee been tined 200 trance mid eentenced
to two months' imp looninent for un-
faille wounding Iii4 atiittionist a
duel.
The levee's 14 lire in the Ultited Settee
and ennatia ter July amounted to $14,-
000,000, heti is double the nverage
I SS tar that mouth iii the iltut twelve
ears.
While the auttl-Prohibitioniste of Fort
Worth, Texas, were celebouitig their re-
cent victory, a keg powder was ex-
ploded by a rocket, killiiig t wo boys and
wounding three °there.
Owing to a failure to.seoure deslrable
rates of tratispercation front the railroad
company, the Gould Army men of Ret-
iree contemplate declining to attend the
Natiotial Eucempineit at St. L011id.
COI. J01111 R. Allen, of Lexington, is
an applicant for nopointment as Adj
tare Geliergi ill the admihistration of
Guy. Buckner. Col. Allen was for-
merly conitected with the State Guard.
The race for Oeverti ir between the
Labor and Prohibition eamitietes was
very cloae.iti 1.1 raves county. Mr. Car-
din received 63 votes, 011e more than
erre cast for Judge Fox, proteasional
Prohibitionist.
Sim Woo, a Chineae latitelryin til
Detroit, has tiled stilt for alleged libel
tie/tints the Free Presse of that city., the
illimagee being place! at $10,001. l'he
newspaper charged that Col. Woo en-
g tged smartie-fight:lig In hie retitle-
lishinent.
'Fire sinking of (lieges well at Jeffereon-
%dile will probably be stopeed at once.
A telt' lets been Ntruck of (such force
that when lighted a blaze eliot tip thirty
fi et high. The drilling his been stip-
pod, the took taken out, ail preprint-
(ion- triede ceeing the well.
Mr. W. H. Newman, a Kentuckian,
Ilan been appointed Third V ice-Preeident
of the Miesouri Pacific road, with which
lie has been long con' leeted. Mr. New-
matt is a cousin of Mr. Eitgene Newman,
the well-known "Sivoyard" of the
Courierelournal and editorial writer on
The Imitisville
A Garrard-County farmer has receet-
ly diecovered a heti Niel six of her eggs
a the crop of 1815 Dente Partlet eras
tuttertimete etionigh to be built armed
by carpenters who were conatruetinget
house in the 3 ear mentioned and was
never diseovered mail the wall WAR torn
down. The egg *hello hich had a
_fresh appearinee, cunt tined Mit hing but
a dusty euletritice.
A eeriona dromb prevailitig hi Val-
rioui portions of Arkitusaa. In many
localitiee rain ban not fallen for weeks.
Cotton is nut inaterielly iejured by the
dry v.-eather, hut corn is almost com-
plied). ruined. Creeks and streams are
dried up, entelline starring In
Stone, Searcy, Van Buren and other
counties there hes been no parallel to
the present dry spell lo tift$,en or twenty
years. South of Little Rock for a dis-
tance of eighty miles the country ap-
pears parelied, all kinds of coma beteg
more or lets affected.
ASTOMSHING SUCCESS.
It Is the duty of every person who lias
eked Boschee's German Syrup to let ita
wondered qualities be known to their
frietide in curing Cunsumption, severe
Coughs, Croup, Aathinit, Ptieumonia,
arid fact all throat anti hing disc-sees.
No pereon can use It without Immediate
relief. Th. ee doses will relieve any
else, and we conalder it the duty of all
Druggists to recommend it to the poor,
dying troiteuniptive, at least to try one
bottle, as S0,000 dozen bottles were sold
laet ear, and no one case where it fail-
ed was reported. Such a medicine as
the Germtn Syrup cannot be too widely
known. Ask your druggist Omit it.
Semple bottled to try, sold at 10 cents.
Regular size, 75 termite. Sold by all
Druggiete and Dealers, in the United
States and ittiada.
The A r»ericall Magazine will hereaf-
ter be publialied under the management
of ehe American Magseitie Company : a
corporation ebundantly equipped in fi-
nance. and businesa experience. Read-
ers are promised a emitinuotia Improve-
melt of the magezne in all its depart-
ments, including eeveral new end at-
tractive feittures.
Many People refuse to take Cod
I,iver Oil on Recount of Its uupleaaant
taste. Thie difficulty lies been over-
come in Seotee Einulaion of Coil Liver
Oil with Hypephoephitea. It being as
palatable as milk, amid the meet valua-
ble remedy known for the treatment o
Coneumption, Seroftila end Bronchitie
General Debility, Wastilig Disearies o
Children, Chronic Cough's and Colds
liaa (sensed phyeiciarts all parte of the
world to tiae it. Pitysicians report our
little petlenta take it with pleasure
Try Seutt's Emulsion, avid be con-
vinced. Dr. Thomaa lioly Creek
Ga., says: "I silt tieing Scott's Ennui-
eiell the eerie of a little child one
year old, wasting away, and it is Im-
proving fast. Before nothing would
stay in i_ts_stoninclio, but the Emulsion
agrees ith it perfectly."
There is a Woman as well as a man ii
the moon-, a fact tallith Dr. Jetties M
 
psoti, a retired Washington physi-
cian, has mr.tle plain with the aid of his
opera glasses. 'Elie lady bangs her hair
and hes a tieck that would aceommodate
one of J'reaident Clevelancre collars.
She is In the immediate neighborhood
of the "Mati in the 5Ioon," who is
whieperhig into her left ear.
La-cti-pi-a Is the greaten agent known
for purif3ing the blood, thereby promot-
ing herilali.
The ['lifted States Dietrict Attorney
last Saturdey filed it eat against the
Trustees awl managers of the Mormon
Church for its thaimiorporatirin alit' the
wIttiling up of affeire. The property
involved is valued at $ 3,000,000.
matter has been itet down for hearing
September 1501.
* * * * Premature decline of man-
ly powers, nervouts debility and kin-
dred dieeiuses. radically cured. Consul-
tation free. Book 10 cents in stamps.
Ailineseeconthlentialy, World's Dispen-
eery Medical Asaociation, Buffalo, N.
---soreess-
Between the race for Speaker and
the scramble for Public Printer the peo-
ple of Kentucky will take a seat the
tub.
CULLIBILITY.
The Wild phantoms and finicking crles of a
Worthledl humbug can make money by 1111plia-
ing upon the credulity aad ignorance of an
honest public, and the supply of this species i. f
sork seems more than an :oleo late Oemand
The enunciation of facts-fate's that list c stool
crucial tesie facts proven hy brain force and
evideure. ahould isntist v all IlAirtable
enlerpress; hut the execrable pray lee of t
tante ideas and .toe'rineis for self -aircraft -
ilixement is truly reprelteesible awl eliouid
scorned by all elate....
When one •use tells you that Iodide of
ash Is 1,111.01) 0111114Y hicellUne their opponents
use it and i eennee they are totem ng to your
ignorance. as they suppose, you eliould look Ne-
on all .m11 as arrant frauds and their remedies
nowyrty public conedence, and if theme who
mast. such amertions do not k DOW better, they
are a set et unenviable ignoramuses.
Doctors And hiot Springs.
Hot Spring.. failed entirely to cure me of sev-
eral terrible, indolent running ulcers on my
lege w lis•e been troubled for many
years several iketors &leo attempted to cure
me hut felled. 1 have used only a few bottles
of B. B. , Made at Atlanta. .a .1 and the ef-
fect has been truly m•gleal. as they have all
healed and I am eursl. It is worth all medi-
cine, made for purify int the This won-
derfully quick cure has been effeeted after ev
erything eke bad foiled Your Melia.. Ille la a
elitist', mid has done the businte for me. I have
lived lore twenty fivi• y ears. My general heal'h
is improvihg. appetite and digestion good.
rieell 41/110-11y, and never felt letter. lbw tore
nild me Chet I eould not be cured, it It. II.
haa cured me.
It is deck 'telly the pi iekeet. best and eheapeet
Mania pUriller I ever used It is ahead of all
othees As to my r ase slid its cure I refer to
every inerehant or irnifession•I man of Pibe
bluff. .5. II Moltals. Cotton litlyer
Pine Mon, Ars , 13th, 18•16,
Cancerous Ulcers Cured,
hail- been Dalai! Botanic Khasi Balm /IL
It. II . and I Ma shout Well iif an iiIcer 1
111 niter for sit ears. said by all to Ise
a 1,111er. I refer Lir...tut Otter of %L-
lama. 4: T. hem.em
Wrightsville, lie., May 3, 1440
All who .1e.Ire full information about the
rause end cure of fillood eons, Scrufsila and
scrofullus swellings, Ulcer., sorts. Itheumn-
use), Kidney oMplailits, Catarrh. et, , ran ar -
core by Mail' free, • rulo) of our tt-page Lille--
grated Book of Wonders, filled with the most
wonderful tipd startling proof ever before
kuowti. Address, BL0011 BA Lel CO.,
Atlanta. Ga.
QUITE AS BAD ASJIULLETS.
Aa Moldier Tante of His t's oos ore lu
Viegiele- rho Roomy •
Twenty Years _tiler.
SELMA, N. C., Feb. t, 1887.
Genllenten:-Yoursimpl:rieg wheth-
er or not I had been benefited by Kas-
kine, and if so to what extent, &c., to
hand. In reply will say that lily health
has not been as good in twenty years
as now. I suffered with chills from
malarial poison contracted while serv-
ing in the Conf..•derate army on the
Peninsular Campaigns in Virginia. Did
not miss having a chill at least once in
twenty-one days, and more fretinently
once in seven days, for more than fif-
teen years.
I n this condition I visited New York
in November, ;885, on business.
While there I stopped with Mr. E. D.
Barker, of the University Publishing
Company. I told Mr. Barker of my
condition. He called my attention to
your Kaskine and procured for me a
bottle. After my return home I took
the pellets as directed and found much
relief atforded thereby. Of this change
I wrote Mr. Barker, who sent two or
three bottles during the past year. My
health greatly improved. I increased
in weight from 165 pounds to zoo
pounds, my present weight. I believe
the Kaskine did it. Quinine had fail-
ed, as had other remedies usually ad-
ministered in such cases.
Now, unless in case of exposure to
extra bad weather, I do not have chills,
And my general health is quite good.
filmed over half a bottle to a young
lady friend a few weeks since. I leei
from her mother that she was much
benefited by it while it lasted.
I trust you may be abk to introduce
Kaskine generally in this country, in
winch many suffer from diSeases con-
sesitient upon malarial poison in the
system. From tny own experien.ce I
can emphasize its excellence for such
diseases. If I can serve you call on me.
I am very truly yours,
JOHN C. ScetterouSucir.
Seven years ago I had an attack of
bilious remittent fever, which ran into
intertnittent tnalarial. I tried all the
known remedies, such as arsenic. mer-
cury and quinine. The latter was ad-
ministered to me in heavy and contin-
ued doses. Malaria brought on ner-
vous prostration and dyspepsia, from
which I suffered everything. I.ast win-
ter I heard of Kaskine and began us-
ing it. A few bottles of the wonderful
drug cured me. Malapia and dyspep-
ria disappeared. and as you have seen
a june day brighter for the summer
storm that had passed across the ski.,
so the cloud left my life and my health
became steady and strong.
MRS. 3. LAWS0N,
141 Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. Gideon Thompson, the oldest
and vne of the moct respected citizens
of Bridgeport, Conn., says: " I ain
ninety years of age. and for the last
three years have sufkred front malaria
and the effects of quinine poisonieg.
recently began with Kaskine which
broke up the malaria and increased
my weight 22 pounds."
Other letters of a similar character
from prominent individuals, which
stamp Kaskine as a remedy of undoubt-
ed merit, will be sent on application.
Price $1.00. or six bottles, $5.00.
Sold by Druggists, or sent by mail un
receipt of price.
The Kaskine Company, 54 Warren
St., New York, and 45 Farriugdoat
goad, Londog.
Charlea Egbert Craddock goes on a
cootelmitt mra.1 tr es penther in the
"Story a Kee ion Baffs"-her second
young folks' story [b olt of thetn writ-
ten for Auguet Wide Awake.] There are
long stories by Catherwood, Davis,
Champney, Hopkins; eltort ones by
Mitchel, Hart; peema, sketehea, skits,
biographiee, peeps at the Zoo.
It Went Where It Would do the
lost Good.
The certainty of the event wse con-
firmed by the 20th Grind Drawing of
The Louialana State Lottery, which oc-
curred at New Orleans,le.,on Tuesday-
al ways Tuesday-July 12th, 1887. It
went off as usual : Fortune's favors
were scattered hither and thither,-$150-
000 WIR the First Capital Prize; it went
to No. 11,607 (sold in tentht at $1 each) :
Otte to Chris. Sinters, No. -WS Dryades
St., New Orleans, La; one to W. S.
Loke, of Mi•Millaii, Mich., collected
through Fret Nat'l Bank of Marquette,
Miele; one to Henry Downs at Swift-
water Plautation near GreeuvIlle, Mist.,
through Bank of Greenville, Miss. ; one
to Johit Murphy, Gletimery,
through First Nat'l Bank of Chattattoroga
Tenn.; one to Darius R. Burr 179
Forsyth Street, New York; one J. P.
Coleman, Petersburg. Va , through City
Bank of Riclimohd. Va.; one to Arthie
L. Allen, Buffalo, N. Y.; two sold in
New York City were collected through
Welk, Fargo & Co., of S in Francisco,
Cal.; the remainder elkewhere No.
95,-141 drew the Second Caplet! Prize of
$50.000 (also sold In tenths at $1 each):
One to John I.. Bett, and °tie to John
Cagli, !mob of Portlier), Me., paid
through Adams Express Co.; one paid
to Weila Fargo & Co , Sall Fralltllso0,
Cal , the remainder elsewhere. No.
15, 322 drew the 'third Capital l'rize of
$20,000 (sold alse tenth's, at $1 we'll):
Oite to leaac Vaughan of New York
City, paid through Adams Express Com-
pany ; one paid through the City Nat'l
Hank of Cairo, Ill.; two more paid
through the Anglo-California Bank of
San Francieco, Cal.; the remainde else-
where. Noe. 21,502 and 46,n36 drew the
Fourth Two Capital Prizes of $10,000
each (also sold in tenths at $1 each),
went all amulet the world; to parties in
New (Meanie New York, Holston. Chi-
cago, Washington City, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Los Arigelee, Albuquerque,
N. M., etc., etc. The total amount dis-
tributed was $535,000 and went where it
did the most good probably. Any in-
formation eau be hail by addreesing M.
A. Dauphin, New Orleaus, La. The
next occurrence of a similar neture w ill
be Tueeday, Sept. 13th.
Mr. Bleier, in answer to a query
whether lie intended to shorten hits visit
abroad in view of the tone of affair, in
Ohio, said: '• I do not eximet to return
home until next year, and- tome had no
no communication direct or Unfired,
with any person in Ohio since I have
been in Europe."
Write to Dr. Hartman, of Columbus,
, for the @Otiose of a lady whom Pe-
ru-ea cured of Stounaell l'ramps. ,
Mr. Eugene who is 01 nee
more a tuitional home, is quietly enjoy-
ieg a vacation, while the Mugwunipe
are frothing and fuming heeatete lie ex-
ercised the pri v lieges of an A merican
citizen and went home to ElsItimore
vote last week.
Het en and one-half Gress Reid IN
One leer.
lir. M. .M. Croolli, Dardanelle, Art.,
says: "I sold duriog the year seven
and rme-hall gross ot your Hughes'
Tonic for chille and fever, arid could
have sold more had 1 Hot run out on
'several different occasions. It is the
leading TOIlle ill tliid eOtillt 1 and *t-
weet; w ill be."
Prepared by R. A. It Minion & Co.,
Whuleeale I ouggiete, lentievilie, Ky.
Sold at retail by I reuggists generally.
The leaders alio aitorneysi of the
peeing factions of Rowse tenuity are
busily engaged in preparing a VOW.
promiae which, it effected, wiii be amply
satisfactory to both elites, anti which
will perliepa put an end to the scenes
bloodelicil which hove so long render-
ed the name of Morehead terrible. In
court a few minor calms are brill tried.
To be A Illsolutely Certain
a moist things' is difficult, but If the
'need testimony eit people every
walk of ler, tor more than a twitter Of
s century, be g asi eVitirliee, then dys-
pepsia, lima of appetite, headache, wakes
and debilitation, from e hatever
eouse. may be cured by Dr. Ilarter's
Iron Tonle.
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute
WIT of Ilatitcso TkocrIcaecd and PALM.
ful Physicists. nisst swargeons.
AU. CHRONIC DISEASES A SPECIALTT.-
Pati,,nce treated here or at their te ..... -a. Many
treated at home, through coireesaidense, as
successfully um if 11,-re in ixsreon. Come mod
see us, or send ten (elite In stamps for our
e lsvatilie Otside.Book," which gives all partic-
ulars. Addreme wormier; IhrtPONSARY Maul-
CAL ASSOCIATION, OK; Malin 186.„ itUITitio, N.Y.
For " worn-out," " run-down." debilitated
echool meek es. ;mu i nere ioninfitromve.a1011111-
k and overworked women trenerinly,
Dr. nerce's Favorite Prescriptien the beet
of all restorative tonics. It Isnot a "Cure-all."
but adintrably a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent speeine for all those
Cbronic W.,akneseee and Diseases peculiar to
women. Tho treatment of tunny thousands
of such ensues, at the invalltite Hotel nnd
teal Institeto has afforded a large so; newer nee
In adapting remedite for their curt, nnd
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
le the result of this rest experience. For
internal congestion, inflaninsation
and ulceration. it is a Specific. It
Is • powerful general, as w i as uterine. tonic
and nervine, nod Imparts vigor end strength
to the whole gystem. It minis weakness of
stomach. indig.ealon, blonting, weak beck.
nervous proodndion, exhaustion, debility and
sleepless-ewe in either sex. Favorite Prescrip-
tion le sold by drogiriets under o-or positive
guarantee. See wrapirer an,iind baffle.
PRICE $1.00, iguliiisnOTZ:,".
Send 10 cente etamps for Dr. Pierce's hartre
Treatise on I/Weaves ef tVonton 0/0 pages.
papor-envonoll. .Addrositt, Wonme. DISPICK-
PAILY M6D1CAL A.4.s0CLATion, I, it,
Buffula, N. Y.
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SICK HEADACHE,
Hiltons Headache,
Dizziness.' constipne
tion, endigestien,
and In filo us Anse ks,
tromptly 
cured by Dr.
fiercer, Pleasant
invasive Pellets. si
heats a vet by Druggist&
4.4•1
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
PHYSICIANS.
isr
J•s A. YerN13. M. D. JNO. A. Gran, M D.
DRS. YOUNG & GUNN
HOMCEOPATHISTS,
HOPK1NSVILLE. KT
Ofiloesaor Oth and Main.
DR. DARWIN BELL
Otters his professional services to she people of
HopkInsville and vicinity.
ter-Oilles. over Planters Rank. Main St
W. M. FUQUA, M. D.,
Phgsieian and Surgeon,
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCIT.
Office over Phelps' law office. Court street.
DENTISTS.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
DENTIST,
Hopkineville, - Kentiii•ky
oak* over 111. Frankel A Song'.
ATTORNEYS.
JOHN FICLAND. JOHN FICLAND,Ja.
THE FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law
Will erectus, in all the oourta of this Com-
monwealtk.
vele- seetopear Block.
C. A. Champlin,
Attorney and Onneellor at iisw
Office over Planten Bank,
Hopkinsville, - - - - Ky.
THE CREAT
Through Trunk Line
Without Chau ii.d with Spud Unrivaled
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
/sem st Louis, Evansville and tleuders.:e
to the
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
' THROt'Gif ,0 ACHES from obese cities to
Nashville •nd ..'hatiatioogs. making direct cow
I nections with
; P1.1.11ryn.a.ri e CaLre
; r,,, Atlanta. Sitesionek, fiscon, J o..kson. ills,
sod points in Florida.
1 - _
1. innrctiono ate made at Uuthrt• and Nene
I .,iis f -r all points
i NORTH, EAST, SOUTH wEST
In Pullman Palace ars
1 EMIGRANTS 
Seeking Cornea on the
line of Hos road will
receive speci•I low rates.
sse Agents of this Company for rafts, roans.
ge , or write, G, P. ATMORE, G. P. & T. A.
Louisville, Ky.
Etr•NaMILL• C•rfarLTOW DAILT VaCKNIT
The Light Draught Steamer
R ees. INT IC 'I' I le•T
J . B. THOMPSON..
El‘ NASH.
li,acnlagererk.
Will leave Evaneville f Cannelton daily
except 8,nilay, at 8 o'clock, a m,. making mire
eonnectiouy with the O., R. & N. IL It.
Returning. lea -es Cannelton daily at CU p.
m., Sunday exeepted, and Owensboro at II p.m.
MCMDAY TIMM C•RD 
Leaves Evansville Oa. m. sharp
Leaves Oweneboro 4 p. m. sharp
Fare 50e. for rmind trip on Sunday. but not
responaibie for stores porchased by the steward.
BYRNES & flNv T/IER, Agents
eer•reiret or rootage snots - hoard
THE ONLT TROE
IRON
TONIC
WIll purify t It el i Iv la .4 liv li I.*
M.. I. MINNA 4
KarroaA
ON of If Whim
of Appetite, leg
Stigmata meg Tlitritellelee r
soleter eared; Bosse nee
eke and owes§ remiss sow
force. rallve_as the shut
sad empties Mein Power.
LADIEs S IMP( from Colarilainin New
liar to their not wifil find in DR.
MAITSICIII ISOM TONIC •
safe, moody tem Gimes clear. healthy complexion.
All attempt. at counterfeiting 01117 add. to neve.-
la rlt, lin art mporlinent--get OntorWAL MID BROT
(Cure constiostionxiveir complaint and Met
matted on reoeipt of two cents In postage.
Headaohe Sample Dose •nd Dream Book
or. waarrair. LIVER FILLS )
THE DR. HARTER MEDICINE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.•
utt's Pills
ellesulatentbe t•nrpld I iver.etrenglit.
•ne My Myelitis e organs. regulate,
the bowels? •nd are unequaled as asi
ANTI,BILIOUS MEDICINE.
nealerin11 distriete their /Woes
sea widely recognised, as th y •
tr peenility properties Intatia) stem f iryban that poison. Dose
pitman. /steely eager elated. Price,
$4 seat. per bee.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Office, 44 Murray St. Now York.
Ow. Tutca Manual sent true to any addres)
THE POLICE RIDDEN GERMANS.
Everything in a Teuteale City Is Zees
street, sod•r Pollee sapervisies.
At the thno when the universal cry is
England is. for more laws, more legisla-
tion, freeli reetrictions in every direction,
Is w, 11 to turn oue's eyes to a oountry
where a paterral government hedges
sound its eubmissive subjects with every
ponsible safeguani, and decide whether,
on the whole, people are better off there
than they are with us. Germany under
the Bismarckian syetern offers a good
field for study; it matters little whether
we go to Prussia or to one of the minor
kingdoms, for the chate*Ilor's iron head
is to be felt on everr side. The first
point that will strike aa Englishman on
taking up his reeichirce in a German
tuwn-let to Kay in Munich, which in all
respects is a fair type of the sleepy. beer
drinking, eaey going Teutonic eity--is
that the word •polizei" meets him at
every turn. Whatever be may wish to
know, if it is only the address of a
friend, he must apply to the police;
whatever he may wise to do and cannot
he is told is "polizeilich verboten" (for-
bidden by the polieee
The ordinary law abiding Englishman,
when at horue, has ne reason for coming
in contact with the police from one year
to another, and probably lives in sublime
ignorance cf the whereabouts cif the
rieunet police station. Not so in Ger-
many. NVithin three clays of his arrival
lie expected to teill at the poiioe ofBces
and fill up a form stating his name, age,
profeweion and religion, whether he is
married, single or divorced, the object of
his visit awl how long he mean, to re-
main, Nor is it only foreigners who are
treated in this inquisitorial manner,
Every person wbo changes his place et
residence west give immediate notice
thereof to the authoritiese every servant
girl who goes to a new situation must no-
tify the fact to the police, and allow heir
service book-also a compulsory institu-
tion-to be supervised. Every dog must
be 'taken to the pre. e station. niedieaLly
examieed, its address entered, and be
provided with a metal label to be woro
on the collar. tc, is "polizeilich verbnten"
te hare music in your house after 10
o'clock without the consent of all the
other tenants; to take a lighted candle in
your •own loft ; to put flower pots on your
own window sill; to hell Aeons; beer after
midday. Every chimney munt be swept
by prder of the government once a month
(the sweep tumidly arriving for the oper-
etion in the middle of the afternoon) god
period* visits are paid by officials into
every room to see that the carekei hotise-
bolder does not stand hie own furniture
too close to the stove, thereby running
the riek of a pcesible fire.
The whole drainage system, wretched
and unsanitary as it is, ie under the super-
vision el the police. Needless to say that
the hours for opening and cloeing shops
and restaarente are all fixed by law, and,
by a peculiar stroke of one sided tyranny,
the tram cars are not allowed to run after
p. me as they would otherwise inter-
fere with the cab monopoly. The infrac-
tion of any of these rules is ranibliocl be
strictly enforced fines, nor must it be
imagined that the officials facilitate con-
formance to the law. Everything is left
to the initiative of the citizen, and tiw
regulations as to the dayie hours and
place of registration. etc.. are Do numer-
ous, and so ponstanUy changed, that the
inexperienoed foreigner may frequently
make several weary joarneys haw red
tapeism declares itself satisfied,
It in pot for g moment disputed that
the majority of the regulations ere dis-
tinctly beneficial to the general corn
munity. It is far better to insist on
proper:y fixed flower boxes than that
the unsuspecting pedestrian should re-
ceive a flower not on his head. It is
most reassuring to lodging house keepers
tleo. they cannot unwittingly receive a
notorious scoundrel without the police
immediately warning them of the fact
It is quite true, moreover, that the dog
regulations have been abeolutely effectual
in stamping out hydrophobia. Prince
Bismarck is a judicious despot. and in
the eyes of thoeve who look merely to im-
mediate results a most beneficent ruler.-
Pall Mall Gazette.
Diet Treatment of Obesity:
M. Dujartlin-Lk-aumetz, one of the most
eminent pf living French physicians, pre-
scribes the following dietary for the IV-
duction of obesity: -Breakfast at 8
o'elockl-two ounces of cold meat, an
ounce of breadeeight ounces of weak tea
without sugar. Luncheon at noon-Two
ounces of bread, four ounces of meat or
stew or two (legs. four ounces of fresh
yeeetables, half an ounce of cheese, fruit
ad libitum. Dinner at 7 o'clock-No
soup, two ounces of breed, four ounces
olf meat or stew, four ounces of fresh
vegetables, salad, half an ounce at
cheese, fruit ad libitum. In conjunction
with this course purgatives should be
taken rather frequently. either mineral
waters, pills or powders, and the subject
should take exerciae in proportion to his
strength and employ maseiree.''--Chicago
News.
Japan Douses and Ciethos
In a delieious climate, e hose summer
heat rarely exceeds 75 degrees' or winter
cold decreases below 35 degrees Fahren-
heit, houses and clothe% are ne some*
either of forethought or toil. Paper is
the main material alike of architect,
tailor, dresemaker, and should the resist-
less blaet of the typhoon lay haw their
inansions or a passing shower dissolve to
ell) their raiment. a small outlay and
ready induetry speedily restore the dam-
age. A frame of sweet. clean e oodwork,
covered with paper, forms the structure
of Japanese houses; papier mache, oiled,
painted and lacquered, is the main sub-
stance of every toilet. Furniture there
is none, save mats; yet so important are
these reckoned that they are never cut to
suit the room, the room is made to suit
them.-Japan Letter.
Antiquity of Hopes.
Before the beginning of the historical
period, considerable skill in rope making
hail been acquired, so that it must be
classed among the oldest of the arts. The
existing relics of the ancient Egyptians
include sculptures showing the process of
manufacture practiced more than 4,000
years ago, while the oldest records of
that people represent well made ropes of
great strength. f""la end the fibers of the
date tree were employed for these ropes,
but grasses end the bidesof animals were
probably 'among the first naalerials used.
-eekansaw Traveler.
1111H8INMS
-0 .74
=as zr Terms..
We furnlehhundrede of homes yearly- with line
Plane. .n.1 iegiens, and allow cue-
toniere to pay in small month-
ly or quarterly payments.
Steinway & Sons,
Decker Brothers,
Hanes Brothers,
J.& C.Mcher,
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood, Ebonized, Walnut,
AND 1/101104: AN I CASES 'API:41AL
111E1414.Ni. A DI: TO ORDEN.
011GASISHONINCER.HAMILTON.ESTEY.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
236 F'curtle efteeete,,
Louisville, : : Hy.
Choice Styles cf Organ& for the Sit-
ting Room, Library and Hall
taK1116
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder sever varies. A marvel Of purl -
y. strength and w holettomenest More eronom
Seal than the ordinary kinda, and cannot be sold
is stompetition with the multitude of 'ow test.
short weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold
wag lie sew. KOVAL B•atee Potent. Co , 166
Wail *tress. N. Y.
LIST OF LANPS IN THE HANDS Ole
Jno, W, Payne,
Rog Estate Agit,
Hopkmsville, Ey.
OIRee--Up stairs, opposite the Court-houre.
No. t
farm, eentainteg 141 acres of lead, situated 6
miles west of Hopkinaville, Hy., sear Priseetok
road. There ts a small dwelling bpuse upon it
Land Is of tine quality, about 1,4 cleared. A
good bargain ean be obtaised in the pureham
of this land. Price $1.4e0. Terms. ies mush. bal-
ance In 1 and years, with ID wrest on deterred
pay meats.
No. T.
Lot for Sale, acestaining ;14 acre, east of rail-
road and north of road to fair grounde. It is a
cheap lot formate one desiring a home la Hop-
kiusville. Price $110.00.
No. la.
/arm toe sale, containieg about 175 acres cm
land. situated oe the old Canton read, mg miles
from Hopkiastrille. Tbe land is of good quality
and grows tobaceo, corn, wheat, clover and
grease freely. The dwelliag is sot in very
good repair, bat with • litta expenditure of
mosey it could be made quite ounitortatee.
There is a good bare and stable besides other
1mproveraeata on the pleat_ Any ooe desiring
a good farm could aec ore a good bargain by
purchasing this tract of land. Ternm gad price
reasonable.
No. 13.
House and lot in HoplOnaville, situated on
Russellville street. Tbe house is a large and
commodious uee, having rooms. with kitchen,
eervant's room, and an necessary out-hulld-
inp. Tbere is a good oew stable on the plane
that will accommodate head of horses,
good carriage or buggy house. a good cisters,
ic . There are 3 acres of grouted in the lot, and
upon it are over SOO peach, pear and apple trees
in tull bearing. Tbe location is healthy an.1 the
property is very desirable in every respect.
No. 14.
Lot in city of Hopkins•ille, Northwest corner
of Jackson and Elm streets, in Jesep'e addition
to said eity. Lot front. on Jackson street W5
feet and runs back 190 feet to • 3t. ft. alley.
Lies beautifully and is well deemed from front
to back. Pnce $260.
Nen
A splendid residence on Nashville street, ilite
city, not far from Main, with 8 eV cooms.
of which are in clematis Cone! on. Bee;
this there are a servents room, kitchen. 144
coal house, and in fact all necessary outbull -
ings. A good cellar and cistern and quite •
number of fruit trees in beartng. Any person
wanting a good Acme should see this one. Price
and terms reaaonible.
No. 14.
Farm, of 134 acres of land near usarrettsburg,
Christiao county, Ky., with 110 scree cleared and
balance in One Umber. The farm is located
within miles of the depot of the I. A. &T. Rail-
road which twill penetrate the Southern part of
the country, and Is also located within h, mile of 1
churches and • school-house. There Is a good
dwelling with good rooms, a new stable that will
shelter 18 bead of stock, aud all other necemary
outbuildings on the place; also • barn that will
house 10 acres of tobacco. 40 urea of the land are
in clover. Terme and price reasonable.
No. 1..
A good bouse and let for saJe In Use city of Hop-
thasrIlle with three good rooms, kitchen, servants
room, cistern, stable, &c., with lit acre of land, situ-
ated on Brown street. It la an excellent home
and a good bargain Is store for some out..
No. 111.
A farm for sale of SI acres situated near the
suburbs of Garretteburg. this county, with
good, roomy residence and all necessary out-
buildinsot Tbe soil is of excellent quality.
Also store house and tobacee factory in Gar-
rettalsurg.
No. SO.
A good business house on Ruaeellyille street,
within 1-3 square of Main. for sale or rent. The
house has a large store room with a couple of
rocms. good for ofilces or bed rooms, above.
No. II.
House sod lot for sale in the city of Hopltine-
ville and in the Southern portion Lbereof. LOS
conuaning ai of an acre. Nice frame dwelling,
with 3 good rooms and boll, kitchen. stervant's
room and mososary outtowndlage • good cn-
tern welt plenty of good water la It. Trice, WY.
No. 31.
Yarns for sale In this county 4 or miles from
Hopinlasville and I mile from Princetoo pike. of
54 acres&S or 70 acres of the Mod is cleared.balstoce
10 fine timber. There Is • frame house on same
with 1 large ond comfortable rooms, kitchen,
servant's room. good stable, barn. A.c. The land-
will grow wheat. tobacco, corn and e ries splendid
ty. Mem la • good bargain for some one. Price
and terms reasonable.
No.
A good and desirable store-house, aituated
Kelly's Station. and in 3II or JO feet of the SA is
and S. Z. K. It. The building is a frame one, ate
feet, with two good family rooms over e.
There Lk% of an acre in the lot and the store-houee
Is admirably adopted for the dry goods or Ereerry
business. Apply to me for price, terms &c.
No. 17.
A house and lot for sale in the city of Hopkins-
vele, on Jesup Avenue; there is he of ground
attached. House has five good rooms, stable,
with 4 stalls and loft, a rod cistern, coal house
aud all necessary out houses. There is also a
good plank fence around tbe pertness.. Prtee
and terms measonable.
'No. I.
Hoge and lot On Jesup Avenue. In City of
Hopkinsville. Tbe dwelling has eve good
rooms, coal house and other good and necessary
out buildings, and also a good plank fence
around same. There us 14 acre of ground at-
tached. Price and terms reasonable.
No. MI.
Farm of 114 acres for sale, in the neiehbor-
hood of Metiehee's store, Christian county,
Ky„ on Cerulean Springs road. OD acres of the
land are cleared and In good state of cultiva-
tion, balance In timber, under good fence.
There is a dwelling house with two rooms and
hall; crib, stable, smoke houae, an excellent
cistern, plenty of fruit trees, a good vineyard
with choice crapes; convenient to schools,
churches and post-office. and in good neighbor-
hood Terms and price reasonable.
No. 10.
Farm for sale, situated in this county, within
11 miles et Crofton, containing about It76 acres.
A greater portion of this land is cleared and in
an excellent state of cultivation, the balance ss
in floe timber. There is on the place a first -rate
dwelling with 6 good and comfortable rvoma,
barns. stable and all other necessary out-
houses There is also on the premises a young
and vigorous orchard, bearing the latest and
best varietiee of peaches, appleo, pears An.
Churches, schools and post oftioe are in easy
reach of the place. Price and terms rearonable.
No. SI.
House and lot for sale Just outaide the corpor-
ate limits of the city of Hopkinsville, bet wren
Wood's mill and the redress'. There is an acre
of Freund attached, a good frame cottage and
cabin on the premise& Property rents fur 613
per month. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 36.
Farm fors le situated about 6 miles northeast
of the city of Hopkinsville. on the middle fork
of Little river, containing 100 acrea: 75 acres
of this land is cleared, balance in extraordi-
narily fine timber. This land is in excellent
condition for eulti•ation, every foot of it being
suitable to the grewth of wheat. tobacco, corn,
•Ent grange*. There is plenty of drinking and
stock "titter on the place. There three 3, good,
never-failing springs Anil streams. There is
ale a small orchard of select fruit already in
bearing, strawberries, raspberries. &c. There
ts a good double story log house, cabin, tartlet
good stable, barns &c., on the premises. Terns.
and price reasonable.
No. fr.
Property for sale at Kelly's 'station. Christlaa
county. K•.. eonsieUng of 4 acres of ground. lag
building with 18 feet rooms, passage and 2 shed
rooms. good cistern. There are also on the prem.,
lees quite a number of fruit trees already in bear-
ing. Price low and terms reasonable.
No. Z.
troperty for same consisting of la scissor ground
sl nat./Kt ikt Kelly's Mallon. Christian county-, Ky.
Therein a good log building l‘s stories high, Within
21 yards of depot. 1 here la • good well on tho
place. The property is on the L. N. It. R.
No.
Property for sale at Kelly's Station, Christian
county. Ky,..in the L. N. A. It., acre of ground
with box home with two 14 feet rooms.
No. 40,
Property for sale at Kelly's Station, Christian
county. fly.. on & It. R. 'there are 4 acres of
groond. rousse boildIng wito 6 rooms. front and
back porch. lathed. plamered and nicely papered,
good cistern. Ac. 30lt flue fruit trees In good bear-
ing.
No. 41.
Oroperty at Kelly'. station, Chriatian eoenty,
Ky., is acres of land lying Deer depot 1...d Mg
Cable on the place.
No. 41.
Farm tor sale.-'rract of 170 acres. in this
eou lily, 65e miles northeast of ilopkinselle, sit
uated immediately on the Greenville road
Seventy -five acres of this land are in timber,
and balance cleared and in an exeellent state
of cultivation. Them is a-double log cabin
SU ft. story and a half high, on Die place. I 'ten -
netted all necessary outbuildings. There are
also! good barns, blackanion tamp, good spring
of serer faith,/ water and as abuneance of
steer water. I so eight rens, i• ea nard or
peach, semi., plum •nd eherr trees. Price and
terms reasonable.
No. 41.
Farm, situated 7 miles wen of Hopkins%
so the old Canton niad. irides from end of
the pike, and 14, frotu I. A a T. R. kt.„ now In
conetructioa. Contain. SitiO acree of land. Ise
cleared, bailance in timber; of the cleared laud
10u acres is in clover and graas, Imbiber in good
state of cultivation. Improvements. elinaltd
comfortable dwelling of 61-00111k k 'when, emoist
limier. ice Louse, ['arrange bonne. and other nec-
essary outbuildinga, a good barn. cistern, 10,
*table for 16 or VI head of stock. new eril. alit,
bran Ion •nil shelling room and row stable fo,
6 or eight head of cow, attacheel. There stables
have large, nsim) lofts, sufficient to hold 15 ton
if hay. one log and 1 frame canine. the
latter ith etory above emelt Old orchard
in hearing and young orchard of 100 tweed tree
now net 3 years. Plenty of Mock water and iu
exeellent neighlorhood. Term§ easy. .5 play
so John W Payne, or C. L. Mole on premiaes.
No. D.
Contains 69le acre, all timber, ane lies ott the
Sinking Fork. adjoining the farms of Mrs..1,,ha
and Marl Me. arty, ie ell peel 1.8,1 e tie
e eparately lir Connection with shove.
This parcel of WA acne is it part of the sm
mentioned in above number and shouid be emu
as a part 01 same, but if not denred as a part ,...
the some tract, can and will be wild eeparatrly.
Appl^ to John W. Payne, or C. L. Dade on
premises.
Vanderbilt University
rr la its 
departments of ftrienoe,Literature and
Thetogy. Cragineering, Thema.
(Wry. and Medicine the highest ediscatioaal ad•so.
legee al • moderate cunt. Address
11 1La ILLIAille, Secretary. Nelbville. Teas.
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